CHRONOLOGY OF IMPORTANT EVENTS IN CHINESE MONETARY HISTORY

Explanation:
1. For year-period coins whose dates are not given in the histories, the first year of the year-period is used.
2. Non-year-period coins whose date of issue is not clear are not included.
3. Yuan Dynasty temple coins or recent parent temple coins are not included.
4. Important events in foreign monetary history having global significance or which are relevant to Chinese monetary history are placed inside parentheses.

B.C.

3000-1122 Cowry shell evolves from an article of adornment into a means of payment.
1500-1122 Begin to cast bronze cowries.
1154-1122 According to tradition, the Yin King Zhou increases the land tax so as to make possible the Deer Platform Coins.
1122 Traditional date for King Wu of Zhou’s conquest of Shang and dispersing of Deer Platform Coins.
800-700 Early period hollow socket spades appear.
700-600 (Asia Minor and Greece mint gold and silver coins. This is the beginning of minting coins in the West.)
613-591 According to tradition, King Zhuang of Chu changes the small coin into a large one, and Sun Shu’ao argues against doing so.
524 According to tradition, King Jing of Zhou mints large coins.
521 (Persia mints gold and silver coins.)
480 Warring States Era begins.
403 Jin breaks up into the three states of Han, Zhao and Wei.
386 Tian He proclaimed Duke of Qi; Qi Construct-the-nation Knife perhaps minted at this time.
361 Wei moves its capital to Daliang; the Worth-yuan-spade perhaps minted after this time.
336 King Huiwen of Qin circulates coins. (Alexander of Macedon mints gold coins.)
290-200 (Rome mints the heavy as copper coin.)
284-279 The Yan army attacks and occupies 70 Qi cities. The Qi ming knife coins must have been minted at this time.
278 Chu moves its capital to Chen.

A.D.

7 Wang Mang’s first reform of the monetary system: Mints Gold-engraved knife, Gold-inlaid knife and Large Spring round coin.
9 Wang Mang’s second reform of the monetary system: Knife coins abolished; solely use Large and Small Spring round coin.
10 Wang Mang’s third reform of the monetary system: Adopt Treasure-money system.
14 Wang Mang’s fourth reform of the monetary system: Mint Monetary-spring and Monetary-spade coins. Rectification of the prices of gold and silver.
24 Liu Xuan (Prince of Huaiyang) mints Five-grainer.
30 Gongsun Shu mints iron coins.
40 Emperor Guangwu of Eastern Han restores the Five-grainer.
184 Yellow Turban uprising.
186 Emperor Ling mints the Four-corner Five-
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193 Dong Zhuo mints small coin.
208 Cao Cao becomes Chancellor, restores Five-grainer.
214 Liu Bei mints Value-hundred Five-grainer in Yizhou.

[987]
221 Cao Bei abolishes Five-grainer; uses grain and cloth.
227 The Cao-Wei restores the Five-grainer. (Persian Pathan Dynasty mints gold and silver coins.)
236 Sun Quan mints Large-spring-five-hundred in Jiangdong.
238 Sun Quan mints Large-spring-equals-thousand.
246 Sun Quan calls in Large-spring coins.
312 (Constantine reforms Roman Empire’s coinage.)
313 Zhang Gui restores Five-grainer in Hexi.
319 Shi Le mints Fenghuo cash.
324 Shen Chong killed. Lord Shen’s Five-grainer must have been minted prior to this time.
338 Li Shou mints Hanxing cash.
376 Taiyuan Monetary-spring perhaps minted at this time.
430 Liu-Song mints Four-grainer.
447 Liu-Song fixes large coin as equal to two.
448 Abolish large coin as equal to two system.
454 Liu-Song mints Xiaoqian Four-grainer.
465 Liu-Song mints Yongguang and Jinghe coins.
490 Xiao-Qi mints coins in Sichuan.
491-518 (Byzantine minting of coins commences.)
495 Northern Wei mints Taihe Five-grainer.
502 Xiao-Liang mints Five-grainer and Public Female Cash.
510 Northern Wei mints Five-grainer.
524 Xiao-Liang mints iron Five-grainer.
529 Northern Wei mints Yong’an Five-grainer.
540 Western Wei changes the coinage.
543 Eastern Wei changes to minting of Yong’an Five-grainer.
546 Western Wei’s second change in coinage.
552 Xiao-Liang mints ten-unit coin.
553 Northern Qi mints Changping Five-grainer.
557 Xiao-Liang mints Four-pillar coin, with one equal to twenty.
561 Northern Zhou mints Spade-spring. The commanderies of the Hexi use western frontier gold and silver coins.
562 Chen mints Five-grainer.

[988]
574 Northern Zhou mints Five-agents Large-spade.
589 Sui mints Five-grainer.
590 Permit Yang Guang to mint coins in Yangzhou (White-cash?).
598 Permit Yang Liang to mint coins in Bianzhou. Yang Xiu mints coins in Yizhou.
621 Emperor Gaozu of Tang abolishes the Five-grainer, and mints the Inaugural Circulating Treasure.
666 Mint Qianfeng Spring-treasure 10-cash coin.
667 Abolish Qianfeng coin; restore use of Inaugural coin.
695 (The Arabs formally establish a monetal system.)
708 (The Japanese mint the Wadō Kahiō.)
732 It is ordered that various grades of silk and plain cloth be used in the markets as money along with coins.
750 An Lushan mints coins in Shanggu.
755-768 (France mints denier silver coin, beginning the minting of coins in Medieval Europe.)
758 Mint Qianyuan Heavy Treasure 10-cash coin.
759 Mint Double-wheel Qianyuan Heavy Treasure 50-cash coin. Shi Siming mints Obtain-one Original Treasure and Obey-Heaven Original Treasure 100-cash coins in Luoyang.
762 Large and small Qianyuan coins circulate at par with Inaugural coins.
766-779 Dali Original Treasure minted at this time.
780 Double Tax promulgated.
780-783 Jianzhong Circulating Treasure minted at this time.
796 It is ordered that exchanges in the market employ heavy and light silk and plain cloth as money along with coins.
817 Prohibition on hoarding coins.
845 Emperor Wuzong of Tang removes all the bronze statues from the nation’s Buddhist temples to mint the Huichang Inaugural.
870 Guiyang Inspectorate mints the Xiantong Mysterious Treasure.
907 Latter Liang mints the Kaiping Circulating Treasure.
911 Ma Yin of Chu mints the Tiansong Prefectural Treasure. Wang Jian of Former Shu mints the Yongping Original Treasure.
917 Wang Jian mints the Tianhan Original Treasure. Great Yue’s Liu Yan mints the Qianheng Heavy Treasure.
918 Wang Jian mints the Guangtian Original Treasure. Southern Han’s Liu Yan mints the Qianheng Heavy Treasure lead coin.
919 The Houzhu of Shu mints the Qiande Original
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Treasure.
922 The Khitan mint the Tianzan Circulating Treasure. Min’s Wang Shenzhi mints a large iron Inaugural Circulating Treasure.

[989]
924 Min’s Wang Yanxi mints the Yonglong Circulating Treasure large iron coin.
925 Shu’s Houzhu mints Xiankang Original Treasure. The Khitan mint Tianxian Circulating Treasure. Chu’s Ma Yin mints lead coins.
926 Latter Tang mints the Tiancheng Original Treasure. Ma Yin mints Qianfeng Spring-treasure large iron coins. Markets use folded tallies for exchange.
942 Min’s Wang Yanxi mints Yonglong Circulating Treasure.
944 Fujian’s Wang Yanzheng of Yin in Jianzhou mints Tiande Circulating Treasure large iron coin.
946 Latter Han mints Hanyuan Circulating Treasure.
948 Liao mints Yingli Circulating Treasure.
951 Liao mints Yingli Circulating Treasure.
955 Latter Zhou’s Emperor Shizong destroys the bronze images in the nation’s Buddhist temples to mint Zhouyuan Circulating Treasure.
959 Southern Tang mints the Perpetual-circulation Spring-money 10-cash coins, and also the Tang State Circulating Treasure and Great Tang Circulating Treasure.
961 Song Emperor Taizu mints Song Original Circulating Treasure.
962 Latter Shu circulates Guangzheng Circulating Treasure iron coins.
964 Southern Tang’s Houzhu issues iron coins.
968 Liao mints Baoning Circulating Treasure.
970 (Vietnam’s Minister Dinh mints Taiping Xian-bao.)
971 Northern Song fixes punishment for counterfeiting gold.
976 Mint Taiping-Circulating Treasure.
980 Silver takes on function of use for payment of taxes.
983 Khitan mint Tonghe Circulating Treasure.
990 Mint Chunhua Circulating Treasure.
994 In Chengdu Li Shun mints Yingyun Original Treasure and Circulating Treasure copper and iron coins.
995 Chengdu merchants use Exchange Notes as a private medium of exchange. Mint Zhi-dao Circulating Treasure.
996 (Korea mints Qianyuan Heavy Treasure iron and copper coins.)
998 Mint Xianping Circulating Treasure.
1004 Mint Jingde Circulating Treasure.
1008 Mint Xiangfu Circulating Treasure.
1017 Mint Tianxi Circulating Treasure.
1023 Establish Yizhou Exchange Note Authority. Mint Tiansheng Original Treasure.
1024 Government in Yizhou issues first term of official Exchange Notes in denominations from 1-string to 10-strings.
1032 Khitan mint Chongxi Circulating Treasure.
1034 Mint Jingyou Circulating Treasure.
[990]
1039 Exchange Note denominations changed to 5-string and 10-string. Mint Imperial Song Circulating Treasure.
1041 Because of war with Western Xia, mint 10-cash iron coins.
1045 Mint Qingli Heavy Treasure 10-cash bronze and iron coins.
1053 Western Xia mint Fusheng coins.
1054 Mint Zhihe Original Treasure small coins and Zhihe Heavy Treasure 2-cash and 3-cash coins.
1055 Khitan mint Qingning Circulating Treasure.
1056 Mint Jiayou Original Treasure and Circulating Treasure.
1064 Mint Zhiping Original Treasure.
1066 Liao mints Xianyong Circulating Treasure.
1068 Exchange Note denominations changed to 1-string and 500-cash. Mint Xining Original Treasure.
1069 Set up Luzhou Exchange Note Authority. Exchange Notes circulate in Hedong Circuit.
1070 Abolish Luzhou Exchange Note Authority.
1071 Exchange Notes circulate in Shaanxi. Mint Xining Heavy Treasure 10-cash coin.
1072 Two terms of Exchange Notes circulate simultaneously.
1073 Change 10-cash coins into 2-cash. This represents beginning of circulation of 2-cash coins.
1074 Liao mints Dakang Original Treasure and Circulating Treasure.
1076 Abolish Shaanxi Exchange Notes. Western Xia mints Da’an coins.
1078 Mint Yuanfeng Circulating Treasure.
1083 Liao mints Da’an Original Treasure.
1092 Liao mints Shouchang Original Treasure.
1093 Mint Yuanyou Circulating Treasure.
1094 Mint Shaosheng Original Treasure and Circulating Treasure.
1098 Mint Yuanfu Circulating Treasure.
1101 Mint Sagely Song Circulating Treasure. Liao mints Qiantong Original Treasure.
1102 Shaanxi again circulates Exchange Notes.
Western Xia mints Zhenguan coin.
1103 Cai Jing mints Chongning Heavy Treasure 5-cash and 10-cash coins.
1104 Jingxi Circuit circulates Exchange Notes.
1105 Outer circuits change from Exchange Notes to Coin Vouchers. Their sphere of circulation is broadened to include Jingdong, Jingxi, Huainan and the capital region. Quantity issued expands to twenty times the original issue of tiansheng period. Mint tin alloy coins.
1107 Sichuan Exchange Note Authority renamed Coin Voucher Authority. Mint Daguan Circulating Treasure in denominations from 1-cash to 10-cash.
1109 Sichuan issues Coin Vouchers. Old Exchange Notes abolished.

1110 Liao mints Tianqing Original Treasure.
1118 Mint Zhonghe Circulating Treasure.
1119 Mint Xuanhe Original Treasure and Circulating Treasure.
1120 Western Xia mints Yuande Circulating Treasure and Original Treasure.
1126 Mint Jingkang Circulating Treasure and Original Treasure.
1127 Southern Song mints Jianyan Circulating Treasure.
1131 Mint Shaoxing Circulating Treasure and Original Treasure. Liu Yu mints Fuchang coin.
1137 Wu Jie in Hechi issues Silver Account Notes. This is China’s earliest silver denominated system.
1149 Western Xia mints Tiansheng Original Treasure.
1151 The Jin issue Exchange Certificates.
1157 The Jin mint Zhonglong Circulating Treasure.
1160 Southeaster Account Notes issued by Board of Revenue.
1163 Hubei issues Value-convenient Account Notes. Xingyuanfu issues iron cash Account Notes.
1165 Mint Qiandao Original Treasure 2-cash coins.
1166 Liang-Huai uses Exchange Notes.
1168 Reform system for issuing Account Notes, setting a limit of 10 million strings worth for their issue.
1171 Western Xia mints Qianyou coins.
1173 Jin established public pawnshops, calling them Liu quan [Flowing Springs].
1174 Mint Chunxi Original Treasure.
1178 Jin mints Dading Circulating Treasure.
1180 Dates placed on coin reverses. (England mints silver pence.)
1188 Jin sets up an additional 28 Liu quan offices.
1189 Jin removes the expiration dates on its paper money, allowing Exchange Certificates to circulate indefinitely.
1190 Mint Shaohui Original Treasure.
1194 Western Xia mints Tianqing coins.
1195 Mint Qingyuan Circulating Treasure.
1197 Jin mints Cheng’ an Treasure Money silver ingots.
1201 Mint Jiatai Circulating Treasure: Jin mints Taihe Circulating Treasure and Heavy Treasure.
1205 Mint Kaixi Circulating Treasure.
1208 Mint Jiading Circulating Treasure.

[991]

1210 Western Xia mints Huangjian Original Treasure.
1211 Western Xia mints Guangding Original Treasure.
1215 Jin changes issue to Zhenyou Treasure Deed.
1217 Jin changes issue to Zhenyou Circulating Treasure.
1222 Jin changes issue to Xingding Treasure Spring.
1223 Jin issues Yuanguang Precious Money.
1225 Mint Great Song Original Treasure.
1227 In Mongol-controlled territory, Heshi prints Zhi Account Notes in Bozhou.
1228 Mint Shaoding Circulating Treasure.
1233 Jin issues Tianxing Treasure Account in Caizhou. Several months later overthrown by Mongols.
1234 Mint Duanping Original Treasure.
1236 Ögedei issues Exchange Certificates.
1237 Mint Jiaxi Circulating Treasure and Heavy Treasure.
1240 Within Mongol-controlled territory, Liu Su issues mulberry paper money in Xinzhou.
1241 Mint Chunyou Original Treasure. Sichuan mints Chunyou Circulating Treasure 100-cash coin.
1247 Account Notes circulate for indefinite period.
1249 Sichuan Vouchers given 10-year term of circulation.
1251 Paper money of different places in north not exchangeable. Möngke determines on Silver and Certificate dual system.
1252 (Florence mints the Florentine gold coin.)
1253 Mint Imperial Song Original Treasure.
1259 Mint Kaiqing Circulating Treasure.
1260 Mint Jingding Original Treasure. The Mongols issue Zhongtong Certificates. Withdraw various northern local certificates.
1264 Jia Sidao issues gold, silver and copper cash denominated Communicating Medium.
1265 Mint Xianchun Original Treasure.
1266 (The French King Louis IX imitates the Arab Di’erhengdu’s minting of the Geluo silver coin.)
1276 The Mongols take control of the south, and exchange Zhongtong Certificates for Southern Song paper money. Boyan mints silver Original Treasure.
1285 Lu Shirong proposes plan for rectification of paper money. Mint Zhiyuan Circulating Treasure. (Venice mints ducaton gold coin.)
1287 Yuan Emperor Shizu issues Zhiyuan Certificates.
1292 Set up public Broad Favor Treasury pawnshops, with capital of 5,000 ingots worth of Certificates.
1294 (The Persian Ilkhan state circulates Chinese-style paper money.)
1295 Mint Yuanzhen Circulating Treasure and Original Treasure. (Japan circulates paper money.)
1297 Mint Dade Circulating Treasure.
1309 Yuan Emperor Wuzong carries out monetary reform, issuing Zhida Silver Certificates, and minting Great Yuan Circulating Treasure and Zhida Circulating Treasure.
1311 Emperor Renzong withdraws the Zhida Silver Certificate, and abolishes the Zhida coins.
1350 Reform of monetary system. Issue Zhizheng Exchange Certificates, mint Zhizheng Circulating Treasure.
1353 Zhang Shicheng mints Tianyou Circulating Treasure.
1355 Han Lin’er mints Longfeng Circulating Treasure.
1358 Xu Shouhui mints Tianqi Circulating Treasure.
1359 Xu Shouhui mints Tianding Circulating Treasure.
1360 Chen Youliang mints Dayi Circulating Treasure.
1361 Zhu Yuanzhang mints Dazhong Circulating Treasure.
1368 Ming Emperor Taizu mints Hongwu Circulating Treasure, and proclaims Hongwu Circulating Treasure coinage system.
1375 Issue Great Ming Treasure Certificates. Halt minting of coins by Treasure Origins Office.
1376 Halt provincial minting of coins.
1377 Restore provincial minting of coins.
1389 Restore Treasure Origins Office minting of coins.
1651 Issue Certificates denominated in strings. Shunzhi coins increased in weight to 0.125 ounce. Japan mints Yongli Circulating Treasure to aid Zheng Chenggong.

1653 Mint 1-li [0.001 ounce of silver] silver equivalent copper coins.

1657 Shunzhi coins increased in weight to 0.14 ounce.

1662 Mint Kangxi Circulating Treasure.

1663 (England mints Jini gold coin.)

1664 Wu Sangui mints Liyong Circulating Treasure. Geng Jingzhong mints Yumin Circulating Treasure in Fujian and Zhejiang.

1678 Wu Sangui mints Zhaowu Circulating Treasure. Wu Shifan mints Honghua Circulating Treasure.

1684 Kangxi coins reduced in weight to 0.1 ounce.

1702 Kangxi coins increased in weight to 0.14 ounce. Small 0.07 ounce coin minted in addition.

1706 Japan carries out weight reduction of coinage. Kan'ei coins begin to flow into China.

1720 Canton merchants organize the Co-Hong. Foreign silver dollars flow in on a large scale.

1723 Mint Yongzheng Circulating Treasure.

1731 Beijing establishes Official Cash Office. [995]

1733 Yongzheng coin reduced in weight to 0.12 ounce.

1736 Mint Qianlong Circulating Treasure.

1737 Beijing opens ten official cash offices to stabilize price of coins.

1743 Prohibit use of Guangzhong and Jingxing foreign coins.

1745 Close down official cash offices.

1759 Xinjiang begins to mint Pu'er Red Cash.

1793 Tibet sets up Treasure Tibet Office, mints Qianlong Treasure Tibet silver coins.

1794 (The United States begins to mint silver dollars.)

1796 Mint Jiaqing Circulating Treasure.

1814 Guangdong establishes Ao Maritime Customs - Silver House.

1816 (England adopts gold standard.)

1821 Mint Daoguang Circulating Treasure.

1828 Xinjiang mints 5-cash and 10-cash Red Cash.

1830 Memorial on fixing new regulations concerning arrangements for bankruptcy of coin shops.

1832 (Mexico begins minting Eagle. Owen issues work on labor.)

1837-1838 Taiwan mints God of Longevity Silver Cake.

1848 The English merchants’ Liru Yinhang bank sets up branch in Canton.

1851 Mint Xianfeng Circulating Treasure.

1852 Xianfeng coin reduced in weight to 0.1 ounce.


1854 First month: Mint 100-cash, 500-cash, 1,000-cash large coins. Later use Treasure Certificates to redeem large coins. England's Mercantile Bank of India, London and China, and the Commercial Bank of India place branches in Shanghai.

1855 Mint iron coins and lead coins.

1856 Several Shanghai silver houses use steel molds to mint Xianfeng silver cakes. Small Sword Society mints Taiping Circulating Treasure sun and moon coins in Shanghai.

1857 Beijing merchants close down the market, resist using large iron coins. Treasure su Office uses steel molds to mint Xianfeng Circulating Treasure silver coins. English Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China establishes Shanghai branch.

1862 Official bills cease to circulate. Mint Tongzhi Circulating Treasure.

1864 Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation founded. Rashidin mints Arabic inscription coins in Kula, Xinjiang.

1866 Hong Kong mints silver dollar. [996]

1870 (Japan mints Dragon Foreign.)

1873 (United States mints Trade Silver Dollar.)

1875 Mint Guangxu Circulating Treasure.

1882 Jilin mints Xianfeng silver coin, representing beginning of machine-made coins in China.

1885 Fujian uses machinery to mint coins.

1887 Guangdong mints Dragon Foreigns.

1889 Guangdong mints machine-made coins.

1890 Guangdong mints silver dimes.

1893 Hubei establishes Silver Dollar Office.


1897 Imperial Bank of China established, issues paper money. Japan's Yokohama Specie Bank sets up branch in Shanghai.

1900 Guangdong mints 10-cash Copper Dollar.
1901 Fix weight of the silver dollar at 0.72 treasury ounce.
1904 Hubei mints 1 ounce Great Qing Silver Coin.
1905 Board of Revenue establishes Silver and Cash Central Factory in Tianjin. Great Qing Board of Revenue Bank established.
1906 Great Qing Board of Revenue Bank issues Exchange Tickets. Tianjin Coin Factory test mints 1 ounce Great Qing Gold Coin.
1907 Xinjiang Machine Office mints Supply Gold coin. Bank of Communications established. Authorities ask provincial governors for their opinions on the appropriate unit for silver coins.
1908 Great Qing Board of Revenue Bank renamed Great Qing Bank, promulgates "Great Qing Bank Regulations."
1909 Mint Xuantong Circulating Treasure. Establish coinage investigation office.
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Ban Zhao 官, 145, 177.
Ban Zhao (Shenbo) 官, 901, 903.
Banque de I'Indochine 官, 977, 978.
Baohuo 官, 740, 928, 931.
Baohuzhi. Cf. Treasure Money Record.
Bao Ji 包佶, 295.
Bao Jingyan 鲍敬言, 276.
Bao Kang (Zinizian) 鲍康 (子年), 230n31, 935, 937, 939.
Banoning Circulating Treasure [Banoning tongbao 官通寶], 545, 989.
baoan 宝安, 787.
Bao Fu Zi 抱子, 237n5, 253n13.
Baoqing Original Treasure [Baoqing yuanbao 官元寶], 411.
baoquan 宝款, Cf. Treasure Deeds.
Baoshan 寶善 Bank, 814.
Bao Shichen (Shenbo) 包世臣 (慎伯), 901, 903.
Baoxian Yinhang 寶信銀行, 978.
baoxin 宝心, Cf. Treasure Silver.
Baoyin 宝银, Cf. Treasure Origins Office.
Baoyunlou yiqi tulu. Cf. Treasure Gathering Tower Bronze Vessel Illustrated Record.
barter, 1.
Baster, A. S. J., 982n5.
Bean Shed Words of Leisure [Doupeng xianhua 豆棚閑話], 745n17.
bei 北, north, spade-coin inscription, 35.
bei 貝, cowry, coin inscription, 32.
beichi 貝齒, cowry-teeth, 30n13.
Beijing 北京, spade-coins near, 33, 62-63n3.
Beijing Savings Bank [Beijing chuxu 北京儲備], 814.
Beijing 北京, 638, Plate xxii, 639.
beiqi 北齒, spade-coin inscription, 35.
Beiqi 貝丘, 25, 30n18, Plate ix.
beiqu 北齒, spade-coin inscription, 35, 63n3.
Beishou jianwenlu. Cf. Record of Things Seen and Heard On a Hunt to the North.
Beishi 貝石, 25, 30n17.
Beiyang Dragon Foreign [Beiyang Longyang 北洋龍洋]. Plate cxxii, 794.
Beiyang Railroad Silver Dollar Bill, 810. Cf. also Shanhaiguan Within and Outside the Border Railroad Office Silver Dollar Bill.

beiyi 贝邑, spade-coin inscription, 35.
Beizi 貝子, 28.
beizi jinhua 北茲金化, spade-coin inscription, 63n3.

Belgium, 977.

Belles Lettres Collectanea [Yiwen leiji 艺文類集], 322n25.

Bencao 本草, Pharmacopoeia, 29n9, 30n13.


Beneficial Observation of Four Famous Landscapes [Siming tashanshui li beilan 四明它山水利覽], 499n56.

Bengal, 649.

Bewitching Fantasies [Yaowang zhuan 異妄傳], 321n12.

bi 貝, to adorn, beautiful, 12.
bi 碱, jadete ring, 53.
bi 硬, silk/money, 7, 8, 39, 95.

Bi jin 中, 624.


Bijian gongji. Cf. Respectful Record of Imperial Audiences.


Bilun 比輪, "wheels," 217, 253n12, 326.


Bianfu 蝙蝠, "the bat," 782.

Bianhuan 便換, convenient exchange, 396. Cf. also "flying cash."


Biantongguan. Cf. Office for Sorting Copper.

Bianweishi jinlin. Cf. Record of the Siege of Bian.

Big-eyed Bandit [dayan zei 大眼賊], 694.

Big bill of exchange, 624.

Bill of exchange [huipiao 雜票; old form 會票], 635, 750, 950, 951, 957.


Bing, supposed Tang coin inscription, 305.
Bing, 643.

Biographies of Great Monks [Gaoshengzhuan 高僧傳], 359n1.

Biographies of High Knights [Gaoshizhuan 高士傳], 130n37.

"Biographies of the Moneymakers" [daizhi lie-zhuan 資治列傳], 92n26, 93n32, 96, 106.

Biographies of Previous Worthies of Lingling [Lingling xianxianzhuan 陵零先賢傳], 139n4.

Biography of the Great Mercy Temple Master of the Three Treasures of the Law [Da ci'en si sanzang fashi zhuan 大慈恩寺三藏法師傳], 311n34.

Biography of Huo Xiaoyu [Huo Xiaoyu zhuan 霍 小玉傳], 392n20.

Biography of Li Gui [Li Gui zhuan 李圭傳], 462n41.

Biography of Liu Wushuang [Liu Wushuang zhuan 劉無雙傳], 393n10.

Biography of Qiu Ranke [Qiu Ranke zhuan 許孫客傳], 391n12.

Blake, Robert P., 515n26, 571n3.

Blue Jade High Righteousness [Qing suo gao yi 青鎖高義], 426n27.

Blue Jade Record [Qing suo ji 青琱記], 311n16.

Bo 銃, hoe, large bell, 31.
Bo Baoyi 白袍乙, 634.
Bogao 佛, 64.
Bo Gui 白圭, 97.

Bohai 戎海, 222.

Bohuai 豐海, 25.


Boyan 伯顔, 556, 992.

Bo Board of Revenue [Hubu 戶部], 775, 812, 968, 980.

Board of Revenue and Finance [Duzhibu 度支部], 775, 812, 980.

Board of Revenue Office Bill [Hubu guan piao 戶部官票], 809-810, Plate cviii, 995.

Board of Revenue Regulations [Hubu zeliu 戶部則列], 800n4.

Bohemia [波希米], 661.

Bolt (of cloth), pl 匹, 88, 241-242.

Book Hall of the Original Tortoise [Cefu yuanzui 册府元龜], 125n3, 130n36, 261n29, 265n2.

Book of Can [Keshu 可書], 426n29.
Book of Changes [Yijing 易經], 9n1, 7, 16, 66.
Book of Documents [Shujing 書經], 11n24, 20n4, 19, 22n37, n38, 29n5, 64, 68, 71n2, 86.
Book of Ming [Ming shu 明書], 674n6. Cf. also Fu Weilin.
Book of Odes [Shijing 詩經], 5-6, 10n17, n20, 20n4, 21n21, 29n6, n33.
Book of Punishments Digest [Xingshu yaozhi 春秋刑書繁], 809.
Book of Ritual [Yili 里], 10nl26.
Book of Zhou [Zhou shu 周書], 9n7, 19.
Book prices, 716-720, 847, 863.
Bottle Check [huping tie 壺瓶帖], 809.
Brief Report on the Monetary System [Bizi jieli 明代雜冊], 897n39.
Bright Moon Coin [Ming yue qian 明月錢], 377, 928.
Bright Path Miscellaneous Record Continued [Xu Ming dao zazhi 穆明道雜記], 427n36.
Bright Studio Small Knowledge [Mingzhai xiaoshi 明齋小識], 802n19.
Brim-ring cash [yanhuan qian 譴環錢], 220, Plate xxxvi, 257, 335.
British East India Company, 710, 853, 854, 994.
broad-edged coin [kuanbian 竁邊], 643, 645.
Brocade from the Sleeve of the Old Man of the Great Peace [Taiping laoren xiuzhongjin 太平老人袖中錦], 391n12.
Broken-waist Certificate [Zheyao chao 折腰鈔], 611.
bronze, use as means of payment, 16; alloys of, 31n25.
The Bronze Age [Qingtong shidai 靑銅時代], 10n12, n15, n16.
Brush Treasury Army Supply [bibao junxiang 筆寶軍餉], 770, Plate xcvi, 786-788.
Bu 卜, coin inscription, 46, 47.
bu 布, plain cloth, 318.
bu 部, 643, 645.
bu[bi]. Cf. spade-coin or cloth.
Budai heshang renziji. Cf. The Cloth Sack Monk Bears the Word.
Buhuo 布穀, 324.
buquan. Cf. Spade-spring.
Buddhism, and gold, 152n9.
Bukhara, 324.
bullionism, Han, 202, 274-275, 276-279; Tang, 366; Song, 517, 523-525; Ming, 734; Qing, 857, 905.
Burma, 787.
Burns, A. R., 20n8, 71n4, n7, 156n45, 397n1, 776n2, 877n1, n2.
Bushell, S. W., 927n1.
Byzantium, 232-233.

C

Cai Jing 蔡經, 404, 413, 422, 463, 464, 465, 506, 990.
Cai Meibiao 蔡美彪, 631n22.
Cai Tiao 蔡條, 428n48.
Cai Yun 蔡雲, 91n11, 124n2, 125n3, 129n29.
Cai Yun (Tiegeng), 蔡雲 (鐵耕), 932, 937-938.
Cai Zhiding, 808, 900, 901.
Cai Zhongbo 蔡仲白, 534n8.
cake [bing 饅], of gold or silver, 324.
Calculated Weight Full Fine Silver 1-ounce kezi [Guping zu yin yiliang kezi 估平足銀一兩金果子], Plate xcii, 779.
Calculation Classic of Marquis Yang of Xia [Xiahou Yang suanjing 夏侯陽算經], 237n4, 251.
Calculation Techniques Primer [Suanshu qimeng 算術啓蒙], 613n7. Cf. also Zhu Shijie.
calligraphy on ancient coins, 59-60; on Song coins, 398-427.
Calling-in Trust Treasure [zhaona xinbao 招納信寶], 423.
Cambodia, 787.
Canton weight ounce [Guangping liang 廣平兩], 778.
Cao Bei 曹丕, 139n1, 192, 241, 987.
Cao Cao 曹操, 131, 178-179, 191, 205, 241, 986.
Cao Fang 曹芳, 192.
Cao Huan 曹韜, 194.
Cao muzi. Cf. Grass and Tree Master.
Cao ping Hang. Cf. transport weight ounce.
Cao Rui 曹叡, 192.
Cao Rui 曹叡, 192.
caoshu. Cf. abstract manuscript style.
Cao Xuequan 曹雪芹, 437n3.
Cao Xun 曹絹, 425n15.
Capital City Record of Victory. [Ducheng jisheng 都城紀勝] 427n44.
Capital Gazette [Jingbao 京報], 895n30.
Capital Region Gazetteer [Jifu tongzhi 都域通志], 842n34.
Cash Bill [qianpiao 錢票], 808, 809, 814, 834.
Cash coin [qian 錢], originally meaning "shovel," 1, 2, 6, 66, 116, 214, 293.
casting coins, methods of, Ming, 646-648.
Catalogue of Bronze Inscriptions Through History [Lidai zhulujijinmu 历代著錄吉金目], 30n24.
Catalogue of Coins [Qianbipu 錢幣譜], 415n9.
cattle prices, Ming, 715-716.
catty [fin ff], 17, 22n28, 22n50, 66, 67, 85, 986; Han, 109; Tang, 324.
Cen Chunxuan , 811.
Cen Lihu ^ , 768n3.
Cen Ziqian , 768n3.
Ceng Tong # ^ , 717.
cengyi ^ , spade-coin inscription, 35.
Center King Coin [Zhongwang zhi qian 中王之錢], 377.
Central Bank Monthly [Zhongyang yinhang yuebao 中央銀行月報], 970n20.
Certificate Strings [chaoguan 鈔貫], 807, 808.
Ceylon, 679.
cha % , knife-coin inscription, 42.
chahua 茶花, "Tea Flower," 777.
chayin. Cf. tea voucher.
chang 昌, Tang coin inscription, 304; Qing, 754; Plate xxix, 755, Plate xxxi, 757, 788.
chang 長, knife-coin inscription, 44.
chang'an 長安, 82.
[chang?]Ian 立長安, spade-coin inscription, 35.
Chang'an Record [Chang'an zhi 長安志], 462n41.
Chang'an zhi. Cf. Chang'an Record.
Changchun zhenren xiyouji. Cf. Record of a Journey to the West by the Changchun True Man.
Changluguo. Cf Hitachikuni.
changping 常平, 793.
Changping Circulating Treasure [Changping tongbao 常平通寶], 932.
Changping Five-grainer [Changping wuzhu 常平五銖], 223, Plate xxxviii, 226, 269, 272, 987.
Changping One Ounce [Changping yiliang 常平一兩], 793, 996.
Changqing Collection [Changqing ji 長慶集], 330n21.
changshengjun 長勝軍, 767.
changshengku 長生庫, 536.
changyi 昌邑, 82.
Changyu One-adz [changyu yijin 長垣一金], ring-coin inscription, Plate xxi, 53, 54.
changzi 長子, spade-coin inscription, 35.
Chao bi chuyan. Cf. Simple Words on Certificates.
Chao Cu , 90, 162, 166-167, 199, 201, 203, 211, 280.
Chao Gongwu 昭公武, 534n7.
chaoguan. Cf Certificate Strings.
Chaoyang xian 朝陽縣, 36.
Chao ye qianzai. Cf. Complete Records In Court and Out.
Charlmer, R., 687n24.
checks [zhipiao 支票], Tang, 389; Song, 537; Ming, 748; Qing, 957. Also called tie 帖, or shutie 書帖 during Tang.
chen 臣, servant, 10n13.
Chen 陳, capital of Chu, 40; Han, 111; Vietnamese rulers, 407; Northern-Southern Dynasties state, Plate xxxvii, 221, 223, 242, 262-266.
Chen Baxian 陳霸先, 264.
Chen Ban 陳班, 786.
Chen Bi 陳璧, 882.
Chen Hangui 陳漢歸, 587.
Chen Hongmo 陳洪謬, 667n28.
Chen Jieqi 陳介祺, 22n30, 928, 935, 939, 940.
Chen Kai 陳開, 767.
Chen Liangyou 陳良佑, 523.
Chen Lin 陳麟, 696n25.
Chen Ping 陳平, 152n9.
Chen Qiguang 陳其光, 948n20.
Chen Qinian 陳其年, 299.
Chen Qitian 陳其田, 968n3.
Chen Qiuulu 陳汎, 483, 524.
Chen Shou 陳壽, 139n1, 180.

Chou liao shouhua 總遼首話, 676n30, 698n40.

Chronicles of Tang Odes [Tangshi jishi 唐詩記事], 350n2.


Chubo Yozaburo 中波容三郎, 948n14.

Chu Ci. Cf. Songs of Chu.


Chu ju. unsecured loan, 383, 535.

Chu Ju, state of, 19, 22n34, 30nl7, 28, 40, 63n4, 68-70; Five Dynasties/Ten Kingdoms, 294, 312, 334, 399, 429.

Chu Suiliang, 383.

Chusonji, 513.

Chuxueji. Cf. Record of Early Studies.

Chuzi, old term for loan, 286, 383.

Chuzi benqian, 535.

Chuan, 408, 409, 464, 757, 774.


Chuangwang, "Rushing Prince," 644, 807.

ci Mountain Collected Writings [Cishan wenji 次山文集], 343n9.

Cishan wenji. Cf. Ci Mountain Collected Writings. cibu 次布, type of spade, 929.

Cixi, Dowager Empress, 771.

Cizhou, 26.

Cicero, 211.

Cipolla, Carlo M. 725n46.

Circulating Money [tonghuo 商貨], 551.

Circulating Treasure [tongbao 商寶], paper money, 551.

Circulation of Coins [Qian tong 錢通], 361n27, 739, 740.

Circumstances Surrounding the Shipping of Goods By The Western Frontier Person Pu Shougeng During Late Song [Sō no mo tikyū shiho sei-yunin fusa go no shiji 宋末の提舉市舶西域人蒲壽庚の事蹟], 496n31.

Clarification of Literary History [Wenshi tongyi 文史通義], 530n1, 623n1.

Clennell, W. J., 895n32.

clerkscript [lishu 隸書], 13, 226, 307, 399.

cloth, Six Dynasties, 240-246; Tang, 318-322; homonym for spade, 33; as money, 23n38.

The Cloth Sack Monk Bears the Word [Budai heshang ren ziji 布袋和尚忍字記], 629n11.

Cloud Grove Deeds of Those Now Dead [Yunlin yishi 雲林遺事], 607n40.

Cloud Immortal Miscellaneous Record [Yunxian zai 雲仙雜記], 427n37.

Cloud Mountain Miscellaneous Record [Yunshan zai 雲山雜記], 321n9.

Clumsy Respect Garden Compiled Drafts [Zhounf yuan congghao 拙尊園叢稿], 769n11.

cob dollar [qiebi 撢幣], 781, 789-790.

Co-Hong [Gonghang 供贓], 854, 994.

Coin Catalog [Qianpu 錢譜], 622.

Coin Catalog Continued [Xuqianpu 續錢譜], 377, 528, 530-631.

Coin Compendium [Qian bencao 錢本草], 377.

Coin Office [Qianfu 錢府], 104.

coin inspectorate [qianjian 錢監], i.e. mint, 298-299, 400, 416n11.

Coin Law Policy [Qianfa 法錢], 735.

Coin Outline [Qian lüe 錢略], 931.

Coin Record New Redaction [Qian zhi xin pian 錢志新編], 939.

Coin Register [Qianpu 錢譜], 739.

coin tokens [qianpai 錢牌], 414, Plate lvi.

Coin Treasure Record [Qianbaolu 錢寶錄], 530.

Coin Voucher [Qianyin 錢引], 433-434, Plate lviii, 466, 475, 476, 479n28, 483, 489, 494n14, 518, 623, 635, 990.

Coinage Hall [Qianfa tang 錢法堂], 692.
Coins [Quanbi 钱币], 30n19, 125n3, 139n5.
Coins and Exchange Continued [Xu Quanhui 稽泉匯], 546n3, 937.
Coins Through the Ages [Lidai qianfa 歷代錢法], 623.
Collectanea of Ancient and Modern Books and Illustrations [Gujin tushu jicheng 古今圖書集成], 73n26.
Collecting Ancient Writings Handed Down From the Virtuous Pine Hall [Zhensongtang jigu 真栢堂集古遺文], 427n34.
Collecting Essays on Oracle Bone Studies and Shang History [Jiguxue Shangshi luncong 甲骨學商史論叢], 21n17.
Collecting Famous Translations of Yan [Yanyi mingzhou congkan 延譯名著叢刊], 921n2.
Collecting Investigations of Coins [Quanbi huikao 貨泉叢考], 936.
Collecting Oddities Record [Jiyiji 集異記], 321n17.
Collecting Research Materials and Illustrations Pertaining to Modern History [Jindaishi cankao tupianji 現代史參考圖集], 768n6.
Collecting Words on Ancient Coins [Guquan conghua 古泉叢話], 198n12, 310n8, 317n21, 932-933, 937, 938. Cf. also Dai Xi.
Collecting Works of Chen Boyu [Chen Boyu ji 陳伯玉集], 374n1.
Collecting Works of Chen Xiang, Mister Guling [Chen Xiang Guling Xiansheng wenji 陳襄生先生文集], 449n54.
Collecting Works of Civil Duke Zhu [Zhu Wen Gong wenji 朱文公文集], 440n32.
Collecting Works of Du of the Board of Works [Du Gongbu ji 丁工部集], i.e. Du Fu, 716.
Collecting Works of Duke Li Wen [Li Wen Gongji 李文公集], 352n24.
Collecting Works of Duke Lu Xuan [Lu Xuan Gongji 陸宣公集], 352n22.
Collecting Works of Han Changli [Han Changli ji 韓昌黎集], 352n25.
Collecting Works of Li Zhijiang [Li Zhijiang wenji 李直講文集], 448n42.
Compiled Record of Important Events in China and Abroad [Zhong wai dashi huiji 中外大事彙記], 847n1.
Complete Account of Nine Song Reigns Arranged Chronologically [Song jiuchao beiyao 宋九朝編年備要], 479n27.
Complete Book of the Chinese Economy [Zhongguo jingji quanshu 中國經濟全書], trans. of Japanese work Shina keizai zensho, 849n15, 969n4.
Complete Collected Works of Mister Qiurun [Qiurun Xiansheng daquan wenji 乾_run先生大全集], 573n25, 559.
Complete Collection of Divinations [Buyuzhongzuan 卜靣通纂], 9n12.
Complete Collection of Household Necessities [Jujia biyong shilei 居家必用事類], 428n50.
Complete Investigation of Monetary Springs [Huoquan beikao 貨泉備考], 379n3. Cf. also Cai Zhongbo.
Complete Investigation of Supplementary Documents [Zengbu wenxian beikao 增補文獻備考], 578n65.
Complete Records In Court and Out [Chaoye qianzai 朝野舊載], 329n8.
Complete Tang Odes [Quan Tang shi 全唐詩], 330n21.
Complete Tang Writings [Quan Tang wen 全唐文], 332n42.
Complete Treasure [Quanbao 全寳], 410.
Complete Works of Duke Liu Wen'an of Yongxin [Yongxin Liu Wen'an Gong quanji 永新劉文安公全集], 737n3.
Complete Works of the Four Treasures General Contents [Siku quanshu zongmu 四庫全書總目], 623n5.
Comprehensive Mirror For Illumination of the Prince [Zizhitongjian 資治通鑑], 274, 320n1, 529, 533.
Comprehensive Mirror For Illumination of the Prince Continued [Xu zizhi tongjian 續資治通鑑], 478n7.
Comprehensive Mirror for Illumination of the Prince, Long Draft, Continued [Xu zizhi tongjian changbian 續資治通鑑長編], 424n3, 529.
Comprehensive Mirror for Illumination of the Prince, Long Draft, Addendum [Xu zizhi tongjian changbian shiyibu 續資治通鑑編拾遺補], 471n30.
Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris [Bali Tiexian Yinhang 巴黎貼現銀行], 977.
The Concealed Jar of Gold [Jin hu dun mo 金壺 遮埋], 841n17.
Concerning Chinese Currency [Kan Shina tö ka ron カン支那通貨論], 869n33, 877n1.
Confidential Record of the Golden Imperial Chariot [Jin luan miji 金鑾密記], 332n41.

consignment shop [jifu pu 寄附鋪], 389-390.
Conson [kunlun 山昆 崮] Island, 28.
Constrained-cash [Jinqian 緊錢], 269.
Construct-the-Nation-knife [zaobangdao 造邦 刀], 46, 49, 50, Plate xviii, 936, 985.
Contending Spring Garden [Zheng chun yuan 爭春園], 840n12.
Continued Coin Discussions [Xuquanshuo 續泉 說], 937, 939.
Continued Record of the Deep and Unusual [Xu youguai lu 續幽怪錄], 365n7.
Convenient Cash Account Notes [Bianqian huizi 便錢會子], 436.
convenient exchange [bianhuan 便換], 396, 538, 628, 963. Cf. also flying cash.
Convenient Miscellaneous Record [Suishou zalu 隨手雜錄], 360n19.
Conversations of the Elders of Three Family Village [Sanjiacun laowei 三家村老委 談], 743n3.
copper, price of, 861.
copper dollar [tongyuan 銅元], 761, 772, Plate xxxix, 773-775, Plate xc, 845-846, 996.
Correspondence from Beyond the Southern Mountains [Lingwai daida 緣外代答], 29n9.
cotton, early prices of, 466-467; Song, 488; Ming, 712-713.
Coukan xiaolu. Cf. Imperial Emissary's Small Record.
Couling's Encyclopaedia Sinica, 30n14.
counterfeit paper money, Tang, Song, 934; Yuan, 599.
counting houses [guifang 櫃 坊], also translated as deposit houses, 381, 388-390, 429, 438n6, 536-538, 627.
cowry, as article of adornment, 20n4, 112-13; as money, 1, 5, 7, 8, 12-16, Plate i-ii, 934;
Crane Grove Jade Dew [Helin yu lu 鶴林玉露], 426n27, 717, 719.
credit, in ancient world, 103-108; Six Dynasties, 286-291; Tang, 379-397; Song, 535-543; Jin-Yuan, 624-631; Ming, 741-752; Qing, 941-983.
Credit Fonder d'Extrême Orient [Fa Bi heban de yipin fangkuan yinhang 法比合辦的義品放款銀行], 977.
crescent marks on coin reverses, 296, 299-303.
Critique of the Five Dynasties History New Redaction [Shinhen Godaishi heiwa 新編五代史平話], 948n14.
Cross Coin [Shiziqian 十字錢], 781, Plate xciv, 881.
Crossing to the South Record [Nandulu 南渡錄], 477n2.
Crowds of Books Investigated [Qunshu kaosuo 群書考察], 310n6.
crusado, 781.
Cui De 崔德, 611.
Cui Dan 崔旦, 727n68.
Cui Hao 崔鴻, 416n24.
Cui Hong 崔鴻, 228n5, 254n22.
Cuihong xiang ernii tuanyuan. Cf. The Band of Children of Cuihong Township.
Cui Shi 崔實, 190n13, 191n3.
Cultural Relics [Wenwu 文物], 62n2, 62-63n3, 63n5, 63n7, n8.
Cultural Relics Reference Materials [Wenwu cankao ziliao 文物參考資料], 129n25.
Curved-back knife [yuanzhedao 圓指刀], Plate xvi.
customs ounce [haiguan liang 海關兩], 778.
Cypraea moneta [chibei 齒貝], 23-25.

D

da 大, coin inscription, 32, 42, 43, 44, 47.
Da'an Cash Treasure [Da'an qianbao 大安錢寶], W. Xia coin, 547, Plate lxii, 990.
Da'an Original Treasure [Da'an yuanbao 大安元寶], 532, Plate lx, 545, 990.
daban. Cf. large-board.
dabei. Cf. Large-cowry.
Dachao jinhe. Cf. Great Dynasty Metal Equivalent.
Dade Circulating Treasure [Dade tongbao 大德通寶], Plate lxvi, 566, 569, 993.
Dadetong 大德通 Draft Bank, 966.
Dading Circulating Treasure [Dading tongbao 大定通寶], 409, 423, 549, 550, Plate lxii, 565, 622, 932, 991.
Daguan Circulating Treasure [Daguan tongbao 大觀通寶], 402-403, Plate I, 404, 405, 406, 990; silver coins, 422, 465, 550, 565.
Dakang Circulating Treasure [Dakang tongbao 大康通寶], 532, Plate x, 545, 990.
Dakang Original Treasure [Dakang yuanbao 大康元寶], 545, 990.
Dali 大理, 29n9.
Dali Original Treasure [Dali yuanbao 大巂元寶], 294-295, Plate xvi, 303, 988.
Daliang 大梁, 39, 89.
Da ma ge 打馬格 coins, 936.
Da Ming Guo. Cf. Great Ming State.
Da Ming tongbao. Cf. Great Ming Circulating Treasure.
Da Ming tongxing baochao. Cf. Great Ming Universally Circulated Treasure Certificate.
Daping Prosperous Treasure [Daping xingbao 大平興寶], 407, 416n12.
Da Qi tongbao. Cf. Great Qi Circulating Treasure.
Da qian tulu. Cf. Large Coin Illustrated Record.
Da Qing baochao. Cf. Great Qing Treasure Certificate.
Da Qing huibao. Cf. Great Qing Board of Revenue Bank.
Da Qing Hubu Yinhang duihuan quan. Cf. Great Qing Board of Revenue Bank Exchange Ticket.
Da Qing huiban. Cf. Great Qing Collected Statutes.
Da Qing huiban shilie. Cf. Great Qing Collected Statutes Elucidated.
Da Qing jinbi. Cf. Great Qing Gold Coin.
Da Qing tongbi. Cf. Great Qing Copper Coin.
Da Qing yinbi. Cf. Great Qing Silver Coin.
Da Qing Yinhang. Ccf. Great Qing Bank.
Da Qing Yinhang duihuan quan. Cf. Great Qing Bank Exchange Ticket.
Da Qing Yinhang yinbing. Cf. Great Qing Bank Silver Cake.
Daqu Yue大瞿越, 407.
Daquan. Cf. Large-spring.
Daquan dangqian. Cf. Large-spring-equals-thousand.
Daquan erqian. Cf. Large-spring-two-thousand.
Da quan tulu. Cf. Large Spring Illustration Record.
Daquan wubai. Cf. Large-spring-five-hundred.
Daquan wuqian. Cf. Large-spring-five-thousand.
Daquan wuzhu. Cf. Large-spring Five-grainer.
Dashi Circulating Treasure [Dashi tongbao 大世通寶], 571, Plate lxix, 637, 651n1, 678, 739, 993.
Da Baoting戴葆庭, 228n13.
Da Chaochun戴朝春, 787, 788.
Da Chunshi戴醇士, 863. Cf. also Dai Xi.
Da Ling 戴齡, 917.
Da Xi (Chunshi)戴熙(醇士), 129n27, 140n15, 198n12, 317n21, 863, 869n35, 930, 932-933, 935, 937, 938.
daixiquan鈔息錢, unsecured loan, 535.
Dai Ze戴澤, 812.
Dai Zhi 戴植, 499n58.
Daizong Veritable Record [Daizong shilu 代宗實錄], 310n4.
Daily Record [Rilu 日錄], 435.
Damask Notes [lingquan 線券], 589.
dan丹, Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii.
dan石. Cf. picul.
dan担, 50 kilogram weight, 848n9.
dan潭. Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii.
Dangongfu旦公府, 587.
Dan Qi 单旗, 95.
danqing單傾, "single melt," 777.
dantong. Cf. gall copper.
dan tongyuan/ban單同元/扳, 774.
Dan Wei 鄭偉, 197n4.
Danyang 丹陽, 40, 296.
Danzen 丹津, 29n6.
dang當, coin inscription, 32.
dang ershi wen當二文, 411.
dangpu當鋪, pawn shop, 741, 943, 945.
Dangshan 磚山, 40.
dangshi當拾, 410.
dangshilou當棟樓, 212.
dangwu當五, 403.
dao刀, coin inscription, 32, 42.
dao道, 643, 645.
daobi. Cf. knife-coins.
Daocun 島村, 30n16.
Daoguang baozang. Cf. Daoguang Treasure Tibet.
Daoguang Circulating Treasure [Daoguang tongbao 大光通寶], Plate lxxxiii, 750, 758, Plate lxxxiv, 995; silver coin, Plate ci.
Daoguang Treasure Ticket [Daoguang baozang 大光寶藏], Plate xcvi, 785.
dao hang 倒行, bankruptcy, 982n4.


Daoist Studies Temple Jottings [Daoxue anbi 道 學 庵筆], 415n7.

Date Grove Miscellaneous Table [Zaolin zazu 林 林 雑 組], 652n4.

dated bill [qipiao 期 票], 954, 957.
dated check [qitie 期 券], 809.
dated (by year) coins, 408, 991.


De-Hua Yinhang. Cf Deutsche-Asiatische Bank.


Deyou Original Treasure [Deyou yuanbao] 765, 412, 936.

"Death of the Sovereign" [Daxingren 大 行 人]. 22n36.

Debates on Money [Qianhuo yizhuang 貨議 狀], 320.

Debates on Salt and Iron [Yan tie 蚀 錢], 29n7, 62, 110, 155n35, 166, 199-200.

Decipherment of Xia Ransom Metal Inscriptions [Yu Xia shujin shiwen 夏 殿 金 言 世 文], 939, 312.

Deeds of the Confucians [Rulin gongyi 儒林 員 義], 438n9.

Deer-hoof Gold [linchi 靈 足], 149, 234, 986.

Deer-hoof Horse-girdle Gold [linchi yi?ti 靈 足 足 之 頂], 149.

Deer-hoof Taiping [lujiao taiping 麒 麒 太 平], 134, Plate xxxiv, 735.

Deer Platform Coins [lutaqian 鹿 台 錢], 1, 9n7, 985.

Del Mar, Alexander, 515n24, 574n61, 776n3, 877-879.

demon-face coins [guiliangqian 鬼 脸 錢]. Cf. also ant-nose coins.

Demon Tianqi [Gutianqi 鬼 天 神], 660.

denarius, 115, 156n45, 189n4, 769, 986.

Deng Ai 鄧 艾, 193.

Deng Tong 登 通, 162, 164n12, 228n14, 599.

Denmark, 854.

deposit houses. Cf. counting houses.
deposits [cunkuan 存 款], 212; Tang, 387-393;

Qing, 944, 950ff.

Dessicated Words of the Old Man of the Wilderness [Yesou baoyan 野叟曝言], 800n9.

Deutsche-Asiatische Bank [De-Hua Yinhang 德 華 銀 行], 810, Plate cxxi, 814, 977, 978.

di, to import [grain], 6.
Dong, 754, Plate Ixxix, 755, Plate Ixxxi, 757, 774.

Dong Bangda 董邦達, 928.

Dong'e 東阿, 111, 112, 126n5, 76.

Dongsanshengjingji diaocha lu. Cf. Record of Survey of the Manchurian Economy.


Dongxiang feng. Cf. Capital City Record of Victory.


Dongyou Shouye. Cf. Todomo Kano.
Duxingzazhi. Cf. Lone Awakening Miscellaneous Record.

Duyiji. Cf. Record of the Unique and Unusual.

Du You 杜佑, 228n7, 368-369, 375-376, 528, 621.


duan 段, piece of cloth, 319.
duan 鋼, length of cloth, 242.
duanbai. Cf. short-hundred.

Duan Chengshi 阮成時, 239n28, 329n9.

Duanfang 811.

duizhuang 兑置官, exchange shop, 950.

Duima. Cf. Tsushima.

Duixue shi “Ode to the Snow,” 128n22.

Duke Li Wei's Collected Works [Li Wei Gongji], 613n9.

Duke Lu Xuan's Garden of Pencils [Lu Xuan Gong han yuan ji 李衡公集], 613n9.

Duke Lu Xuan's Garden of Pencils [Lu Xuan Gong han yuan ji 陸宣公翰苑集], 343n9.

Duke Mao ding bronze [Mao Gong ding 毛公鼎], 30n24, 67.

Duke-tortoise [gonggui 公龜], 118, 119.

Duke Wen Lu Collected Works [Wen Lu Gong ji 文潞公集], 449n47.

Duke Wu Palace Protector's Memorials of Advice [Wu Gongbao Gong zouyi 吳宮保公奏議], 969n9.

Dun Su 敦素, 377.

Duosang's History of the Mongols [Duosang Menggu shi 多桑蒙古史], 578n62.

dynastic name coins, 644-645.

The Dynasty's Statutes Compiled [Guo chao dianhui 國朝典彚], 654n29.
Emperor Huaizong's Chongzhen Veritable Record
[Huaizong chongzhen shilu 懷宗崇禎實錄], 636n16.
Emperor Shenzong's Wanli Veritable Record
[Shenzong wanli shilu 神宗萬曆實錄], 684n10.
Emperor Shizong's Jiajing Veritable Record
[Shizong jiajing shilu 世宗嘉靖實錄], 654n37.
Emperor Sizong's Chongzhen Veritable Record
[Sizong chongzhen shilu 思宗崇禎實錄], 653n24.
Emperor Taizong's Yongle Veritable Record
[Taizong yongle shilu 太宗永樂實錄], 687n25.
Emperor Taizu's Hongwu Veritable Record [Taizu hongwu shilu 太祖洪武實錄], 685n13.
Emperor Wuzong's Zhengde Veritable Record
[Wuzong zhengde shilu 武宗正德實錄], 652n10.
Emperor Xianzong's Chenghua Veritable Record
[Xianzong chenghua shilu 憲宗成化實錄], 664n7.
Emperor Xiaozong's Hongzhi Veritable Record
[Xiaozong hongzhi shilu 孝宗弘治實錄], 652n11.
Emperor Yingzong's Zhengtong Veritable Record
[Yingzong zhengtong shilu 英宗正統實錄], 687n31.
Emperor's Capital Yearly Record of Victories [Dijing suishi ji sheng 蒂京歲時紀勝], 960n15.

Enki Tōhō 延喜通寳, 351n10.
England, Bank of, 942, 954.
Ennin 圓仁, 332n42, n45, 352n26, 354n40, 394n6.

Entering Shu Record [Ru Shu ji 入蜀記], 497n42.
Entering Tang in Search of the Law [Ru Tang qiu fa xun li ji 入唐求法巡禮記], 322n20, 332n42, n45.
Equivalent Field Law [dai tian fa 代田法], 168.
er 二, coin inscription, 46, 48.
er 二, coin inscription, 32.
Erya 雞雅, dictionary, 63n15.
Essay on Prince Zhaodai [Zhaidaiwang zhang 昭代王章], 674n11.

Essays on Coins [Qian shuo yide 錢說一得], 140n11.
Essential Knowledge of the Chizhou Yongfeng Coin Inspectorate [Chizhou Yongfeng qianjian xuzhi 池州永豐錢監須知], 530.
Essential Record of the Years Since Jianyan [Jianyan yilai xinian yaolu 建炎以來繫年要錄], 424n3, 529. Cf. also Li Xinchuan.
Essentials of the Chinese Money Shops [Zhongguo qianzhuang gaiyao 中國錢莊概要], 961n35.
Essentials of Immersion Copper [Qintong yaolue 濃銅要略], 464, 530.
Essentials of the Administrations of Three Song Reigns [Songji sanchao zhengyao 宋季三朝政要], 439n24.
Established-model Five-grainer [Zhiyang wuzhu 置陽五銖], 224.
Eternal Sage Civil and Military [Yongsheng wenwu 永聖文武], 766.
Eternal Treasure [yu tong 永通], 410.
Eulogy on Veined Cowry [Wenbei zan 文貝讚], 22n36.
Eulota quaesita cowry, 23.
Eulogy of Solitary Leisure [You xian gu chui 幽閒鼓吹], 343n11.
Events of Great Song Handed Down from Xuanhe [Da Song xuanhe yishi 大宋宣和遺事], 470n10.
Ever-normal Granary [changman cang 常滿倉], 181n2, 273.
The Evolution of Chinese Coins [Zhongguo quanbi yange 中國泉幣沿革], 897n36.
Examinations of Cowry Classic [Xiang bei jing 相背經], 29n8.
Examination of Ancient Cabinets Compiled Drafts [Guan guge conggao 觀古閣叢稿], 937.
Examination of Explanations of Ancient Cabinets of Coins [Guan guge quan shuo 觀古閣泉說], 941n9, 937.
Exchange Check [dui tie 兌帖], 809.
Exchange Certificate [jiao chao 交鈔], Plate lixiii, 537, 550-552, 559, 991, 992; inflation of, 581, 582, 583, 633, 637.
exchange draft [dui hui 兌會], 750.
exchange, monetary, 394-397.
Exchange Notes [jiaozi 交子], also translated as exchange medium, 429, 437n1, n4, 438n7, 430-433, 434, 435, 442, 444, 454, 465-466, 473, 483, 518, 522, 523, 633, 989, 990, 991.
Exchange Note household [jiaozi hu 交子戶], 431.
Exchange Note shop [jiaozi pu 交子鋪], 431, 438n6.
exchange shop [duifang 兑坊], 538, 664n9, 748.
Exchange Ticket [duihuan quan 兑換券], 807,
Plate cxvii, cxviii, cxix, cxx, 996.
Exhortation to the Four Peoples [Hao yu simin ji 詔諭四民檄], 768.
Experiments in Weight Measurements [Quanheng duliang shiyan kao 重量衡度量實驗考],
663n19.
Explanation of the Text and Correction of Errors
in the Comprehensive Mirror [Tongjian shiwen bianwu 通鑑釋文辨誤], 572n18.
Explanations and Observations [Shenjian 释卷], 183n28.
Explanations of Money [Shi bi 銭幣], 246n37.
Explanations of Names [Shi ming 释名], 233.
Explanations of Words. Cf. Xu Shen.
export of coins, during Song, 456.
Exposition by Topic of the Zhizhai Letter Record
[Zhizhai shulu jieti 直齋書錄解題], 530n3.
Extant Drafts of the Humiliation Hall [Chitang cungao 賤堂存稿], 501n82.

F

Fa Bi heban de yi pin fangkuan yinhang. Cf. 
Crédit Foncier d'Extrême Orient.
Fayuan zhulin. Cf. Legal Extracts Pearl Grove.
Facing-wen [duiwen 鍙文], 220, 229n20, 250, 
A Fair Debate On Changes in the Laws [Bian fa
pingyi 變法平議], 916.
Family Rules [Jia fan 家範], 572n16.
Famous Mountain Hoards [Ming shan zang 名山
藏], 652n8. Cf. also He Gaoyuan.
Fan Chengda 趙成大, 473-474.
Fan Chunlian 趙春年, 969n10.
Fan Chuiren 趙純仁, 469n6.
The Fan Clan's Rules for Righteousness Continued
[Xu ding Fanshi yizhuang guiju 繼定范氏義
莊規矩], 459n11.
Fan Shilang Gong yiwen. Cf. Posthumous Writings
of the Shilang, Duke Fan.
Fan Hua 范樞, 146, 282.
Fan Ji 范濟, 634.
Fan Li 范蠡, 103n5.
Fan Lian 范濂, 751n11.
Fansheng 范生, 18.
Fan Tai 范泰, 276.
Fan Wenlan 范文瀾, A Brief History of China
[Zhongguo tongshi jianbian 中國通史簡
編], 23n44.
Fan Wenzhong Gong zhengfu zouyi. Cf. Memorials
of Advice on Government by Duke Fan Wenzhong.
Fan Yang 范陽, 338.

fanyin 番銀, "frontier silver," 781.
Fan Yuqi 奉於期, 67.
Fan Zhen 范鎮, 447n29.
fang 方, knife-coin inscription, 44.
fang fang, 401.
fanggao 方貌, "square cao," 777.
fangle shupi 防閣庶僕, guard room commoner
servants, 292.
Fang Guoyu 方國瑜, 30n25.
Fang Guozhen 方國珍, 609.
Fang Hui 方回, 501n84.
Fang La 方臘, 463, 467.
Fang Ruo 方若, 228n15, 239n30, 317n23.
fangzhi qian 放錢, putting-out coin at interest,
383.
Fangzhinan lu. Cf. Model Compass Record.
fangzubu. Cf. square-foot spade.
fat-head coin [pangtou 胖頭], 694.
Father Ji ding bronze [Fu Ji ding 父己鼎], 29n4.
Father Xin you bronze [Fu Xin you 父辛卣],
29n4.
Father Yi ding bronze [Fu Yi ding 父乙鼎], 29n4.
Fei 費, 111.
feifu 飛符, flying tallies, 965.
feijin 飛銀, coin inscription, Plate v, 32, 33, 37, 38,
81, 83n11.
feiqian. Cf. flying cash.
Fei River [Feishui 飛水], Battle of, 250.
Fei Xin 飛信, 655n45.
feiyi 飛一, knife-coin inscription.
Fei Zhu 飛朱, 415n9, 433, 434, 622, 623.
Female-cash [nüqian 女錢], 220, 229n20, 250, 
fen 分, ancient weight measure, 22n28, n32;
spade-coin inscription, 37, Plate xiii, 42.
feng 豐, spade-coin inscription, 63n3.
feng 凤, 645.
feng 奉, 774.
Feng Chengjun 馮承鉤, 578n62.
Feng Guifen 馮桂芬, 803n28.
fenghua 封化, spade-coin inscription, 35.
Fenghuo cash 豐貨錢, 216, Plate xxxvii, 220, 
228n5, 229n20, 263, 987.
Feng Menglong 馮夢龍, 361n26.
Fengshi wenjian ji. Cf. Notes of Things Seen and
Heard by Mr. Feng.
Fengtian Dragon Foreign
[Fengtian longyang 奉天龍洋], Plate ciii, 795.
Feng Yan 封演, 230n29, 377, 533.
fengyì 豐邑, spade-coin inscription, 35.
fengzi 奉制, 643, Plate lxxv.
fengzi 奉旨,"received edict," 643.
Fergana, 145.
Feudal society, in Zhou China, 4-5; in Europe, 8.
Fine-eyebrow [ximei 綺眉], 269.
fire-lacquer [huoqi 火漆], 641, 642, 677, 683.
Firm Gourd Continued Collection [Jianku xuji 堅固瓜
續集], 290n17.
Five-[?/?]??, 225, 226.
Five-agents Large-spade [Wuxing dabu 五行大
布], 223, Plate xxxix, 226, 270, 272, 574.
Five Dynasties Collected Statutes [Wudai huaiyao
五代會要], 337n2.
Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms, coins,
312-317; purchasing power, 354-362.
Five-grainer coin [Wufenqian 五分錢], 110, 124n2,
161, 376, 932, 986.
Five Dynasties Collected Statutes [Wudai huaiyao
五代會要], 337n2.
Five-grainer coin [Wufenqian 五分錢], 110, 124n2,
161, 376, 932, 986.
Floating Island Collection [Fouzhi ji 漂浮
島集], 470n14.
Floating Words of the Jing Studio [Jingzhai
fanzhuo 敬齋泛著], 342n2.
Flower Border Coin [Huabian qian 花邊
錢], 250.
Flower Moon Traces [Huayue hen 花月痕],
842n40.
Flowers in the Mirror [Jing hua yuan 鏡花園],
959n6, 963.
Flowers of the Sea of Evil [Nie hai hua 撒花海],
Flowerly Dreams of the Eastern Capital [Dongjing
menghua lu 東京夢華錄], 428n46.
flyng cash [feiqian 飛錢], 395-397, 397n1, 428,
434, 527, 538, 963.
Folangi 佛郎機, Franks, 661.
Fotou 佛頭, "Frankish Heads," 782.
Foolish Studio Drafts [Yuzhai cungao 愚齋存稿], 805n45.
foot, Chinese measure [chi 尺], 155n41, 319.
foreign trade, Han, 145-148; Tang, 379-382.
Foreman, J., 865n7.
Former Han History [Qian Han shu 前漢書]. Cf. Han
History.
Former Liang [Qian Liang 前涼], 225.
Four-character knife [Sizidao 四字刀], 46, Plate
xix, 935.
Four-corner Five-grainer [Sizhu wuzhu 四出五
錢], 123, Plate xxxii, 140n18, 178, 986.
Four-five-coin [Siwu qian 四五錢], 284.
Four-grain Half-ouncer [Sizhu banliang 四銖半
兩], iron coin, 122, 890, 986.
Four-grainer [Sizhu qian 四銖錢], Plate xxxvii,
255, 987.
Four Original Jade Mirror Detailed Draft [Si
yuan yujian xicao 四元玉鏡細草], 630n18.
Four-pillar Five-grainer [Sizhu wuzhu 四銖五
錢], Plate xxxviii, 221, 264, 265, 987.
Four-wen Tortoiseback [Siwen guibei 四文龜
背], 217, 320.
France, 780, Plate xciii, 853, 854, 988.
Franke, Herbert, 573n31.
free coinage, arguments for, 367.
free-style stage of ancient Chinese coinage, 57-58.
fu 福, coin inscription, Tang, 304, Plate xlii; Ten
Kingdoms, 313; Ming, 638, Plate Ixxii, 639,
643; Qing, 754, Plate Ixxix, Plate Ixxx, 757,
792.
fu 福, coin inscription, Plate iv, 32.
fu 龍, unit of weight, 88, 93n26.
fu 輔, measure for cloth, 155n41; late Ming coin
inscription, Plate lxxvi, 645.
fu 賦, contribution, tax, 18.
fu 府, 643, Plate Ixxiv, 645.
Fuban 福板, 785.
fubei 洮貝, floating cowry, 29n8.
Fuchang Circulating Treasure [Fuchang tongbao
阜昌通寶], 549, 991.
Fuchang Circulating Treasure [Fuchang zhongbao
阜昌重寶], 549, 553n1.
Fuchang Original Treasure [Fuchang yuanbao 阜
昌元寶], 549, 553n1, Plate Ixii.
Fufan 甫反, also read puban, adz-spade
inscription, Plate xi, 37, 38.
Fu Jian 汲江, 216, 250.
Fujian Dragon Foreign [Fujian longyang 福建龍
洋], 795.
Fujian Provincial Bank [Fujiansheng Yinhang 福
建省銀行], 981.
fujie 桑惠, matching tallies, 965.
fujin-dao coin inscription, 32, 37, 38, 85.
Fukang 阜康 Draft Bank, 966.
Fu Kang'an 福康安, 790.
Fukuharu, Shigeru 福開森, Historical Bibliography of Bronze Inscriptions [Rekidaikochorokukikkinmoku 歴代著録吉金目], 20n1, 21n13, n14, n15, n16, n22, n24, n25, 23n39, n40, n41.

Fuliji 符離集, 40.


Funan Mint Silver Cake [Funan guanju yinbing 阜南官局銀餅], 792, Plate ci.

Fu, Prince of [Fu Wang 福王], Plate Ixxvi, 645, 994.

Furen 富人, rich man, 6.

Fusheng 福聖, W. Xia coin, 528, 533.


Fushun 富順, 36.

Fun Weilin 博維麟, 685n14.

Fuxi 伏羲, legendary emperor, 528, 533.

Fung Yode 傅友德, 668.

Fu xuan. Cf. Stooped Fuzhu.
Gibson, Harry E., 20n10, 21n20, 30n20.
gilded cowry [niejinbei 貼金貝], 27, Plate ii.
Gist of the Spring-Autumn [Chunqiu yundoushu 春秋運斗錐], 29n5.
Glorious Treasure [Longbao 隆寶], 410.
God of Longevity Silver Cake [Shouxing yinbing 長生銀杯], 410.
gold, 64-74, 118, 122, 141-149; Six Dynasties, 231-240; Tang, 323-332, 356, 393-395; Song, 417-428, 508-513; Jin, 550; Yuan, 569-570, 600, 612; Ming, 669, 713-714; Qing, 853, 869-879.
gold-clad cowry [baojinbei 包金貝], 27, Plate ii.
gold-lamp [jindeng 金燈] coin, 693.
gold-inlaid-knife [incuodao 入鏟刀], of Wang Mang, Plate xxix, 119, 124, 146, 172, 986.
gold reverse [jinbei 金背], 641, 642, 677, 683, 690-691.
gold-silver ratio, 326-327, 713, 714, 859, 861-862.
gold standard, 843, 847, 859, 917, 918.
Golden Aspen Seed Miscellaneous Compendium [Jin huazi zabian 金華子雜編], 330n25, 331n34.
Golden Lotus [Jin Ping Mei 金瓶梅], 636n8, 718, 963.
Goto Tomataro, "Studies in Tortoise Shell and Ox-bone Inscriptions" [Kiko jikotsu moji kenkyu 象骨甲骨文字研究], Tōyō gakkupō 東洋學報], 21n12.
gong 工, ancient coin inscription, 32, 43, 44, 46, 47, 48; Ming, 642, 643, Plate lxiv, 644, 645, 646; Qing, 754, Plate lxxix, 782.
gong 公, spade-coin inscription, 32, 37; knife-coin, 40, 62; ring, Plate xxi, 53, 54, 62; Ming, 643.
gong 公, spade-coin inscription, 32, 42; knife-coin, 42, 43; Ming, 642.
gong 恭, spade-coin inscription, 36.
gong 瞻, 762n3, Plate lxxxii, 758.
gong 愉, 774.
Gonghang 公行, Co-hong, 974.
gonghua 工化, knife-coin inscription, 43.
gongju 包捐, flying cash certificate, 396, 435, 477n4.
Gongshi Collection [Gongshiji 公是集], 449n50.
Gongsun Long 公孫龍, 103.
Gongsun Shu 公孫述, 121-122, Plate xxxii, 123, 175, 226, 316, 375, 429, 986.
gongtun chijin 工屯赤金, 54.
Gongwei 公覈, bronze, 22n25.
Gong Ximning 王性慶, 119, 124, 146, 175, 226, 375, 429, 986.
Gong Yu 董禹, 186, 188, 203, 210, 240, 731.
Gongyuan 公源 traditional coin shop, 954.
Good Neighbor States Treasure Record [Shanlin- guo baoji 善鄰國寶記], 687n27.
Grass and Tree Master [Cao mu zi 草木子], 576n44.
Great-auspicious Five-grainer [Daji wuzhu 大吉五銖], 220, 285.
Great Cheng State [Da Cheng guo 大成國], 767.
Great-circulation Five-grainer [Datong wuzhu 大通五銖], 220, 285.
Great Dynasty Circulating Treasure [Dachao tongbao 大朝通寶], 555, Plate lxvi, 564-565, 570.
Great Dynasty Metal Equivalent [Dachao jinhe 大朝金合], 531, 548.
Great Dynasty Original Treasure [Dachao yuanbao 大朝元寶], 565.
Great Famine in the East Classic [Dahuang dong jing 大荒東經], 23n44.
Great Fortune Five-grainer [Dafu wuzhu 大富五銖], 220, 285.
Great Harmony Guild [Datonghang 大同行], 580n82.
Great Japan Monetary History [Dai Nihon kahei-shi 大日本貨幣史], 865n10.
Great Jin State Record [Da Jin guozhi 大金國志], 515n22.
The Great Learning Expounded, Addendum [Daxue yanyi bu 大學衍義補], 664n8, 731, 738.
Great Ming Circulating Treasure [Da Ming tongbao 大明通寶], 644, Plate lxxvi, 645, 653n18, 683, 994.
Great Ming State [Da Ming Guo 大明國], 767, 768.
Great Ming Universally Circulated Treasure Certificate [Da Ming tongxing baochao 大明通行寶鈔], Plate lx, lxxi, 632-636, 993; inflation of, 667-676, 808.
Gu junge yizhu. Cf. Ancient Balance Pavilion
Posthumous Works.
Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之, 249, 328n1, 601.
Gumo 古墨, 111.
Gumu 姑募, 111, 112.
Guping zuyin yiheng kezi. Cf. Calculated Weight
Full Fine Silver 1-ounce kezi.
Gu Qiyuan 顧起元, 695n3.
Gumo, 111, 112.
Coins.
Guquan conghua. Cf. Collected Words on Ancient
Coins.
Guquan huikao. Cf. Collected Investigations of
Ancient Coins.
Guquan shen. Cf. "Investigation of Ancient
Coins."
Guquan xue gangyao. Cf. Outline of Ancient Coin
Studies.
Guquan you bei shiyang tan. Cf. Some Small
Topics of Conversation on Ancient Coins.
Gu Xuan 顧愷, 124n2, 140n12, 257, 277,
284-285, 533, 935.
Gu Xuan's Coin Catalog [Gu Xuan qianpu 顧愷
錢譜], 228n7, 277, 284-285, 377, 531.
Gu Yanwu 顧炎武, 152n9, 646, 925, 963.
Gu Yuanqing 顧元慶, 607n40.
Guzhu shisan jing. Cf. Ancient Annotations to the
Thirteen Classics.
guazi jin. Cf. melon-seed gold.
guan. Cf. string.
guan 官, 643, Plate lxxv.
Guanchang xianxing ji. Cf. Notes on the Current
Shape of Official Life.
Guan guge congqiao. Cf. Examination of Ancient
Cabinets Compiled Drafts.
Guan guge quanshuo. Cf. Examination of Explanations of Ancient Cabinets of Coins.
guan kao 官考, coin inscription, 32.
guan piao baochao. Cf. Government Bill Treasure
Certificate.
Guanyin Certificate [Guanyin chao 觀音鈔],
611.
Guo Zi 管子, or Guan Zhong 管仲, 9n6,
113n30, n 8, 22n32, 33, 51, 62, 64, 66, 70n1,
72n21, 73n24, n25, 84, 91n2, n6, n9, n16,
92n19, n25, n26, n27, n28, n29, 99-101, 105,
107n6, 161, 183, 200, 201, 206, 367, 376, 516,
519, 908.
guanzi. Cf. Communicating Medium.
guang 廣, Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii;
Ming, 638, 643, Plate lxxv; Qing, 762n3, Plate
lxxxii, 757.
Guangban 廣板, 785.
Guang Chuan shu ba. Cf. Colophons to the Paintings of Canton and Sichuan.
Guangdong Original Treasure [Guangdong yuan-
bao 光定元寶], 547, Plate Ixi, 565, 992.
Guangdong Coin Office Silver Dollar Bill [Guang-
dong qianju yinyuan piao 廣東錢局銀元
票], 811.
Guangdong Dragon Foreign [Guangdong
longyang 廣東龍洋], 794, Plate cii.
Guangdong qianju yinyuan piao. Cf. Guangdong
Coin Office Silver Dollar Bill.
Guang guge xu congqiao. Cf. Viewing Antiquity
Pavilion Draft Collection Continued.
Guangtian Original Treasure [Guangtian yuanbao
光天元寶], 314, Plate xlv, 988.
Guang tongbao yi. Cf. The Meaning of the Broad
Guangxi, Bank of, 981.
Guangxu Circulating Treasure [Guangxu tongbao
光緒通寶], Plate lxxxiii, 758, Plate lxxxiv,
261, 772, Plate lxxxviii, 996.
Guangxu ershisi nian Zhong wai dashi ji. Cf.
Notes on Major Events in China and Abroad
During Guangxu 24.
Guangxu Heavy Treasure [Guangxu zhongbao 光
緒重寶 ], 761.
Guangxu Original Treasure [Guangxu yuanbao 光
緒元寶 ], Plate lxxxix, 773, Plate xc; silver
coin, 793, 794, 796, 798.
Guangxu Period Shuntianfu Gazetteer [Guangxu
Shuntianfu zhi 光緒順天府志], 841n19.
Guangxu yiwei hou zouyi jilan. Cf. Memorials of
Advice Collected for Inspection Since Guang-
xu Year Yiwei.
Guangyang Miscellaneous Record [Guangyang
zaji 廣陽雜記], 643n33.
Guangyang zaji. Cf. Guangyang Miscellaneous
Record.
Guangzheng Circulating Treasure [Guangzheng
tongbao 廣政通寶], 314, Plate xliv, 415n7,
429, 442, 989.
Guangzhong 光中 coin, 839n4, 880, 995.
A Guest Sent South [Song nan qian ke 送南遷 客]. 395n12.
gui 梵. Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii; Ming, 638, Plate Ixxii, 639, 643, Plate Ixxv; Qing, 762n3, 757.
gui 貴, 755.
guifang. Cf. counting house.
Guifang 塊 方 tribe, 4, 10n12.
Guilin feng tu ji. Cf. Local Customs of Guilin.
Gui Mountains [Guishan 郢山], 29n8.
Guiqian lu. Cf. Treatise on Return to Conceal­
ment.
Guitian lu. Cf. Record of a Return to the Fields.
Guitian suoji. Cf. Return to the Fields Locked
Notes.
Guixin zashi. Cf. Miscellaneous Knowledge of the
Year Guixin.
guiyuan. Cf. standard dollar (Shanghai).
Guizhou, Bank of, 981.
Guizhou Mint Full Silver 1-ounce [Guizhou
guanju zuyin yiliang 貴州官局足銀一兩],
792.
Guizhou guanju zuyin yiliang. Cf. Guizhou Mint
Full Silver 1-ounce.
guo 國, Plate xxxvi, 645.
Guobao jingui zhi wan. Cf. State-treasure gold-
chest-value-ten-thousand.
Guochao dianhui. Cf. The Dynasty's Statutes
Compiled.
Guo moruo 郭沫若, 10n11,n12,n15, 20n11,
28n2, 30n24, 74n33, 803n36.
Guo Pu 郭璞, "Eulogy on Veined Cowry" [Wen-
bei zan 文 貝 譴]. 22n36.
Guoqu xianzi yin guo jing. Cf. Sutra on the Effect
of the Past on the Present.
Guo Rong 郭榮, 357.
Guo Ruoxiu 郭若虚, 328n1.
Guo Wei 郭隗, 45.
Guo Zizhang 郭子章, 735-736, 739, 902.
Gyeok Shinho 饒益神寶, 351n10.
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Habitual Conversations [Pitan 辭談], 174n2, 932, 938.
Hae Kwan. Cf. Maritime Customs.
haiba 海舶, 28, 640, 649.
Han Xizai, 315.
Hanxing Cash [Hanxing qian, 216, 226, 228n7, Plate xxxvii, 251, 285, 307, 532, 928, 987.]
Han yi. Cf. Han Ceremonials.
Han Yu, 128n22, 324, 369, 370.
Hanyuan Circulating Treasure [Hanyuan tongbao, 312, Plate xliii, 399, 989.]
Haneda Toru, 126n10.
hang, a large cowry, 29n8.
hanghua, "market change," 779.
Hao Jing, 642, 644, 690.
Haoyong, 689n50.
Haoyun Circulating Treasure [Hanyuan tongbao, 312, Plate xliii, 399, 989.]
Hebei, spade coins in, 33.
He Ceng, 248, 276.
Hefang tongyi. Cf. Advice on River Districts.
He Jianmin, 311n19.
HeKaiK, 634, 736.
Helian Bobo, 216.
He Liangjun, 734.
He Qiaoyuan, 655n37.
He Shangzhi, 277, 908.
He Shaoji, 758.
Heshen, 781, 830, 944, 948n20, 955, 960n14.
Hetai, 814.
Hexiangguan suoyan. Cf. Petty Words of Hexiang Hall.
Heyang cash [Heyang qian, 222.
Heyang Rough [Heyang shengse, 269.
Hezi Garden First Drafts [Heziyuan chugao, 910n12.]
Head-field tax [koufu, 167.
Heaven and Earth Society, 766-767.
Heavenly Court Circulating Treasure [Tianchao tongbao, 766.
Heavenly Increase establishment [Qian yi zihao, 792, Plate ci.
Heavenly Kingdom Circulating Treasure [Tianguo tongbao, 766.
Heavenly Kingdom [Tianguo, 764, Plate lxxvii, 765.
Heavenly Kingdom Sagely Treasure [Tianguo shengbao, 765, 834.
Heavenly Leopard Diagram [Tianbao tu, 959n9.
Heavenly Pillar [Tianzhu, 269.
Heavenly Virtue Harmony Pawnshop 500-cash Cash Bill [Tiandehe dangpu de wubaiwen qianpiao, Plate cxiii.
heavy treasure [zhongbao, 294; paper money, 551.
Hellenistic style coinage, 581; compared with China, 59.
Henan province, spade coins in, 33.
heng, 401.
Henglin Collected Works [Henglin wenji, 653n19.
High Grade Treasure Inspection [Pinhua baojian, 817n9.
Hikarito, 513.
Hino Kaisaburo, 437n6, 446n21, 448n40, 750n5.
Hirao Shusan, 346n5.
Historical Bibliography of Bronze Inscriptions [Rekidai choroku kikkin moku, 20nl.
Historical Coin Catalog [Lidai qianpu, 531.
Historical Compendium of Chinese Domestic Disorders and Foreign Disasters [Zhongguo neiluan waihuo lishi congshu, 514n20.
Historical Materials on the Western Turks [Xi Tujue shiliao, 311n28.
Historical Records [Shiji, 8, 9n4, 11n30, 71n2, 72n21, 78, 91n17, 92n26, 96, 110, 207, 283, 376, 528, 908.
Historical Studies [Lishi yanjiu, 30n25.
History of Chinese Art [Zhongguo meishu shi, 328n1.
History of Chinese Commerce [Zhongguo shangye shi, 437n1.
History of Chinese Monetary Systems [Zhonghua bizhi shi 中華幣制史], 849n11.
History of Chinese Weight Measures [Zhongguo duliang heng shi 中國度量衡史], 127n10.
History of the Circuits [Lu shi 路史], 83n11, 377, 518, 531, 533, 740, 928.
History of the Circulation of Money in Japan [Nihon kahei ryōtsushi 日本貨幣流通史], 572n19.
History of the Development of China's Ancient Money [Zhongguo gudai huobi fazhan shi 中國古代貨幣發展史], 126n5.
A History of Economic Thought During the Last Fifty Years of Qing [Wan Qing wushi nian jingji sixiang shi 晚清五十年經濟思想史], 927n2.
History of the Evolution of Chinese Money [Zhongguo huobi yange 中國貨幣演變], 1, 926.
History of Japan Continued [Zoku Nihon shi 続日本史], 332n47.
History of Sino-Japanese Communications [Zhongguo-Riben jiaotong 中日交貿], 496n31.
History of the Springs [Ouan shi 源史], 739, 802n27, 934. Cf. also Sheng Zilu.
Holland, 709, 854, 978; bank of, 978.
Hollow-socket spade [kongshou 孔首], 19, 31-33, Plate iii-vi, 405, 935, 985.
Honsho Eijiro 北条英世, 496n31, 878n9.
hong, coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii.
hongbao. Cf Vast Treasure.
Hongde Circulating Treasure [Hongde tongbao 洪德通寶], 769n9.
Hong Gua 洪 gà, 531.
Hongguang Circulating Treasure [Hongguang tongbao 洪光通寶], Plate lxvi, 645, 649, 994.
Hong Hao 洪皓, 531-532.
Honghua Circulating Treasure [Honghua tongbao 洪化通寶], 755, 994.
Hong Kong, 25, 888.
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation [Huifeng yinhang 汇豐銀行], 810, Plate cxi, 814, 815, 915, 976, 978, 979, 995.
Hong Kong silver dollar, 783.
Hong lou meng. Cf. Dream of the Red Chamber.
Hong Mai 洪邁, 531, 540n19.
hong qian. Cf. Red Cash.
Hong Rengan 洪仁玕, 915, 974, 979.
Hongwu Circulating Treasure [Hongwu tongbao 洪武通寶], 638, 651n1, Plate lxxii, 993.
Hongxi Circulating Treasure [Hongxi tongbao 洪熙通寶], 641-642.
Hongxi Veritable Record [Hongxi shilu 洪熙實錄], 635n3.
Hong Xie 洪協, 790.
Hong Xiuquan 洪秀全, 833.
Hongzhi Circulating Treasure [Hongzhi tongbao 弘治通寶], Plate lxxiii, 640-641, 679, 993.
Hongzhi Veritable Record [Hongzhi shilu 弘治實錄], 723n10.
Hongzhi's Treasure [Hongzhi zhi bao 弘治之寶], 933.
Hong Zun (Jingyan) 洪遵 (景嚴), 124n2, 140n10, 284, 377, 530, 531-532, 545, 739, 740, 927, 928, 934. Cf. also Record of Coins.
Horse-coin [mabi 馬幣], 113.
horse coin [maqian 馬錢], 663, 781, Plate xciv.
Horse-head-cash [mati jin 馬頭錢], 149, 158n70, 421, 423, 986.
Horse-head silver [mati yin 馬頭銀], 777.
horse sword [majian 馬劍], 663, 781, Plate xciv, 784, 881, 932.
horses, price of, Yuan, 610; Ming, 715.
hou 侯, coin inscription, 32.
Houfahe 候法合, 943.
hougui. Cf Marquis-tortoise.
Hou Han Ji. Cf. Record of the Latter Han.
Hou Houpei 候厚培, 867n25.
Hou Jing 侯景, 262, 264.
Hou Yuanpei 侯原培, 897n45.
Hou Xun 侯恂, 653, 739, 740.
Hu 胡, barbarians, 43, 44.
hu 斤, volume measure, 105, 365n4.
hu 硾, cf. tablet.
hu 户, 642, 643, Plate lxvi, 644, 645, 754, Plate lxix.
Hubei Dragon Foreign [Hubei longyang 湖北龍洋]. Plate cii, 794.
Hubei Official Coin Office Cash Bill, Silver Bill [Hubei guanqianju qianpiao, yinpiao 湖北官銀局錢票,銀票], 811, Plate cxvi.
Hubei 1-ounce silver coin, Plate cvi.
hubu 户部, 775.
Hubei guanpiao. Cf. Board of Revenue Official Bill.
hu 長, 496n31.
Hucai, 111.
Hou Houxuan 候厚瑕, Collected Essays on Oracle Bone Studies and Shang History [Jiaguxue Shangshi luncong 甲骨學商史論叢], 21n17.
hui 户, 643, Plate lxxv.
Hülegü [Xuliywu 旭烈兀], 568.
Hüman [胡安], 328n1.
Hunan Official Coin Office [Hunan guanqianju 胡南官錢局], 792, Plate ci.
Hu Sansheng [胡三省], 572n18.
Hu Yizan (Shicha) [胡義贊 (石查)], 937, 940.
Hu Zhusheng [胡著生], 157n56.
hua 化, to change, transform, 7; coin inscription, perhaps abbreviation for huo 貨, 32, 42, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, 85.

Huang Benquan [黃本權], 769n12.
Huang Chao [黃巢], 355.
Huang chao tongzhi. Cf. Imperial Dynasty Universal Record.
Huang chao wenxian tongkao. Cf. Imperial Dynasty Investigation of Literary Remains.
Huang chao zhengdian leizuan. Cf. Imperial Administrative Law Compiled By Category.
Huangfu Shi [黃尤士], 31 In18,n30.
Huangxian [黃nexian], 25, 30nl5.
Illustrated Discussion of Chinese Gold, Silver and Nickel Coins [Zhongguo jin yin nie bi tushuo 中國金銀銅幣圖說], 803n35.

Illustrated Record of the Certificate Money of Four Reigns [Sichao chao bi tulu 四朝鈔幣圖錄], 576n47.

Illustrations of Twelve Masters' Bronze Inscriptions [Shi'erjia jijin tulu 十二家金鑄圖錄], 21n18.

Imamura Tadao 今村忠男, 897n45, 946.

Immature cash [Zhiqian 植錢], 218, 220, 229n20, 250, 255, 263, 285.

Imperial Administrative Law Compiled By Category [Huang chao zhengdian leizhuan 皇朝政典類纂], 776n12.

The Imperial Bank of China [Zhongguo tongshang yinhang 中國通商銀行], 811, Plate cxv, 814, 979, 996.

imperial calligraphy coins [yushu qian 御書錢], 400.

Imperial Dynasty 12-cash [Kōchō junisen 皇朝十二錢], 456.

Imperial Dynasty Investigation of Literary Remains [Huang chao wenxian tongkao 皇朝文獻通考], 762n9.

Imperial Dynasty Texts Through the Generations [Huang chao Jingshi wenbian 皇朝經世文編], 826n11.

Imperial Dynasty Texts Through the Generations Continued Compilation [Huang chao jingshi wen xubian 皇朝經世續編], 803n31.

Imperial Dynasty Three Encyclopedias [Huang chao santong 皇朝三通], 924.

Imperial Dynasty Universal Record [Huang chao tongzhi 皇朝通志], 762n8.

Imperial Emissary's Small Record [Coukan xiaolu 使臣小錄], 572n19.

Imperial Expedition West and Return From Beginning to End [Xixun hui luan shimo ji 西巡回鑾始末記], 961n37.

Imperial Song Circulating Treasure [Huang Song tongbao 皇宋通寶], Plate xlvii, 401, 651n1, 990.

Imperial Song Comprehensive Mirror Long Draft Digest [Huang Song tongjian changbian ji shi jing 皇朝通鑑長編紀事本末], 470n11.

Imperial Song Original Treasure [Huang Song yuanbao 皇宋元寶], Plate Iv, 411-412, 992.

Imperial System Large Bestowal Continued Compilation [Yuzhi dagao xubian 御製大詔續編], 674n2.

Imperially Sanctioned Register of Coins [Qin ding qian lu 欽定錢錄], 927, 938.

Inaugural Circulating Treasure [Kaiyuan tongbao 開元通寶], 293-305; silver coins, 325, 404;
Five Dynasties Ten Kingdoms, Song, 313, 314-315, Plate xlv, 406, 415n7, 429, 451, 495n26, 527 572n16, 988; Yuan, Plate lxvi, 565; in Japan, 579n77, 651nl; Taiping coin, 766; Qing use of, 884, 885.

Incarnations, 89.

Incident of the Kaiyuan-Tianbao Years [Kaiyuan tianbaoyishi], 331n39.

income, official. Cf salaries, official.

income, workers, 468-469.

Index to the Complete Works of the Four Treasuries [Siku quanshu jianming mulu 四庫全書簡明目錄], 157n65.

India, and yuan gold, 70; and White Metal, 113, 117, 397nl, 495n22; paper money, 564; banks, 975.

Informal History [Yishi], 392nl7.

Inscription on Stone and Metal [Jin shi qie 金石契], 130n35.

Inspection Plate Thousand Treasure [Yun tie qian bao 巡貼千寶], 414, 568.

Inspection Throw Ten Plate [Xun zhi shi tie 撲擕十], 414.

interest rates, Tang, 383-384; Qing, 781, 952, 968.

International Banking Corporation [Huaqi yinhang 花旗銀行], 810, 897n43, 978.

Interpretation of Western Zhou Bronze Inscriptions [Xi Zhou jinwen ci daxi kaoyi 西周金文大系考譯], 30n24.

"Investigation of Ancient Coin" [Guquan shen 古泉審], 126n4.

Investigation of Liao Coins [Liao qian kao 遼錢考], 546n3.

Investigation of Literary Remains [Wenxian tongkao 文獻通考], 139n1, 619, 620-621, 622, 717, 738.

Investigation of Literary Remains Continued [Xu Wenxian tongkao 續文獻通考], 21n20, 316n8, 924.

Investigation of the Seven States [Qiguo kao 七國考], 740n7.

Investigation of Spirits Record Supplement [Jishen lu buyi 神神錄補遺], 329n10, 377.

Investigation of the Coins of the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms [Wudai shiguo huobi kao 五代十國貨幣考], 317n26.

Investigation of Qing Dynasty Yunnan's Copper Administration [Qingdai Yunnan tong zheng kào 清代雲南銅政考], 656n54, 814.

Investigation of the Two Capitals' Neighborhoods [Liangi jing changfang kao 兩京城坊考], 462n41.

Investigation of the Inscriptions on Monetary Spades [Huobu wenzi kao 貨布文字考], 64n20.

Investigation of the Two Capital Cities of Tang [Tang liangjing changfang kao 唐兩京城坊考], 382n15.

Investigations of Chinese Economic History [Chukokuceizai shiko hiso 中國經濟史考], by Katō Shigashi, 928.

Investigations of Coins [Qianbi kao 錢幣考], 928.

Irita, Totonami 入田整三, 579n77, 650nl.

iron coins, Han, 121-122, 123; Six Dynasties, 263; Tang, 304; Five Dynasties-Ten Kingdoms, 312-316, 357-358; Song, 398-416, 429, 437n4, 465, 485; Qing, 835-836.

iron mothers [tie mu 鐵母], 403.

iron thread style [tie xian shu 鐵綴], Plate 1.

Irrigated Garden Collection [Guanyuan ji 灌園集], 460n25.

Ishibayashi, Yoji 石林葉氏, 152n9.

Ishii, Kendo 石井研堂, 579n77.

Israel, 3, 9-10n9, 17, 18, 64.

Itemization of the Universal Regulations [Tongzhi tongzhi 通制條格], 607n43.

Jackson, J. W., 20n3.

jade, as proto-money, 7.

jade-chopstick seal script [yuzhu quan 玉觽泉], 223, 307.

Jade Delicate Pear [Yujiaoli 玉葉梨], 666n19.

Jade Hall Miscellaneous Record [Yutang zaji 玉堂雑記], 427n57.

Jade Jar Informal History [Yuhu yeshi 玉壺野史], 539n1.

Jade Mushroom Hall Conversations [Yuzhi tang tanhui 玉芝堂談會], 332n41.

Jamieson, G., 867n23, 868n28.

Japan, knife-coins in, 44; influenced by Tang, 309n2, 308, 345, 351n10, 380, 822, 853-854, 880, 881, 988, 996; Song coins in, 417n15, 456, 484; gold from, 512-513; Yuan silver in, 556; paper money in, 564, 992; Yuan coins to, 569; gold from during Yuan, 628; Ming coins in, 638, 650n1, 679-680, 994; and Zheng Chenggong, 645, 894; and bean silver, 659, 660; silver from, 633, 709; invasions of Korea, 691, 695nl; coin revolution in, 772, 783-784, 787; gold in during Ming, 877n9; history of, by a Chinese, 911; and modern banks, 982n3, 977.

Japan National Record [Riben guozhi 日本國志], 911, 921n1.
Japan One Mint [Riben yijian 日本一鑑], 689n49.
Japanese Economic History [Nihon keisai shi 日本経済史], 878n9.
Japanese Imperialism's Aggression Against China [Riben diguo zhuyi dui Hua qinliie 日本帝國主義對華侵略], 879n45.
Japanese Mercantile Bank of Taiwan [Rishang Taiwan yinhang 日商台灣銀行], 495n21, 679.
Java, Song coins found in, 495n21, 679.
Jenks, J. W., 916, 918, 920.
Ji, coin inscription, 32, 43, 44, 46, 47, 567, 774. Cf. also Auspicious cash.
Ji, a small cowry, 29n8.
Ji, coin inscription, 32, 37, 38.
Ji, coin inscription, Plate xxii, 54, 61.
Ji, ring-coin inscription, Plate liv, 409-410, 991.
Jialong. 839n4.
Jia Lu, 609.
Jiaqing Circulating Treasure [Jiaqing tongbao 嘉慶通寶], Plate Ixxxiii, 757, Plate Ixxxiv, 995.
Jiaqing Treasure Tibet [Jiaqing bao Zang 嘉慶寶藏], Plate xcvii, 785.
Jia Shan, 166-167, 199, 201, 204.
Jiashen Faithful Record [Jiashen chuanxin lu 甲申傅信錄], 654n34.
Jia Sidao, 418-419, 435, 490, 491, 992.
Jiatai Circulating Treasure [Jiatai tongbao 嘉泰通寶], Plate liv, 409-410, 991.
Jixi Circulating Treasure [Jixi tongbao 嘉熙通寶], Plate Iv, 411, 992.
Jixi Heavy Treasure [Jixi zhongbao 嘉熙重寶], Plate Iv, 411, 992.
Jia Yi. 418-419, 435, 490, 491, 992.
Jianwei, 131, Plate xxxiii, 193.
Jianwen Circulating Treasure [Jianwen tongbao 嘉文通寶], 933.
Jianyan Circulating Treasure [Jianyan tongbao 嘉延通寶], Plate lv, 411, 445, 495n21, 990.
Jianyan Original Treasure [Jianyan yuanbao 嘉延元寶], 401, 445, 990.
jian, smooth fine silk, 318.
jian, 644.
Jiangguo 監國, 111, 126n6.
Jianguo Original Treasure [Jianguo yuanbao 建國元寶], 402.
jianjiao. Cf. pointed-foot.
Jiankang Veritable Record [Jiankang shilu 建康實錄], 238n14, 246n32, 266n6.
Jianwei 建為, 131, Plate xxxiii, 193.
Jianwen Circulating Treasure [Jianwen tongbao 建文通寶], 933.
Jianyan Circulating Treasure [Jianyan tongbao 嘉延通寶], 408, Plate lii, 473, 991.
Jianyan Heavy Treasure [Jianyan zhongbao 建炎重寳], 408, Plate lii, 473.
Jianyan Original Treasure [Jianyan yuanbao 建炎元寶], 408.
Jianyan yilai chao ye zaji. Cf. Miscellaneous Record In and Outside Court Since Jianyan.
Jianyan yilai xinian yalu. Cf. Essential Record of the Years Since Jianyan.
Jian Youwen 詹又文, 768n6.
Jiazhi Compendium [Jiazhi bian 見只編], 666n25.
Jianzhong Circulating Treasure [Jianzhong tongbao 建中通寶], 295, Plate xli, 342, 402, 988; Vietnamese coin, 407.
Jiang 江, 643, 644, Plate Ixxix, 754, 755, Plate Ixxi.
Jiang Biao zhuan 江表傳, 198n13.
Jiang Chen 蔣臣, 634, 635, 663, 736, 994.
Jiang Deliang (Qiushi) 江德良 (秋史), 928-929.
Jiang Fu 江馥, 126n4.
Jiang Fu 江馥, 926.
Jiangnan Dragon Foreign [Jiangnan longyang 江南龍洋], Plate cxxi, cxxii, 813.
Jiangnan Gazetteer [Jiangnan tongzhi 江南通志], 530n4.
Jiang Risheng 江瑞生, 654n32.
Jiangsu 江苏, 40.
Jiang Wan 江惋, 194.
Jiangxi Gazetteer [Jiangxi tongzhi 江西通志], 740n2.
Jiangxi Official Coin Office Cash Bill [Jiangxi guanqianju qianpiao 江西官錢局錢票], Plate cxxi, cxxii, 813.
Jiangxi's Financial Trade [Jiangxi zhi jinrong 江西之金融], 92n45.
Jingzhi Compendium [Jianzhong bian 建中只編], 666n25.
Jin Bowen 晉博文, 475.
Jin Bowen 晉博文, 475.
Jin, Former [Hou Jin 後晉], 312.
Jin History [Jin shu 晉書], 107n3.
Jin History Records [Jin shu zaiji 晉書載記], 246n41.
Jin, Latter [Hou Jin 後晉], 312.
Jin History [Jin shu 晉書], 107n3.
Jin History Records [Jin shu zaiji 晉書載記], 246n41.
Jin, Former [Hou Jin 後晉], 312.
Jin, Latter [Hou Jin 後晉], 312.
Jin History [Jin shu 晉書], 107n3.
Jin History Records [Jin shu zaiji 晉書載記], 246n41.
Jin History [Jin shu 晉書], 107n3.
Jin History Records [Jin shu zaiji 晉書載記], 246n41.
Jin History [Jin shu 晉書], 107n3.
Jin History Records [Jin shu zaiji 晉書載記], 246n41.
Jin History [Jin shu 晉書], 107n3.
Jin History Records [Jin shu zaiji 晉書載記], 246n41.
Jin History [Jin shu 晉書], 107n3.
Jin History Records [Jin shu zaiji 晉書載記], 246n41.
Jin History [Jin shu 晉書], 107n3.
Jin History Records [Jin shu zaiji 晉書載記], 246n41.
Jin Record [Jin ji 简記], 254n28.
Jin shang shengshuai ji. Cf. Rise and Fall of the Merchants of Jin. 
Jinshen, 788, Plate xcix, 790.
Jin Xueyan, 683, 734-735.
Jinyang #, spade-coin inscription, 34, Plate vii, 36, 37, 38, 42, 59-60, 61, 63n3; knife-coin inscription, 46, 52.
Jinyi, spade-coin inscription, 63n3.
Jin Xian zhai, 390.
Jing, knife-coin inscription, 34, 37, 38; Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii; Ming, 638, 643.
Jingbing Circulating Treasure [Jingbing tongbao 景便通寶], 804n37, 839n4.
Jingyou Circulating Treasure [Jingyou tongbao 景祐通寶], 1631, 989.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jingming, 381n6.
Jingming Circulating Treasure [Jingming tongbao 景明通寶], 804n37, 839n4.
Jingming Original Treasure [Jingming yuanbao 景明元寶], 401.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jingyou Circulating Treasure [Jingyou tongbao 景祐通寶], 989.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jingyou Circulating Treasure [Jingyou tongbao 景祐通寶], 989.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jingyou Circulating Treasure [Jingyou tongbao 景祐通寶], 989.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jingyou Circulating Treasure [Jingyou tongbao 景祐通寶], 989.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jingyou Circulating Treasure [Jingyou tongbao 景祐通寶], 989.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jingyou Circulating Treasure [Jingyou tongbao 景祐通寶], 989.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jingyou Circulating Treasure [Jingyou tongbao 景祐通寶], 989.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jingyou Circulating Treasure [Jingyou tongbao 景祐通寶], 989.
Jingyou Original Treasure [Jingyou yuanbao 景祐元寶], 401.
Jingzhai fanshuo. Cf. Floating Words of the Jing Studio.
Jōjin 成尋, 459n10.
Jomyo 淨妙 Temple, 628.
Joachimsthal, 661.
Jottings and Novels Outlines [Biji xiaoshuo daguan 筆記 小說 大觀], 948n20.
Journal of Current Affairs [Shi wu bao 時務報], 921n7.
Journey to the West [Xiyou Ji 西遊記], 636n8, 664.
Ju 巨, 29n8.
Ju 戎, state of, 44, 51.
ju 局, 643, 644.
ju 舉, unit of weight, 22n29.
judai 舉貸, "raising a loan," 286, 383.
judian 巨典, great pledges, 741.
jufang 聚放, raising an unsecured loan, 383.
Jutan lu. Cf. Record of Conversations About Drama.
Ju Yan Han Bamboo Slips [Ju Yan Hanjian 居延漢簡], 183, 184.
Juyi lu. Cf. Residing at Blase Record.
juezhai 白鶴舖, two pieces of jade fastened together, 21n18.
juebei 白鶴, pure white cowry, 29n8.
jun 君, coin inscription, 32, 44, 57.
jun 鈞 or 鈞, weight unit, 17, 22n28, 67.
jun 軍, 767.
Jumping Turtle Collection [Kuagui ji 跨龜集], 469n5.

Kaiping Circulating Treasure [Kaiping tongbao 開平通寶], 312, 356, 988.
Kaiping Original Treasure [Kaiping yuanbao 開平元寶], 312.
Kaiping Circulating Treasure [Kaiping tongbao 開慶通寶], Plate lv, 412, 992.
Kaiyuan Divination Classic [Kaiyuan zhan jing 開元占經], 129n28, 129n30.
Kaiyuan-tianbao yishi. Cf. Incidents of the Kaiyuan-Tianbao Years.
Kamada, Maruzen, BP, 31 ln23.
Kamakura 卡摩倉, 25.
Kan'e 賈, coins, Japanese, 822, 884, 994.
Kanwei 白鶴大寶, 351nl0.
Kanzhuan nu mai yuan jia zhai hu. Cf. Seeing the Cash the Servant Girl Buys Back Her Family From Their Creditor.
Kangding Original Treasure [Kangding yuanbao 康定元寶], 401, 447n37, 932.
Kang Fansheng 康范生, 697n36.
Kangxi Circulating Treasure [Kangxi tongbao 康熙通寶], on Taiwan, 645, 755; Plate Ixxxi, 994.
Kangxi Dictionary [Kangxi zidian 康熙字典], 22n29, 29n8.
Kang Youwei 康有為, 806n47, 911, 913-915, 957.
Kao 考, King of Zhou, 55.
Kato Shigashi 加藤繁, 74n27, 83n7, 124n1, 158n77, 164n9, 170n9, 237n6, 327n1, 437n6, 515n28.
ke 喀, Plate Ixxxiii.
ke 金果 or kezi 金果子, small ingot, 777, Plate xcii, 779.
Ke Pavilion Continued Draft [Kezhai xugao 可齋續稿], 440n29.
Ke Pavilion Miscellaneous Draft [Kezhai zagao 可齋雜稿], 498n56.
Ke Shaomin 姜劭敏, 924.
Keyi 柯邑, 126n4.
Kezuo zhuiyu. Cf. Repetitive Words from the Guest's Seat.
Kengan daihō 乾元大寶, 351n10, 456.
Khitan (Qidan) 契丹, 356, 419, 445, 480n40, 532, 544-548, Plate lx, 747, 988, 989, 990. Cf. also Liao Dynasty.
Khotorzim [Hualazimo 胡剌子模], 324, 555.
Khotan 呼端, 116, 126n10.
Khubilai, 557, 564-568.
Killing the Dog to Instruct the Man [Sha gou quan 殺狗訓夫], 629n14.
Knife-coins [daobi 刀幣 ], mythical origins of, 1, 8; as money, 23n38, 31, 42-52, 928, 935.
Knowledge Circle Primer School Lesson First Steps [Zhihuan qimeng shuke chubu 智環啓蒙課初步], 974.
Kobata Jun 小野田淳, 572n19, 667n26, 675n18, 687n29, 725n45.
Kōchō junisen. Cf. Imperial Dynasty 12-cash.
Kobumura 小部村, 496n32, 579n77.
Komai Kazuyoshi 康井和義, 30nl5.
Kong Anguo 孔安國, 29n5.
Kong Ji 孔姬, 258, 279-280.
Kong Linzi 孔琳之, 139n1, 241, 276, 375.
Kongluobo Corporation, 978.
Kong Pingzhong 孔平仲, 515n23, 717.
Kong Qi 孔齊, 614n33.
Kong Xingsu 孔行素, 417n21.
Korea, knife-coins in, 44; influenced by Tang China, 308; Five Dynasties, 357; Song, 407, 484, 532, 988; Yuan paper money in, 564; modern coins in, 772, 773.
Korea, Bank of, 977.
kou 口, coin inscription, 32.
Koufu. Cf. Head-field tax.
Kou Xian 寇贄, 431.
Kowloon, 25.
ku 庫; Plate lxxxiii, 758, 787.
kuping liang. Cf. treasury ounce.
Kuang Ji 匡季, 10n13.
kun 鍮, type of cowry, 29n8.

Kusama Naokata 草間直方, 578n63.
Kushan Empire, 116, 127n10.
kuai 塊, dollar, "piece," Plate lxx.
kuanhuan. Cf. broad-edged.
kuangshu. Cf. mined silver.
Kusuba Nyūdō 桑葉入道, 687n29.
Kuwabara Tozo 桑原嘉藏, 239n31, 311n19, 496n31.
Kuiyan lu. Cf. Kuiyan Record.
Kuiyan Record [Kuiyan lu 懷炎錄], 497n37.
Kulja coins, 756, 757, Plate lxxxii, lxxxiii.
Kuroshō 今井 黒正, 496n31, 878n9.
Kyushugun 尾州郡, 687n30.

L

Lacouperie, Terrien de, 927n1.
Lady Wen yi bronze [Wenyi chi 婦姬銅 ], 23n39.
Laizi. Cf. weeds.
Lamb interest [yanggao xi 羊羔息], 625-626, 946.
Lament for the Woman Qin [Qin Fu yin zhu 秦婦吟詠], 359n7.
lan 藍, Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii.
Lanling 蘭陵, 111, 112.
Land Head Cash [Ditou qian 頭錢 ], 303.
land prices, 720.
lang 長, spade-coin inscription, 63n3.
Lao Zi 老子, 98.
Large-board coin [daban 大版 ], 693.
Large Coin Illustrated Record [Daqian tulu 大錢圖錄 ], 818n13.
Large-cowry [Dabei 大貝 ], 118.
Large Money Six-grainer [Dahuo liuzhu 大貨六觔 ], 377.
Large-spade-yellow-thousand [Dabu huang qian 大布黃千 ], 118, Plate xxix, xxxi, 120, 128n24.
Large-spring-fify [Daquan wushi 大泉五拾 ], Plate xxix, xxx, 119, 120, 128n24, 135, 172, 193, 217, 248, 255.
Large-spring-equals-thousand [Daquan dang qian 大泉當千 ], Plate xxxii, 133, 135, 196, 217, 379n6, 987.
Large-spring Five-grainer [Daquan wuzhu 大泉五銖 ], 546.
Large-spring-five-hundred [Daquan wubai 大泉五百], Plate xxxiii, 133, 135, 194, 196, 217, 987.

Large-spring-five-thousand [Daquan wuqian 大泉五千], 134, 196.

Large Spring Illustration Record [Daquan tulu 大泉圖錄], 937.

Large-spring-two-thousand [Daquan erqian 大泉二千], 134, 196.

lathed edge [xuanbian 線邊], 641, 642, 647, 677, 683.

Latourette, K. S., 867n21.

Laughlin, J. L., 515n25, 868n27, 877n5, 878nl2, nl8.

Law, John, 902, 942.

Laws of Oingyuan [Qingyuan tiaofa shilei 慶元條法事類], 427n33, 537.

lead coins. Five Dynasties-Ten Kingdoms, 312-313.

Leaves of Jade [Tamaha 天葉], 515n29.

leek-leaf script [xieye shu 葭葉書], 227, 307, 941nl3.

Left-shoulder Inaugural [Zuotiao Kaiyuan 左挑開元], 293.

Legal Extracts Pearl Grove [Fayuan zhulin 法苑珠林], 321n14.

Legal Tender Certificate Coin [Quan qiao qian 權鈔錢], 567, 637.

Legalists, Tang, 367, 372; Song, 517; Yuan, 617; Qing, 906. Cf also Guan Zi.

Legate-spade-five-hundred [Chabu wubai 差布五百], 118, Plate xxxi, 128n24, 226.

Leh Dynasty, 407.

lei 畋, weight unit of ten millet seeds, 17, 22n28.

Lei Liutai, 963.

Leisurely Residence Record [Xian ju 閒居錄], 580n83.

legal tender, 95.

Leiyuan, 458n3.

Letters on the Profits and Ills of the Regions of the Empire [Tianxia jun guo libing shu 天下郡國利病書], 607n36.

Letters to Emperor Renzong Discussing Affairs [Shang Renzong Huangdi yan shi shu 上仁宗皇帝言事書], 458n3.

Lewis, Andron B., 868n29...

li 立, knife-coin inscription, 43, 44, 47.

li 莋, coin inscription, 32, 42.

Li 李, Vietnamese dynasty, 407.

Li 李, 408, 411.

Li Anguo 李安國, 486.

Li Ao 李遨, 341, 347, 369, 372-373.

Li Ben 李本, 680.

Licai jiuguo lun. Cf A Rational Form of Wealth For Saving the State.


Li Cengbo 李曾伯, 440n29.


Li Chuo 李焯, 321n10.

Li Ciming 李慈銘, 841n32.

Li Cunzhu 李存勗, 356.

Li Dai 李逵, 475.


Lidai qianpu. Cf. Historical Coin Catalog.


Li Daoyuan 麗道元, 227n1, n10, 261n21.

Li Deyu 李德裕, 354.

Lidezhuang quan hua. Cf. Words on Coins from Lidezhuang.

Li Fangzhuan 李方編, 893n20.

Li Gang 李綱, 470n15.

Li Gonglin 李公麟, 601.

Li Gu 李觀, 448n42, 516, 908.

Li Gui 李圭, 768n1.


Li He 李賀, 215.

Li Heng, 407.

Li Hongzhang 李鴻章, 771, 812, 966.

Li Hu 李華, 958n5.

Li Jiannong 李善農, 30n25, 139n6, 8.

Li Junmin 李俊民, 299.

Li Junyan 李俊言, 365n7.

Li Kan 李侃, 601.

Li Kui 李رضى, 77, 86, 92n26-97, 161, 183.

Li Linfu 李林馥, 293, 299, 309n2, 367.

Li Madou 李牧, 596.

Liping Official Mint [Liping guanju 黎平官局], 792.

Li Pobei 李婆備, 423.

Li Quan 李權, 482, 583.

Li Rihua 李日華, 310n14.

Li Rong 李隆, 322n22.

Liru Yinhang 麗如銀行, 975, 995.

Li Shen 李紳, 296.
Li Shenqi 李申, 478n10.
lishi 離 or 離 or 鋪石, spade-coin inscription, 63n3, 34, 35, 36, Plate x, 42, 54, 61, 62, 77, 940.
Li Shizhuo 李世躍, 821.
Li Shou 李寿, 216, Plate xxxvii, 307, 928, 987.
Li Shuchang 李庶昌, 769n11.
Li Shuming 李叔明, 341.
Li Shun 李順, 400, 430, 442, 989.
Li Si 李斯, 76.
Li Suyi's Memorials of Advice [Li Suyi zouyi 李肅 義奏議], 864n1.
Li Tao 李操, 529.
Li Te 李特, 216.
Li Weigong ji. Cf. Duke Li Wei's Collected Works.
Li Wenmao 李文耀, 767.
Li Xilie 李立, 295, 342, 345-346, 381, 389.
Li Xiaomei 李小梅, 230n29, 530-531, 548.
Li Xinchuan 李新川, 529.
Li Xingrui 李興瑞, 811.
Li Xiong 李熊, 216, 219.
Li Xueqin 李學勤, 766.
Li Yin 李延, 64n21, 157n62.
Li Yen 李巖, 356.
Liyong Circulating Treasure [Liyong tongbao 利通寶], Plate Ixxx, 755, 994.
Li Youyan 李有彦, 305.
Li Yu 李煜, 385.
Li Yuanzhong 李元仲, 739.
Li Zicheng 李自成, 635, 644, Plate lxvi, 645-646, 693, 694, 807, 833, 963, 994.
Li Zichen 李子春, 724n30.
Li Zichang 李志常, 751n6.
Li Zhijiang wenji. Cf. Collected Works of Li Zhijiang.
Lizhou xingyong 利州行用, 410.
Li Zicheng 李自成, 635, 644, Plate lxvi, 645-646, 693, 694, 807, 833, 963, 994.
Li Zichen 李子春, 724n30.
Li Zuoxian (Zhuoeng) 李佐賢(竹朋), 546n3, 935, 936-937, 939.
Lianbu. Cf. Linked spades.
Lian Yang 鐘陽, 803n32.
liang 兩, ounce, 17, 22n28, 31, 37, 67-68.
liang 梁, Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xii.
liang 橫, 787.
liang 梁 or liangyi 梁邑, spade-coin inscription, 63n3, 35, 36, 37, Plate xii, 39.
Liangchong 梁充, 532.
Liangdu ji. Cf. Two Crossings Collection.
Liang Gongchen 梁恭辰, 817n7.
Liang 梁, Latter, Five Dynasties, 312, 313.
Liang 梁, Northern-Southern Dynasties, Plate xxxvii, 219-221, 242, 262-265.
Liang-grainer [Liangzhu 兩銅]. 256-257.
Liang Huijiao 梁慧皎, 359n1.
Liang Ji 梁冀, 146.
Liang-made New-spring [Liangzao xinquan 漲造新泉], 216, 225.
Liangqi Complete Works [Liangqi quanjian 梁鉦全集], 470n15.
Liang Qichao 梁啟超, 530n1, 806n47, 883, 911, 916, 926.
Liang Shizheng 梁詩正, 927.
Liang Sigong's Diary [Liang Sigong ji 梁四公記], 237n11.
Liang Zhangju 梁章矩, 758, 762n10.
Liangzhe Epigraphic Record [Liangzhe jinshi lu 兩浙金石錄], 63n124.
Liangzhe jinshi lu. Cf. Liangzhe Epigraphic Record.
Liao Dong 梁州, 44.
Liao Dynasty, 544-546. Cf. also Khitan.
Liu History [Liaoshi 柳史], 546n1, 622.
Liao Hongzao 廖鴻藻, 758.
Liaoyang 遼陽, 44.
litrae, Latin pound, 109.
Lie Zi 列子, 66, 71n14.
Lieu, D. K., 982n10.
lin 蘭 or 閩, spade-coin inscription, 34, Plate vii, 35, 36, Plate x, 42, 61, 63n3; knife-coin, 43, 46; ring-coin, 54; 929.
lin 臨, 754, Plate lxviii, 755.
L'in anfu xingyong 臨安府行用, 417n21.
linban 蘭半, spade-coin inscription, 63n3, Plate vii.
Lin Fu 林富, 662.
Liu Yuan 劉淵, 235.
Liu Zhao 劉昭, 128n16, 190n15.
Liu Zhen 劉鎮, 354.
Liu Zhi 劉稚, 367-368, 908.
Liu Zhi 劉炤, 462n39.
Liu Zongyuan 劉宗源, 372.
Liu Zuan 劉展, 393.
loans. Cf. credit.
Local Customs of Guilin [Guilin fengtu ji 桂陵風土記], 328n3.
Locke, John, 517, 722nl.
Lofty Treasure [Chongbao 崇寶], 410.
Lohan 羅漢, coin, 756.
Lone Awakening Miscellaneous Record [Duxing zazhi 獨醒雜誌],
Longfeng Circulating Treasure [Longfeng tongbao 龍鳳通寶], 571, Plate Ixix, 637, 937, 993.
Longkou 龍口, 30n15.
Longqing Circulating Treasure [Longqing tongbao 龍清通寶], Plate Ixxiii, 642, 679, 994.
Longxing Original Treasure [Longxing yuanbao 龍興原寶], Plate liii, 408.
Longyang. Cf. Dragon Foreign.
Lost Books of Zhou [Yi Zhou shu 逸周書], 95.
"Lotus-root Heart Coins" [Ouxin qian 藕心錢], 531.
Loyal and Severe Collection [Zhong su ji 忠肅集], 460n22.
lu 露, spade-coin inscription, 35, 663n3.
lu 盧, coin inscription, 32.
lu 湖 (瀘), 643.
Lu Bao 魯寶, 249, 276.
lubulan 煉不煩, 611, 614n13.
Lu Deming 陸德明, 91n13.
lufang. Cf. furnace house.
Lu 束, bronze, 17.
Lu Ji 陸機, 395n7.
Lujiatun 魯家屯, 25, 30n16, 44.
Lu Jianceng 魯見曾, 378n1.
Lu, Prince of [Lu wang 魯王], 644, Plate bxxvi, 807, 994.
Lu Rong 陸容, 676n27.
Lu Shen 陸深, 654n37, 739.
lushi 盧氏, coin inscription, 32, 42.
Lu Shirong 盧世榮, 566, 589, 626, 992.
Lu Shiying 陸世卿, 361n266, 737.
Lu 魯, state of, 19.
Lu Tancheng 魯探徵, 601.
Lu Xuan gong linyuan ji. Cf. Duke Lu Xuan's Garden of Pencils Collection.
luyang 魯陽, spade-coin inscription, Plate ix, 35, 36.
Lu Yinglong 魯應龍, 427n37.
Lu You 陸游, 360n19, n21.
Lu Youren 陸友仁, 592n2.
Lu Zemin 陸澤民, 63n3.
Lu Zhun 魯準, 140n13.
Luan cheng san ji. Cf. Luan City Three Collections.
Luan City Three Collections [Luan cheng san ji 樓城三集], 448n43.
Luan Huan Zi 樓桓子, 105.
Lun qianbi. Cf. Discussion of Coins.
Lun yu. Cf. Analects.
luo 洛, Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii.
luo 澈, gauze, 318.
Luo and Li Make a Disturbance at the Xiangguo Temple [Luo Li long danao Xiangguo si 羅李
Luo and Li Make a Disturbance at the Xiangguo Temple. 631n23.
Luo Bi 羅泌, 83n11, 377, 518, 531, 533, 740.
Luo Bozhao 羅伯昭, 317n22, 417n16.
Luo Dajing 羅大經, 426n27, 462n43.
Luo Li long danao Xiangguo si. Cf. Luo and Li Make a Disturbance at the Xiangguo Temple.
Luo Ruyuan 羅汝遠, 739.
Luo Youren 陸友仁, 26.
Luooyang ji. Cf. Luoyang Record.
Luoyang Record [Luoyang ji 洛陽記], 395n7.
Luo Muyuan 羅沐園, 72n22.
Luo Zhenyu 羅振玉, 74n27, 126n5.
Lü 吕 or 言, coin inscription, 32, 111.
Lü Bi 呂悲, 665n15.
Lü Buwei 呂不韋, 82.
Lü dynasty of Qi, 49.
Lüdai 族大, 36.
Lü Huiqing 吕惠卿, 435, 473.
Lü Huiqing's Daily Record [Lü Huiqing rilu 吕惠卿日錄], 460n13.
Magic Incense Dwelling Collected Words [Miaoxiang shi conghua 妙香室叢話],
501n81.
Maijiali Yinhang. Cf. Chartered Bank of India,
Australia & China. Major Statutes Through the Generations [Jingshi
dadian 經世大典], 607n39, 738.
Macedonia, 116, 127n10.
machine-made coins, 793.
Maidive Islands, 649.
Ma Dezhi 馬得志, 30n22.
Ma Duanlin 馬端臨, 316n8, 619, 620-621, 622.
mafuyi 馬服邑, spade-coin inscription, 63n3,
Plate ix, 35.
Ma Dezheng 馬德政, 462n41.
Ma Feng 馬逢, 617.
Ma Huan 馬煥, 495n26.
majian. Cf. horse sword.
Makou qian. Cf. Horse-head cash.
Ma Ling 馬令, 360n21.
Mao 马, 322n24.
Mao Xianglin 马相林, 959.
marginal utility, 100.
Maritime Customs, 778.
Market Exchange [Shiyi 易市] system of Wang
Anshi, 535.
Marquis-tortoise [Hougui 侯龜], 118, 119.
Marquis Xian of Zhou ding bronze [Zhou Xian
Hou ding 周獻侯鼎], 29n4.
Marquis Zhong of Qi [Qi Hou Zhong 齊侯中],
23n41.
The Martial Scabbard of Duke Tai [Tai Gong wu
dao 太公武馘], 29n5.
Martin, Henri, 877n9.
Martin, R. M., 892n9, n10.
Master Ganxuan [Ganxuan Zi 乾眩子], 322n24.
Master Huan's New Discourses [Huan Zi xin lun
桓子新論], 164n15.
Master Pi's Anthology [Pi Zi wen sou 皮子文
c叢], 374n11.
Master Sun's Calculation Classic [Sun Zi suan
jing 孫子算經], 149, 237n4.
matching sets [dui qian 對錢], of coins, 405.
Mingde Original Treasure [Mingde yuanbao 明德元寶], 929.

Ming Dynasty, 632-752, 890-891.

Ming Emperor Shenzong’s Wanli Veritable Record [Ming Shenzong Wanli shilu 明神宗萬曆實録], 982n2.

Ming Emperor Taizu’s Hongwu Veritable Record [Ming taizu hongwu shilu 明太祖洪武實録], 644n1.

Ming History [Ming shi 明史], 635n1, 924.

Ming History Collected Aura [Ming shi ji ye 明史集腋], 696n25.


Ming Officials’ Memorials of Advice [Ming chen zouyi 明臣奏議], 683n1.

Ming and Qing Era Merchants and Mercantile Capital [Ming-Qing shidai shangren ji shangye ziben 明清世商及商業資本], 64n21.

Ming and Qing Historical Materials [Ming Qing shiliao 明清史料], 697n26.

Ming Qing shiliao. Cf. Ming and Qing Historical Materials.

Ming Record [Ming ji 明紀], 656n59.


Ming tongbao yi. Cf. The Meaning of the Ming Circulating Treasure.

Ming wen hai. Cf. Sea of Ming Literature.

Ming Veritable Records [Ming shilu 明實錄], 652n3.

Ming Wuzong waiji. Cf. Unofficial Record of Emperor Wuzong of Ming.


Minute Observation Grass Hall Jottings [Yuewei caotang biji 閒微草堂筆記], 969n13.

Mirror for the Examination of Our Dynasty Continued [Xu benchao tongjian 續本朝通鑑], 579n76.

Miscellaneous Chants on Ancient Coins [Guquan zayong 古泉雜詠], 230n36.

Miscellaneous Knowledge of the Year Guixin [Guixin zashi 奚辛雜議], 425n14.

Miscellaneous Notes of the Tianrang Pavilion [Tianrangge zaji 天壤閣雜記], 141n23, 229n16.

Miscellaneous Notes on the Western Capital [Xidu zaji 西都雜記], 151n1.

Miscellaneous Notes on the Western Capital [Xi-jing zaji 西京雜記], 155n37, 157n58, 164n12, 213n23.

Miscellaneous Record In and Outside Court Since Jianyan [Jianyan yilai chaoye zaji 建炎以來朝野雜記], 424n3, 529.

Miscellaneous Record of Discussions on Coins [Tan quan zalu 談泉雜錄], 126n6.

Mister Zhenze Alternate Collection [Zhenze Xiansheng bieji 聰聖先生別集], 751n15.

Mister Zhizhai's Collected Works [Zhizhai Xiansheng wenji 聰聖先生文集], 504.

Mito City Seisoji 水戸正宗寺, 417n15, 579n77.

Miyosaki ken 宮山奇縣, 687n30.

Miyashita Tadao 宮下忠雄, 869n33, 877n1.

Mo Xiufo 莫休符, 328n3.

Moyu lu. Cf. Surplus Ink Record.

Mo Zi 莫子, 11n30, 84, 91n5, 101-102.

Model-coins [Yangqian 模錢], 236.

Model Compass Record [Fang zhinan 方針録], 697n36.

Modern Chinese Coinage Question Compendium [Zhongguo jindai bizhi wenti huibian 中國近代幣制問題彙編], 777n17.

Modern Chinese Monetary History [Kindai Shina kahei 金代史貨幣史], 893n20.

Modern Economic Studies Complete Collection [Sendai keizai gakku senki 現代経済學全集], 496n31.

Molds, coin, 124, 130n41, 769.

Mommme 用, as unit of weight, 556.

Monetary Exchange. Cf. exchange, monetary.


Monetary-spade [Huobu 貨布], 120, 124, 127n10, 174, 315, 406, 986.

Monetary-spring [Huoquan 貨泉], 120, 122, 135, 174, 406, 885, 986.

Monetary-spring Record [Huoquan lu 貨泉錄], 530.
monetary units, 61, 85, 554-555.
*Money* [Kahei 貨幣], 63n9, 141n24.
monetary commodities, earliest forms, 12.
money, economy, and civilization, 89-90, 93, 914.
money shops [qianzhuang 錢莊], 393, 635, 664n9, 744, 746-752, 813, 816n2, 817n7, 834, 945, 950-962, 965.
*Money Spade Inscription Investigations* [Huobu wenzi 霍布文子], 910n27, 933-934, 937.
Mongke [Mengge 蒙哥], 411, 557, 992.
Mongols [Menggu 蒙古], 419. Cf also Yuan Dynasty.
monks'-peace grain [sengzhi jing 信之糧], 287.
Montesquieu, Charles Louis de Secondat, 906-907.
Morrison, R., 974.
Morse, H. B., 929, 801n11, 892n11, 897n37.
mother coins [muqian 母錢], 647.
*Mother Yi you Bronze* [Mu Yi you 魚母乙卣], 29n4.
Mou Mu 謀穆, Duke of Qin, 1ln30.
Mountain Cliff Sheep [Shan po yang 山坡羊], 665n13.
Mountain Stream Dream Jottings [Mengqi bitan 夢溪筆談], 73n26, 158n69.
Mountain Tower Leisure Words [Shanqiao xiayu 山樵暇語], 727n64.
*Mountains and Seas Classic* [Shan haijing 史海經], 23n44, 29n8.
*The Mouse Gem* [Shu pu 鼠璞], 499n58.
Moving Heaven and Shaking Earth Dou Eyuan [Gan tian dong di Dou Eyuan 感天動地寳冤], 629n9.
Mr. Chen's Illustration Classic [Chenshi tujing 陳氏圖經], 129n27.
Mr. Liu's Record of Coins [Liushi qian zhi 劉氏錢志], 284.
Mr. Qian's Coin Catalog [Qianshi qian pu 錢氏錢譜], 530.
Mr. Qiao's Register of the Classics [Qiaoshi jingji 慶氏經籍], 530n4.
Mr. Shi's Comprehensive Mirror [Shishi tongqian 釋氏通鑑], 290n13.
Mr. Yao's [Zhu's?] Coin Catalog [Yao [Zhu] shi qian pu 每 [朱氏]錢譜], 739.
Mr. Yuan's Changing Collection [Yuanshi changqiang ji 元氏長慶集], 322n28.
mu 木, coin inscription, 32, 43, 47, 638.
mu 目, coin inscription, 32, 435.
mu qian. Cf. mother coins.
Mu, Duke of Dan [Dan Mu Gong 單穆公], 96.
Murong Baiyao 慕容白曜, 268-269.
Mutó Chózo 武藤長藏, 982n1.
mu 業, spade-coin inscription, 35.
*Mulberry Money Catalog* [Chubipu 梆緘譜], 429, 433, 622, 623.
Mulhall, Michael G., 728, 869n32.
Mutual guarantor groups in Qing banking, 952, 953, 959.
Myriad Treasure [Wanbao 萬寶], 410.
*Mystical Observation Hall Collectanea* [Xuan-lantang congshu 玄覽堂叢書], 447n34.

N

Nagasaki 長崎, 25, 645.
Nagatani Shinsitsu 長谷真治, 577n52.
Nai Deweng 耐得翁, 427n44.
Naito Torajirō 内藤虎次郎, 158n77.
Nakabo Yozaburo. Cf Chubo Yozaburo.
Nakagawa Kinrei 中川近禮, 309n2, 650n1.
Nakagure Yozaburo. Cf Chubo Yozaburo.
Namura Fusetsu 中村不折, 126n6, 309n2.
nan 南, 644, 645, 762n3, 756, Plate lxxxi, 757.
Nanchao Fushi zhi. Cf. Southern Dynasties Buddhist Temples Record.
Nancun chuogenglu. Cf. South Village Rest from Plowing Record.
Nandu lu. Cf. Crossing to the South Record.
nangian. Cf. male coin.
Nan Yue zhi. Cf. Southern Yue Gazetteer.
Nanzhao 南詔, 28, 30n26.
Nanztong babu zhi. Cf. Eight Department Record in the South.
Narrative on the Metal Functionaries [Zhi jin shu 職金疏], 63n16.
national silver dollar, or rixdollar, riksdaler, riksdalor, Reichsthaler, rijksdaaler, 780.
native bank orders. Cf. shop bills.
*Natural and Man-made Products* [Tianguang kaiwu 天工開物], 311n22. Cf also Song Yingxing.
Needle-tip Knife [Zhenshou dao 針首刀], Plate xiv, 42-44.
Neglected Garden Miscellaneous Record [Kuang-yuan zazi game 関園雜志], 696n18.
negotiable instrument [piaoju 票據], 438n6.
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Nenggaizhai manlu. Cf. Loose Record of the Ability to Change Studio.

New Collection By Categories of Ancient and Modern Events [Xinbian fenmen gujin leishi 新編分門古今類事], 426n27.

New Discourses on Belt Ornaments [Yanhuang xinilun 衍璜新論], 509, 575n23. Cf. also Kong Pingzhong.

A New Financial Policy [Zizheng xinpian 資政新篇], 915, 974.

New Five Dynasties History [Xin wudai shi 新五代史], 527.

New Journal of Contemporary Events [Shishi xinbao 時事新報], 961n35.

New Tang History [Xin Tang shu 新唐書], 30n26, 527.
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New Words for the Generation [Shishuo xinyu 世說新語], 289nl.

New Yuan History [Xin Yuan shi 新元史], 559, 924.

Ni Can 倪_can, 601.


Ni Mo (Yucun) 尼漠 (護存), 317nl9, 928, 929, 931-932, 939.

Niu Wenjun 尼文俊, 610.


North China Bank [Huabei Yinhang 華北銀行], 814, 897n43.

North East Garden Pen Record [Beidong yuanyu 北東園筆錄], 817n7.

Northern Dreams Petty Talk [Beimeng suoyan 北夢瑣言], 331n36.

Northern History [Bei shi 北史], 229n22.

Northern Protection of Commerce Bank [Beiyang Baoshang Yinhang 北洋保商銀行], 980.

Northern Qi [Bei Qi 北齊], 223, 242.

Northern Wei [Bei Wei 北魏], 221-222, 241-242, 266-269 280.

Northern Zhou [Bei Zhou 北周], 223, 242, 403.

Notes of Diligent Searches in Reading Books [Dushu minqiu ji 讀書敏求記], 623n2.

Notes of Events of Year Gengzi [Gengzi ji shi 庚 子記事], 950n35.

Notes of the Great Events of Year Gengzi [Gengzi dashi ji 庚子大事記], 950n35.

Notes of Things Seen and Heard by Mr. Feng [Fengshi wenjian ji 封氏聞見記], 378n1.

Notes on Ancient and Modern China [Zhong Hua gujin zhu 中華古今註], 462n41.

Notes on the Archeology of Turfan [Tulufan kaogu ji 吐魯番考古記], 577n97.

Notes on the Current Shape of Official Life [Guanchang xianxing ji 官場現形記], 848n6.
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Notes on the Water Classic [Shui jing zhu 水經注], 233, 261n21.

Nuerhaci (Nurhachi) 佟 禾, 691, 753.

Nukii Ginjiro 鈴木金次郎, 72n22, 141n24.

numbers on ancient coins, 60, 61, 64n21.

numismatics in China, Six Dynasties, 282-285; Tang, 377-379; Song, 530-534; Yuan, 623-624; Ming, 738-740; Qing, 925-926, 927-941.

Nüqian. Cf. Female cash.

O

Obey-Heaven Original Treasure [Shun Tian yuanbao 順天元寶], 294, Plate xli, 301, 315, 988.

Objectivism [Shiwu lun 事實論], 180, 202, 274,
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Outline of the History of the Civilizations of the Western Frontier [Xiyu wenming shi gailun 西域文明史概論], 126n10.
An Outline of the Issue of Paper Money By the Imperialist Banks in China During the Last Hundred Years [Jinbainian lai diguozhuyi zai Huayinhang faxing zhibi gaikuang 金一百年來帝國主義在華銀行發行紙幣概況], 897n43.
Outline of the Nine Encyclopedias by Topics [Jiutongfenlei zongsuan 九通分類總算], 496n30.
Outline of the Statutes of the Three Kingdoms [Sanguo dianlue 三國略], 230n26.
Outline of Strategies of Duke Liu Wen'an [Liu Wen'an gong ce lue 劉文安公策略], 737n3.
Outline of Warring States Inscriptions [Zhangwu ti ming gaishu 戰國題銘概述], 63n4.
Outline of World History [Sekai rekkishi dai kei 世界歷史大系], 750n5.
Overall Survey of the Ocean Shores [Yingyai sheng Ian 聞海生篇], 495n26.
Overall View of the Steelyard Marks [Xingcha shenglan 星槎勝覽], 655n45.

Pacifying Bandits Record [Ping zei jilu 平賊紀錄], 803n30.
pai. Cf. wafer.
Pai an jing qi. Cf. Thump the Table in Alarmed Wonder.
Painted Plaster Record [Hua man lu 畫墁錄], 311n15.
reprinings, prices of, Yuan, 601.
Palace Gentleman Cai's Collected Works [Cai zhongliang zhai 中郎集], 182n13.
Palace Vestment Repository [iatzhu yiku 臺主衣庫], 284, 377.
Pan Geng 盤庚, King, 3, 22n37,n38.
Pan Lei 潘耒, 654n33.
Pan Rongsheng 潘榮陛, 960n15.
Pan-Sichuan Belles Lettres Record [Quan Shu 品川文記], 623n3.
Pan Zhihao 潘子豪, 961n35.
Pan Shangpeng 龍尚鵬, 748.
Pang Tong 龍統, 195.
pangtou. Cf. fat-head.
Pang Xun 龍興, 355.
paper money, 113, 407, 418; Song, 428-440, 480-502, 518-523, 990, 991; Jin, 550-553, 991; Yuan, 557-563; Ming, 632-636, 729, 736; Qing, 807-819, 834-835, 860, 885.
Parthia [Anxi 安息], 116, 156n47, 232, 986.
Partition Curtain Flower Shadow [Ge lian hua ying 隔簾花影], 684n2, 963.
Pavia, 718.
pawnbroking [diandang ye 典當業], Han, 212; Tang, 381, 384-385; Song, 536; Yuan, 625, 626-627; Ming, 635, 741-746; Qing, 813, 864n3, 941-950.
Peaceful Studio Straight Record of Zhizheng. [Jingzhai zhizheng zhiji 靜齋至直記], 614n13.
Peaceful Treasure [Anbao 安寶], 410.
The Peach-flower Girl Breaks the Law to Marry Lord Zhou [Taohua nü po fa Jia Zhou gong 桃花女破法嫁周公], 572n11.
peasantry, income during Southern Song, 501n84.
Pei qian dang jin. Cf. Permon-cash Worth-ym
Pei Qu H ,273, 379.
Pei Wenzhong H ,29nl2.
Pei Yueqing ,309n2, 293, 367.
Pekin Syndicate [Ying shangfu gongsi 永勝合商會公司], 979.
peng 朋, ancient forms 彈, or 拱, string (of cowry), 14, 15, 21n18,n19,n20,n 27, 68; coin inscription, Plate v.
Peng Daya 彭大業, 571n5.
Peng Gusu 彭穎, 918.
Peng Jianhua 彭健華, 982n11.
Peng Shu 彭術, 812.
pengtou 穆頭, "tangle head," 782.
Peng Yan 彭偃, 341.
Peng Yunzha 彭蕴章, 835.
Peng Zhu 彭儒, 670.
Peng Zunsi 彭震西, 654n35.
Penon-cash Worth-jin [Pei qian dang jin 施經當斤], Plate xiii, 41, 81, 120, 122.
Perpendicular needle sealscript [Chuizhi zhuan 垂 針篆], 120, 124, 223, 307.
Perpetual-circulation-myriad-states coin [Yongtong wanguo 永通萬國], 221, 223, Plate xxxix, 226, 270, 272, 406, 988.
Perpetual-circulation Spring-money [Yongtong quanhuo 永通泉貨], 314, 357, 360n18, 358, 398.
Persimmon-gold [shizi jin 柿子金], 149, 158n69.
Petra, 232.
Petty, William, 728n70.
Petty Words of Hexiang Hall [Hexiangguan suo yan 荷香館瑣言], 769n11.
pewter [baila], 306.
Phagspa [Basiba 八思巴] script, 566.
Pharmacopeia [Bencao 藥典], 29n9, 30n13, 717.
Phoeacia, 65.
Pi 贝, Cf. bolt of cloth.
Pi 正, roll (of cloth).
Pifeng 吾封, knife-coin inscription, 47, 48, 51.
Piling chutu xiaojian sizhu tuoben. Cf Rubbings of the Xiaojian Four-grainers Unearthed at Piling.
Ping’an, Lord ding 鼎 bronze [Ping’an jun 平安君], 37, 38, 86.
pingbei 平背, spade-coin inscription, 35.
Ping dang wuzhu. Cf Ping-equals-five-grains.
Ping-equals-five-grains [Ping dang wuzhu 平當五銖], 138.
Pingjing Circulating Treasure [Pingjing tongbao 平鏡通寶], 767.
Pingjing Victorious Treasure [Pingjing shengbao 平鏡勝寶], 767.
Ping 平, King of Zhou, 31.
Pingling xian 平陵縣, 48.
Pingming 平明, Yan city, 44.
Pingshou bu. Cf Flat-handle spade.
pingtie. Cf Reliance Check.
Pingwei Juquan. Cf Hirao Shusen.
pingyang 平陽, spade-coin inscription, 35, 59, 62n3, Plate xxiv, 935.
pingzi 平邑, spade-coin inscription, 35.
pingyin 平抑 or 平陰, spade-coin inscription, 35, 36.
Pingyu 平舆, 111.
pingyuan 平原, spade-coin inscription, 35.
Ping zui jilu. Cf. Pacifying Bandits Record.
pingzhou 平州, spade-coin inscription, 34.
Pitkin, T., 867n21.
Polo, Marco, 560, 580n84.
Poems Presented to Friends [Zeng you shi 贈友詩], 311n21.
pointed-foot [jianjiao 尖腳] coin, 694.
Pointed-foot spade [jianzu bu 尖足布], 34-35, Plate vii, 41-42, 405.
Pointed-tip knife [jianshou dao 尖首刀], Plate xv, 42, 43-44.
Political Documents of Duke Shen Wensu [Shen Wensu gong zhengshu 沈文肅政書], 842n47.
Pointed-foot spade [jianzu bu 尖足布], 34-35, Plate vii, 41-42, 405.
Pointed-tip knife [jianshou dao 尖首刀], Plate xv, 42, 43-44.
Political Documents of Duke Shen Wensu [Shen Wensu gong zhengshu 沈文肅政書], 842n47.
Polo, Marco, 560, 580n84.
Pool of Enmity Jottings [Chouchi biji 仇池筆記], 152n9.
population increase, and mid-Qing price increases, 852.
Portugal, 709-710, 780, 854, 877n9, 994.
Posthumous Work of Mr. Jing’an, Prince of Huaining [Huaining Wang Jing’an Xiansheng yishu 淮寧王靜安先生遺書], 189n5.
Posthumous Writings of the Shilang, Duke Fan [Fan Shilang gong yishu 范侍郎公遺文], 469n6.
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Powell, Ellis T., 608n57.
Precious Account [zhēnhuí 珍會], 551.
Precious Money [zhēnhuò 珍貨], 551.
Precious Notes. Cf. Treasure Notes.
Precious Treasure [zhēnbāo 珍寶], 410, 551.
Precipice Facing Hall Memorial Drafts [Wang-yantang zougao 堂奏稿], 893n23.
Précis of Collectanea of Books [Chunshu zhiyao 春書治要], 190n13.
pregnant dots [yunxing 孕星], 296, 302, 409.
price, just, 733.
price revolution of late Qing, 845-849.
prices, real vs. nominal, 277; of books, 716-720, 847, 863; cattle, 715-716; copper, 861, 867, 466-477, horses, 610, 715; land, 720; paintings, 601; rice, 362, 441-513, 487, 488, 502-506, 600, 700-705, 859-860, silk, 449, 506-508, 513; silver, 600, 612; transportation, 582, 600; wheat, 860.
Primitive Communist Society, 2.
printing techniques, color, 433.
The Problem of the Chinese Monetary System [Zhongguo bizhi wenti 中國幣制問題], 922n10.
Prosperous Dynasty Circulating Treasure [Xingchao tongbao 興朝通寶], 646, 649.
Plate lixxx, 754-755, 994.
Prosperous Treasure [Xingbao 興寶], 410.
Prose-poem on the Western Capital [Xidu 西都賦], 381n5.
Provision Profit Capital Cash [Shili benqian 食利本錢], 383.
Puban 蒲板, adz-spade inscription, Plate xi, 37, 38. Also read Fufan.
Pu'er 普洱 coins, 756-757, Plate lixxi, lixxxiii, 760, 995; silver, Plate ci, 799, 825.
Pu Gualu's Coin Catalog [Pu Gualu quan pu 普古樂泉譜], 139n3, 141n23.
puhang 鈔行, 974.
Pukou tangguan xiaozhi. Cf. Small Record of the Pukou Spring.
Puluodian 普羅店, 44.
Putian Xunchuan.-Cf. Kamada Maruzen.
Puyang 濮陽, 111, 112.
puzi 蕃子, spade-coin inscription, 34, 35, 36 63n3.
public office cash [gong xie ben qian 公廨本錢], 288-289, 292, 383.
Pulse Garden Miscellaneous Record [Shuyuan zaji 芋園雜記], 676n27.
punishment-cloth [tao?bu 訴布], 6.
"Punishments of Lü" [Lü xing 呂刑], 19.
purchasing power, during Han, 159-191; Three Kingdoms, 191-198; Jin, 246-254; Song & Qi, 255-262; Liang & Chen, 262-266; Sui, 272-274; Tang, 333-365; Five Dynasties, 354-362; Song, 441-516; Jin, 580-586; Yuan, 587-616; Ming, 667-728; Qing, 819-897.
Pure Collection [Huici 會粹], 310n14.
Pure and Upright Existence Draft [Qing zheng cungao 清正存稿], 498n53.
Pure Words from the Book Grove [Shulin qinghua 書林清話], 697n30.
Pure Words from the Jade Jar [Yuhu qing hua 玉壺清話], 438n9.
Pure Words on the Great Changes [Dayi cuyian 大易言], 717.
Purity and Virtue Collection [Jing de ji 淨德集], 460n23, n29.
Purple Peach Studio Miscellaneous Compendium [Zitaoxuan zazhui 紫桃軒雜綴], 310n14.
Q
qi 七, coin inscription, 32, 44.
qi 齊, spade-coin inscription, 63n3.
Qi 齊, state of, Warring States, 6, 11n30, 22n32, 6n35; spade-coins in, 33, 62; knife-coins in, 42, 45, 46-52, 62; Northern-Southern Dynasties state of, 218-219, 258-259, 770.
Qibei 齊貝, spade-coin inscription, Plate ix, 35.
Qijiao liangfang. Cf. Unusual Teachings and Good Recipes.
Qidong yeyu. Cf. Rustic Words from East of Qi.
qishi 奇氏, spade-coin inscription, 35.
qiti. Cf. Dated Check.
Qixia ji. Cf. Record of Qi Jokes.
Qixiang Circulating Treasure [Qixiang tongbao 祁祥通寶], 760.
Qixiang Heavy Treasure [Qixiang zhongbao 祁祥重寶], 760.
qiyang 荊陽, spade-coin inscription, 35.
qian 錢, as unit of weight, 292. Cf. also cash-coin. qian 黄, 756, 757.
qianbao 錢寶, cash treasure, appellation for W.
Xia coins, 547, Plate lixi.
Qianbao lu. Cf. Coin Treasure Record.
Qianbi chuyan. Cf. Simple Words on Coins.
Qianbingdeng 錢秉鐸, 737.
Qian Cengwang 钱曾王, 623n2.
Qian choa yi. Cf. Discussion of Coins and Certificates.
Qian chen meng ying lu. Cf. Reflection of a Dream of the Past.
Qian dao Original Treasure [Qiandao yuanbao 乾道元寶], Plate liii, 408; gold coins, 422, 423, 991.
Qian dao Original Treasure [Qian dao yuanbao 乾德元寶], 314, Plate xlv, 399, 988.
Qian fa ce. Cf. Coin Law Policy.
Qian feng quanbao. Cf. Qianfeng Spring-treasure.
Qian feng quanbao [Qianfeng quanbao 乾封泉寶], 294, Plate xli, 334, 399, 429, 988, 989.
Qian Han shu. Cf. Former Han History.
Qianheng Circulating Treasure [Qianheng tongbao 乾亨通寶], 313, 545, 936.
Qianheng Heavy Treasure [Qianheng zhongbao 乾亨重寶], 313, Plate xlv, 345, 988.
Qianheng Original Treasure [Qianheng yuanbao 乾亨元寶], 545.
Qian Hongshu 钱弘俶, 315.
Qian Hongzuo 钱弘佐, 315
Qian Liu 钱镠, 358.
Qianlong Circulating Treasure [Qianlong tongbao 乾隆通寶], 756, Plate lxxxii, lxxxiii, 757, 758, 995.
Qianlong Treasure Tibet [Qianlong bao Zang 乾隆寶藏], Plate xcvi, 784-785, 790, 936, 938, 995.
Qian lu. Cf. Register of Coins.
Qian lue. Cf. Coin Outline.
Qian piao. Cf. Cash Bill.
Qian pu. Cf. Coin Register.
Qian-qiu wan sui. Cf. Thousand Autumns Ten-thousand Years coin.
Qian Ruoshui 钱若水, 361n22.
Qiansheng Original Treasure [Qiansheng yuanbao 乾聖元寶], 315-316.
Qianshi qianpu. Cf. Mr. Qian’s Coin Catalog.
qian si 钱肆, money stalls, 748.
Qian Sun Tzu 乾 月紫, 388.
Qiantang 钱塘 silver cake, 792.
Qiang Original Treasure [Qiang yuanbao 乾統元寶], 532, Plate lx, 545, 990.
Qian Treasure [Qianbao 干寶], 792.
Qian Weicheng 钱維城, 928.
Qianwen Large Treasure [Qianwen dabao 乾文大寶], 689n49.
Qian yi zhi hao yinbing. Cf. Heavenly Increase establishment silver cake.
Qian Yong 钱泳, 829n21.
Qianyou Original Treasure [Qianyou yuanbao 乾祐元宝], 409, 423, 547, 548, Plate lxi, 991.
Qianyuan 乾源 traditional coin shop, 954.
Qianyuan-cash [Qianyuan qian 乾元錢], 294, 339, 458n2, 527, 579n77, 988.
Qianyuan Heavy Treasure [Qianyuan zhongbao 乾元重寶], 294, Plate xvi, 298, 300, 313, 338-339, 376, 399, 988; Korean coin, 407, 989.
Qianyuan zhongbao. Cf. Qianyuan Heavy Treasure.
qian zhuang. Cf. money shop.
Qiang Check [Qiang tie 犬帖], 814, 888.
Qiangtie. Cf. Qiang Check.
Qiao Ji 钱吉, 665n13.
Qiaooshi Jingji zhi. Cf. Mr. Qiao’s Register of the Classics.
qiebi. Cf. cob dollar.
Qieyang, 312.
qiezhi, 411.
qin, supposed Tang coin inscription, 305.
Qin, 932.
Qin Bronze, 17, 30n23.
Qin ding qian lu. Cf. Imperially Sanctioned Register of Coins.
Qinfeng Official Cash Office [Qinfeng guan qianju 慶豐官錢局], 957.
Qin fu yinhu. Cf. Lament for the Woman Qin Annotated.
Qin, state of, 11n30; and round-foot spade, 37; and adz-spade, 38; Qin empire coinage unification, 336.
Qintong yao lue. Cf. Essentials of Immersion Copper.
Qinzhu yang. Cf. "Sighs in Qin."
Qing 411.
Qing 青, 643.
Qing bailei chao. Cf. Minor Qing Certificates.
Qing chao quan shi. Cf. Qing Dynasty Complete History.
Qing chao Shizhu Zhang huangdi shilu. Cf. Qing Dynasty Emperor Shizhu Zhang’s Veritable
Record.
Qing chao tongdian. Cf. Qing Dynasty Universal Statutes.
Qing chao tongzhi. Cf. Qing Dynasty Universal Record.
Qing chao wenxian tongkao. Cf. Qing Dynasty Investigation of Literary Remains.
Qing chao xu wenxian tongkao. Cf. Qing Dynasty Investigation of Literary Remains Continued.
Qing Collected Statutes [Qing huidian], 762n9.
Qing dai huobi jinrong shi gao. Cf. Qing Dynasty Money and Finance Draft History.
Qing dai Yunnan tong zheng kao. Cf. Investigation of the Qing Dynasty Yunnan Copper Administration.
Qing Dynasty Complete History [Qing chao quan shi], 867n72.
Qing Dynasty Emperor Shizun Zhang's Veritable Record [Qing chao Shizun Zhang huangdi shilu], 766n36, 924.
Qing Dynasty Investigation of Literary Remains [Qing chao wenxian tongkao], 654n33, 762n5, 924.
Qing Dynasty Investigation of Literary Remains Continued [Qing chao xu wenxian tongkao], 365n1.
Qing Dynasty Money and Finance Draft History [Qing dai huobi jinrong shi gao], 776n12.
Qing Dynasty Universal Record [Qing chao tongzhi], 924.
Qing Dynasty Universal Statutes [Qing chao tongdian], 924.
Qing Emperor Gaozong Veritable Record [Qing Gaozong shilu], 801n17.
Qing Emperor Gaozong Veritable Record [Qing Gaozong shilu], 801n17.
Qing Emperor Shizun Zhang's Veritable Record [Qing Shizun Zhang huangdi shilu], 830n26.
Qing Emperor Shizun Zhang’s Veritable Record [Qing shilu], 883.
Qing Emperor Wenzong Veritable Record [Qing Wenzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Wenzong Veritable Record [Qing Wenzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
Qing Emperor Xuanzong Veritable Record [Qing Xuanzong shilu], 801n13.
qiubei 丘貝, spade-coin inscription, 35, 63n3.
Qiu Jun 邱濬, 634, 657, 670, 731-734, 736, 738.
Qiu Luanzhang 邱鸞章, 839n2.
Qiurun Xiansheng daquan wenji. Cf. Complete
Collected Works of Mister Qiurun.
Qiu Yue 邱悦, 230n26.
Qu 趙, 111, 112.
Qu 魏, 308.
Qujian Zhang Wenxian gong ji. Cf. Complete
Works of Duke Wenxian of Qujiang.
Qiurun 趙倫, 230n26.
Quju Mengsun 趙孟孫, 315.
Qulu 朱陸 language, 116.
Qu Mufu 趙黼, 934.
quan 泉, "spring," euphemism for coin, 281nl;
mint name abbreviation, 408, 410; Qing, 757.
Quan qiao qian. Cf. Legal Tender Certificate
coins.
Quan shi. Cf. History of the Springs.
Quan Shu yiwen zhi. Cf. Pan-Sichuan Belles
Lettres Record.
Quan Tang wen. Cf. Complete Tang Writings.
Quan Zhi. Cf. Record of Coins.
Quanzhi buzheng. Cf. Record of Coins Supple-
mented.
Quanzhi xubian. Cf. Record of Coins Continued
Compilation.
quantity of money, late Qing, 879-897; other
periods, 890-891.
quantity theory of money, 99-100, 275, 368, 370,
516, 519, 619, 903, 906.
Quezian yang’an qian. Cf. Sparrow-bit Yang’an
cash.
qun 群, coin inscription, 32.
Qun shu kaosuo. Cf. Crowds of Books Investi-
gated, Searches into a Multitude of Books.
Quan huoyao. Cf. Precis of Collectanea of
Books.

R

Rain Flower Fragrance [Yu hua xiang雨花香],
947.
rangping 堩平 or 堩, spade-coin inscription,
Plate viii, 36.
rangyin 場陰, spade-coin inscription, 35, 63n3.
rangyuanyuan 場垣 or 場垣, spade-coin inscription,
Plate ix, 36, 61, 63n3.
Rao Dengzhi 饒登秩, 140nl1.
Rare Bronzes of the Skillful Studio [Shanzhai jijin
lu善齋吉金錄], 126n7.
Rashidin [Laxiding拉錫丁], 760, 995.
A Rational Form of Wealth For Saving the State
[Licai jiuguo lun 理財救國論], 913.
Rehe province, 26, 42.
real versus nominal prices, 277.
Reckoned-contribution [suanfu算賦], 117,
127n12, 167, 346, 455.
Reckoned-string [suanmin算繩], 117, 127n12,
168.
Record of Anecdotes Missed By History [Shi yi ji
拾遺記], 157n53.
Record of Auspicious Metal I Have Seen [Jijin suo
jian吉金所見], 317n20, 930-931, 934.
Record of Barbarian Strength [Yi jian zhi夷堅
志], 426n23.
Record of Barbarian Strength Continued [Xu yi
jian zhi續夷堅志], 546n4.
Record of the Broadly Unusual [Guang yi ji廣異
記], 390n5.
Record of Changes on the River [Jiangbian jìüe
江變紀略], 697n33.
Record of Coins [Quan zhi泉志], 140n10, 284-
285, 531-533, 545, 548, 739, 740, 927, 928,
934.
Record of Coins Continued Compilation [Quan zhi
xubian泉志續編], 934.
Record of Coins Supplemented [Quan zhi buzheng
泉志補政], 934.
Record of Collected Interpretations of Bronze
Inscriptions [Yu shi jijin wen lu集釋吉金文
錄], 21n23.
Record of Combinations of the Unusual [Zuan yi ji
纂異記], 394n5.
Record of Conversations About Drama [Ju tan lu
劇談錄], 158n70.
Record of Daily Knowledge [Rizhi lu日知錄],
152n9, 655n5, 925.
Record of Deliberations [Zhuozhong zhi
勅議中], 665n15.
Record of a Dream of Liang [Meng Liang lu夢梁
錄], 382n12.
Record of Early Studies [Chuxue ji初學記],
9n5. Record of East Asian Coins [Tōya sen ji 東亞錢志], 223n30, 125n3.
Record of East Indian Navigation [Dong Yindu hanghai ji 東印度航海記], 724n24.
Record of Four Brilliant Things of Baoqing [Baoqing si ming zhi 寶慶四明志], 515n29.
Record of Four Brilliant Things of Kaiping Continued [Kaiping si ming xuzhi 開慶四明續志], 515n29.
Record of Four Private Memorials [Si shang shu ji 四上書記], 921n3.
Record of Grasping the Reins [Lan pei 揚鞭], 496n30.
Record of Great Jin's Campaigns [Dajin diaofa 大金吊伐], 496n30.
Record of Guests' Departures [Bin tui 別離], 571n6.
Record of the House of Xuan [Xuanshi zhi 蕭史記], 321n11.
Record of a Journey to the West by the Changchun True Man [Changchun zhenren xi you ji 長春真人西遊記], 571n6.
Record of the Latter Han [Hou Han ji 後漢記], 130n39.
Record of Myriads of Coins [Wan quan zhi 萬泉志], 531.
Record of the Mysterious and Unusual Continued [Xu xiangquai lu 續玄怪錄], 390n6.
Record of Narratives of the Unusual [Shu yi ji 述異記], 182n22.
Record of Opened Conversations [Kai tan lu 開譯錄], 360n13.
Record of Original Transformations [Yuan hua ji 原化記], 331n33.
Record of Pictures Seen and Heard Of [Tuhua jianwen zhi 圖畫見聞誌], 328n1.
Record of the Prosperity of Huichang Times [Huichang jie xi lu 福昌解熙錄], 390n2.
Record of Qi Jokes [Qi xia ji 齊笑記], 289n1.
Record of Responses to Ghosts [Ling ying lu 禮應錄], 330n26, 585n3.
Record of a Return to the Fields [Gui tian lu 歸田錄], 415n2.
Record of Rituals [Liji 禮記], 6, 11n30, 20n4, 19, 23n12, 84, 91n3, 656n57.
Record of the Siege of Bian [Bian wei shi jin lu 毓圍瀕僾錄], 697n33.
Record of the Spirit of Coins [Qian shen zhi 錢神志], 739.
Record of Spring Treasure Seen [Quanbao suo jian lu 泉寶所見錄], 939.
Record of Survey of the Manchurian Economy [Dongsansheng jingji diaocha lu 東三省經濟調查錄], 897n38.
Record of Things Handled Down from the Wu-Tang [Wu-Tang shiyi lu 吳唐拾遺錄], 361n33.
Record of Things Heard of Old of the Gentry of Luoyang [Louyang jinshen jiu wen ji 洛陽搮紳舊聞記], 361n29.
Record of Things Heard at Pine Desert [Songmo ji wen 松漠紀聞], 628n1.
Record of Things Seen and Heard During Four Reigns [Sichao wenjian 四朝文見錄], 427n38.
Record of Things Seen and Heard During the Two Reigns of Jingkang and Jianyan [Jing-yan liangchao wen jian 靖炎兩朝文見錄], 478n5.
Record of Things Seen and Heard On a Hunt to the North [Bei shoujian wen beishoujian wen jian 北狩見聞錄], 425n15.
Record of the Three Kingdoms [Sanguo zhi 三國志], 130n39.
Record of Transmission of Honesty During Jingkang [Jingkang chuan xin lu 靖康傳信錄], 514n20.
Record of the Unique and Unusual [Du yi ji 獨異記], 322n22.
Record of Unusual Things Heard [Wen qi lu 開奇錄], 321n14.
Record of Unusual Things in the Lingbiao [Lingbiao lu yi 禮表錄異], 29n6.
Record of Various Barbarians [Zhu fan zhi 播蕃志], 332n48.
Record of Words' Consequences [Yin hua lu 因話錄], 329n10.
Rectification of the Historical Records [Shiji zhengyi 史記正義], 182n17.
Rectified Treasure [Zhengbao 正寶], 410.
Red Cash [Hongqian 紅錢], 660, 756, 757, Plate lxxxiii, 758, 836, 995.
Red-edged coin [Chize qian 赤仄或側錢], 110, 114, 170n6, 176, 986.
red-halter [chi qian 赤韁], 269.
red-raw [chisheng 赤勝], 269.
red-rim [chiguo 赤郭], 269.
red-wrought [chishu 赤殊], 269.
redemption charges for worn paper money, 633.
redemption cloth [zhibu 購布], 6.
Reduced-hundred system [shengmo zhi 省陌制], 178, 414, 457, 462n43, 496n29, 938. Cf. also Short-hundred.
Reflection of a Dream of the Past [Qian chen meng ying lu 前塵夢影錄], 697n30.
Register of Coins [Qian lu 錢錄], 378, 927. Cf. also Zhang Duanlu.
Reichsthaler. Cf. national silver dollar.
Reliance Check [Pingtie 憑帖], 809.
Relief of the People Book [Jiu huanghuo min shu 救荒活民書], 274n7, 446n4.
Remaining Dreams of Spring Brightness [Chun ming meng yulu 春明夢餘録], 573n29.
Remains of Yin Writing [Yin wen cun 殷文存], 21n17.
Remer, C. F., 802n26, 982n10.
Remittance of money, 749-750. Cf. also flying cash.
Rencheng 任城, 155n42.
Ren Fang 任昉, 263.
Repetitive Words from the Guest’s Seat [Ke zuo zhuì yu 客坐贅語], 695n3.
Republic Circulating Treasure [Minguo tongbao 民國通寶], 761.
Residing at Ease Record [ Ju yi lu 居易録], 724n41.
Respectful Record of Imperial Audiences [Bi Jian gongji 應聖元寶], 315-316.
Rituals of Zhou [Zhou li 周禮], 21n-n23, n28, 7, 22n29, n36, 33, 38, 74n32, 104, 107n4, 211, 535, 621.
Riyu. Cf. Daily Record.
Ricardo, David, 912.
Ricci, Matteo. Cf. Li Madou.
rice, prices of, Tang, 362; Song, 449-513, 487, 488, 502-506; Yuan, 600; Ming, 700-705; Qing, 859-860.
Righteous-circulation [Yitong 義通], 225-226.
Riggs. Cf. national silver dollar.
Riksdaler. Cf. national silver dollar.
Rings. Cf. national silver dollar.
Ring-coin [Huanqian 環錢], 31, 52-56, 76-77, 116-117, 378, 405-406.
Rise and Fall of the Merchants of Jin [Jin shang shenghuai ji 山商盛衰記], 969n10.
Rise and Fall of the Shanxi Draft Merchants [Shanxi piaoshang chengbai ji 山西票商成敗記], 970n19.
The Rise and Fall of the Shanxi Draft Shops [Shanxi piaohuang chengbai ji 山西票莊成敗記], 969n6.
Rome, as Slave Society, 3; money’s beginnings in, 4, 10n9, 12; trade with, 145, 232-233; interest rates in, 211.
Rong Geng 羅庚, 29n4.
Round-foot spade [Yuanzu bu 圓足布], 34, 36-37, 41-42, 76.
Round-tip knife [Yuanshou dao 圓首刀], 42, 45-46, Plate xviii, 52.
Rousing the Age Marriage Affinity [Xingshi yinyuan 星時姻緣], 653n16, 697n36, 698n42, 725n48, 727n66, 963.
Ru Chun 如淳, 127n12, 186, 188.
Rulin gongyi. Cf. The Scholars.
Ru River [Rushui 濱水], gold production, 68.
Rubi. Cf. Entering Shu Record.
Ru yi jun xiang cao shi yue 軍釘 書立, 770, Plate xcviii, 786-787.
Ruzhen 儒真, 407, 409, 419, 423, 472, 480n40, 481, 484, 496n29, 509, 549-554.
Ruzhen-Jin History [Jin shi 金史], 553n1, 551, 622.
Rubbings of the Xiaojian Four-grainers Unearthed at Piling [Piling chu tu Xiaojian sizhu tuoben 昆陵出土孝建四銖拓本], 935.
Rubruquis [Rubruk], Guillaume [William], 557.
run, Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii.
Rungchuanyuan Official Bank [Rungchuanyuan guan yinhang 洛川源官銀行], 980.
Running horse Chongzhen [Paoma Chongzhen 跑馬崇禎], 643, Plate lxv.
rupee, 787, Plate cvi, 799.
Russia, Imperial Bank of, 810.
Rustic Words from East of Qi [Qi dong yeyu 齊東野語], 497n37.
Ryohei eihd, 351n10.
Ryukyu coins, 895n34, 993.
S
saitf, "thirty," 409.
Sagely Government of the Two Reigns of the Dynastic Revival of Imperial Song [Huang Song zhongxing liangchao shengzheng 皇宋中興兩朝聖政], 439n25.
Sagely Song Circulating Treasure [Sheng Song tongbao 聖宋通寶], 651n1, 990.
Sagely Song Heavy Treasure [Sheng Song zhongbao 聖宋重寶], 410.
Sagely Song Original Treasure [Sheng Song yuanbao 聖宋元寶], 402, Plate li, 406, 410, 495n21, 739.
Sagely Treasure [Shengbao 聖寶], 763, 764, Plate lxxxvii, 765.
Sail-awning Taiping [Pengpeng taiping 水篷太平], 134.
Saitama ken 埼玉縣, 417n15.
salaries, official, Han, 364; Tang, 292, 319, 342n5, 356, 362-365; Song, 468-469, 492; Yuan, 603; Ming, 673-674, 721; Qing, 862-863.
Sanfeng beimeng huijian. Cf. Three Reigns' Northern Capital Compendium.
Sanfuqi (Bolin) 三佛齊 (浮淋), 679.
Sanguo zhi. Cf. Record of the Three Kingdoms.
San Han tongbao. Cf. Three Han Circulating Treasure.
San Han zhongbao. Cf. Three Han Heavy Treasure.
San huo tu hui. Cf. Three Moneys Illustration Compendium.
San Tendai go taisan 参天台五台山記]. 459n10.
Sanyushi 三餘氏, 654n31.
Sandal Garden Collected Words [Liu yuan cong-hua 腳園叢話], 727n66. Cf. also Qian Yong.
Sang Hongyang 桑弘羊, 168, 199, 200.
Sassanid Dynasty, 300.
Sawamura Tairō 桜村太郎, 972n37.
Sayings of the Generation Continued [Xu shi shuo 续世說],
Schneider, O., 20n3.
The Scholars [Rulin waishi 儒林外史], 829n19, 963.
Scholar's Notes of the Jun Studio [Junzhai dushu zhimiai], 740n2.
Sea of Jade [Yuhai 玉海], 125n3, 415n6.
Sea of Medicines [Hai yao 海藥], 30n27.
Sea of Ming Literature [Ming wen hai 明文海], 740n2.
Sea Transport Compilation [Haiyun bian 海運編]. 727n68.
Sea's East Circulating Treasure [Haidong tongbao 海東通寶]. Korean coin, 407, 532.
Sea's East Heavy Treasure [Haidong zhongbao 海東重寶]. Korean coin, 407.
Sealed Treasure [Fengbao 封寶]. 410.
sealscript, 226, 307, 399.
Searches into a Multitude of Books [Qunshu kao cheng 群書考察], 330n18.
Secondary-spade-nine-hundred [Cibu jiubai 次布九百]. 118, Plate xxxi, 128n24, 931.
Secret History of the Mongols [Yuan chao mishi 元朝秘史], 571n2.
Secretariat Reference [Zhongshu beidui 中書備封]. 458n1.
Seeing the Cash the Servant Girl Buys Back Her Family From Their Creditor [Kan qian nu mai yuana jia zhaizhu 看錢奴買冤家債主]. 630n16.
seignorage, Ming, 648.
Selected Writings of the Late Qing [Wan Qing wenxuan 晚清文選], 910n17, n18.

Selected Yuan Songs [Yuan qu xuan 元曲選], 572n10.

Selucids, 116.

Sengge 佛, 589, 594, 596.

Sengzhi su. Cf. monks'-peace grain.

Seo Koryo 朝鲜, 30n21.

Sequence-spade-four-hundred [Xubu sibai 序布 四百], 118, Plate xxxi, 120, 128n24.

Sesterce, 156n45.


sha'er. Cf Tightener.

Sha Keshi 沙克什, 586n9.

Shasiluo 山, 117.

Sha Wan 沙, 311n28.

Shanxi Dragon Foreign [Shanxi longyang 陕西 龙洋], 796.

Shanxi 陕西 province, spade-coins in, 33.

shan 陝, coin inscription, 32.

Shanghai Bank of Commerce [Shanghai tong-shangyinhang 上海通商銀行], 815.

Shanghai Yearbook [Shanghai shi nianjian 上海市年鑑], 950n36.


Shangqiu 商丘, spade-coin inscription, 63n3.

Shang Renzong huangdi yan shi shu. Cf. Letters to Emperor Renzong Discussing Affairs.

Shangshu gushi. Cf. Stories of the Secretariat.

Shangtie. Cf. Upper Check.

Shang Yang 商鞅, 75, 451.

Shangbiyang 商比陽, Round-foot spade inscription, 36.

shangzhuan 上專, Round-foot spade inscription, 36.

Shaoxing Circulating Treasure [Shaoxing tongbao 紹興通寶], 402, Plate lii, 473, 991.

Shaoxing Original Treasure [Shaoxing yuanbao 紹興元寶], 402, 495, 651n1, 990.

Shaozhi Circulating Treasure [Shaozhi tongbao 紹熙通寶], 409.

Shaozhi Original Treasure [Shaozhi yuanbao 紹熙元寶], Plate lii, 401, 423, 991.

Shaoxing Circulating Treasure [Shaoxing tongbao 紹興通寶], Plate lii, 408, 473, 991.

Shanghai Circulating Treasure [Shanghai tongbao 上海通寶], 402, Plate xlix, 990.

Shanghai Yearbook [Shanghai shi nianjian 上海市年鑑], 950n36.


Shekel, 9-10, 10n9, 18, 67.

Shen 閔, 549.

Shen Bingle 尚秉和, 585n4.

Shangcheng 商城, spade-coin inscription, 34.

Shang Chengzuo 商承祚, 21n18, 29n4.

Shang Dynasty. Cf. Yin Dynasty.

Shanggu sandai wen. Cf. Writings of the Three Dynasties of High Antiquity.

Shanghai Bank of Commerce [Shanghai tong-shangyinhang 上海通商銀行], 815.

Shanghai Yearbook [Shanghai shi nianjian 上海市年鑑], 950n36.


Shangqiu 商丘, spade-coin inscription, 63n3.

Shang Renzong huangdi yan shi shu. Cf. Letters to Emperor Renzong Discussing Affairs.

Shangshu gushi. Cf. Stories of the Secretariat.

Shangtie. Cf. Upper Check.

Shang Yang 商鞅, 75, 451.

Shanghai Bank of Commerce [Shanghai tong-shangyinhang 上海通商銀行], 815.

Shanghai Yearbook [Shanghai shi nianjian 上海市年鑑], 950n36.


Shekel, 9-10, 10n9, 18, 67.

Shen 閔, 549.

Shen Bingle 尚秉和, 585n4.

Shangcheng 商城, spade-coin inscription, 34.

Shang Chengzuo 商承祚, 21n18, 29n4.

Shang Dynasty. Cf. Yin Dynasty.

Shanggu sandai wen. Cf. Writings of the Three Dynasties of High Antiquity.

Shanghai Bank of Commerce [Shanghai tong-shangyinhang 上海通商銀行], 815.

Shanghai Yearbook [Shanghai shi nianjian 上海市年鑑], 950n36.

Shanghai Bank of Commerce [Shanghai tong-shangyinhang 上海通商銀行], 815.

Shanghai Yearbook [Shanghai shi nianjian 上海市年鑑], 950n36.
Short-mandate Official [Duanming guan 短命 官], 694.
Shōryū ginkō 正隆銀行, 977, 982n12, 978.
shou 壽, 792.
Shou 守 bronze, 17.
shoubei 壽背, sashed cowry, 29n8.
Shouchang Yuanbao 壽昌元寶, 532, Plate lx, 545, 990.
Shouchun 桓, capital of Chu, 40.
shouci wanshou 壽慈萬壽, 423.
shoujin ti. Cf. thin-gold style.
shouzhi M, collecting a pledge, 384.
Showa Coin Catalog [Showa senpu 昭和硬貨], 546n5, 651n2.
Showa senpu. Cf. Showa Coin Catalog.
Shu 三國, Three Kingdoms, 131-133; supposed Tang coin inscription, 305.
Shu Broad Record [Shuzhong guang ji 蜀中廣 記], 437n3.
shubu dangjin 殊布當錫, spade-coin inscription, Plate xiii, 41.
Shu 前蜀, Former, Ten Kingdoms, 314.
Shu Green Jade [Shu bi 蜀碧 ], 654n35.
Shu 後蜀, Latter, Ten Kingdoms, 314, 315.
Shulin qing hua. Cf. Pure Words from the Book Grove.
Shu pu. Cf. The Mouse Gem.
shutie 拘, Tang proto-check, 389.
Shu yi ji. Cf. Record of Narratives of the Unusual.
Shuyuan zaji. Cf. Pulse Garden Miscellaneous Record.
Shuzhong guang ji. Cf. Shu Broad Record.
shuai Bill, 644.
Shuang mei qi yuan. Cf. Unusual Connection of a Pair of Beauties.
Sichao wenjian lu. Cf. Record of Things Seen and Heard During Four Reigns.
Sichou shi. Cf. "Ode to the Four Worries."
Sichuan Dragon Foreign [Sichuan longyang 四川 龍洋], Plate cii, 795.
Sichuan Gazetteer [Sichuan tongzhi 四川通志], 438n10.
Sichuan rupee [Sichuan lubi 四川盧比], 787, Plate cvi, 799.
Si da heng 四大恆, permanent big four, 956.
Si'de Circulating Treasure [Si'de tongbao 剿德通 貨], 772.
Siku quanshu Jianming wulu. Cf. Index to the Complete Works of the Four Treasuries.
Sima Yan 司馬炎, 215.
Sima Yi 司馬懿, 193.
Sima Zhi 司馬芝, 205, 276.
Siming Bank [Siming Yinhang 四明銀行], 814, 980.
Si shang shu ji. Cf. Record of Four Private Memorials.
Sitanyin 斯坦因, 311n30.
Sitelie saimu 帶列塞姆 House [hao 號], 872.
Sitong Circulating Treasure [Sitong tongbao 剿統 通寶], 768.
Siam, 649, 787.
"Sighs in Qin" [Qin zhongyin 秦中吟], 351n13.
silk, as ancient instrument for payment, 7, 11n23-28; Six Dynasties, 240-246; prices of, Song, 449, 506, 508, 513; Ming, 711-712.
silver, Han, 149-151, 157n62, 166-167; Six Dynasties, 240-246; prices of Song, 449, 506, 508, 513; Ming, 711-712.
silver bar [yín tiào], 658.
silver bean [yín dòu], Plate Ixxvii.
Silver Bills [yín piao], 808, 809, 834, 951.
Silver furnace [yín lú 銀爐], 942.
silver house [yín hào], 664n9, 941-950.
Silver shop [yín jù 銀肆], 664n9, 941-950.
Simple Words on Certificates [Chàobì chuyán 简易銅錢], 901, 909n9.
Simple Words on the Coinage [Yuánfǎ chuyán 圓法銅錢], 918.
Simple Words on Coins, and Continued Edition [Qianbi chuyán, xuke, zaixù], 526n7, 808, 816n2, 900-901.
Singapore, Song coins found near, 495n20.
Single Whip Tax method, 657.
Sino-Russian Daosheng Bank [Hua-E daosheng yínháng 華俄道勝銀行], 779, 814, 882, 897n43, 976, 996. Also known as Russko-Kitajskij Bank.
Six Dynasties, 214-291.
Six Political Categories [Liú tiào zhènglèi 六條政類], 738.
Six States of Tang [Táng liüidian 唐六典], 230n39, 309, 320n2.
The Six Strategies [Liú tao 六韜], 9n7.
Six-spring [Liúquán 六泉], 127n10.
Sixteen Kingdoms Annals [Shíliúguó chünqióu 十六國春秋], 176n16, 254n22.
Slave Society, historical stage, 2-3, 4, 5.
Small Calendar of the Dynastic Revival [Zhong-xíng xiáolì 中興小曆], 479n23.
Small-cash [Xiaóqián 小錢], 123, 139n1, 178-179, 241.
Small Compendium of Opinions [Yánshí xiǎobían 言識小編], 415n7.
Small-cowry [Xiaóbei 小貝], 118.
Small Er'ya Dictionary [Xiao Er'ya 小爾雅'], 22n29.
Small Foreign [Xiaoyáng 小洋] dime.
Small History of the Ming Court [Míng cháo xiàoshi 明朝小史], 665n15.
Small History of Wulin [Wúlin xiǎoshi 林小史], 769n12.
Small Nourishment Collection [Xiāochú ji 小畜集], 717.
Small Record of the Pukou Spring [Pukou tángquān xiǎozhī 濕口塘泉小志], 73n27.
Small-spade-hundred [Xiaóbù yìbài 小布一百], 118, Plate xxix, xxxi, 120, 128n24, 173.
Small-spring-value-one [Xiaóquán zhìyī 小泉直一], 118, Plate xxix, xxx, 119, 128n24, 173, 931.
Small Sword Society [Xiǎodáodáo huì 小刀會]. Plate Ixxvii.
Smiling Grove Broad Record [Xiāolín guāngjí 笑林廣記], 947n10.
Smith, Adam, 722n1, 912.
Smith, Elliot, 20n9, 71n8,n9.
Snow Pavilion Collection [Xuéluó ji 雪樓集], 578n73.
Snowy Window Collection [Xuéwén ji 雪窗集], 501n76.
Social Customs through the Ages [Lídài shéhuì fèngsu shìwù 社會風俗事物考], 585n4.
solidus, 235.
Sombart, Werner, 723n14, 776n4.n5.
Some Small Topics of Conversation on Ancient Coins [Gu quán yóu péi shìyòng tán 古泉有裨實用譯], 546n5.
song 松, coin inscription, 32, 408, 409.
song 宋, coin inscription, 32.
Song, ancient state of, 38, 40; Northern-Southern Dynasties state of, 217-218, 254-258.
Song cháo shìshì. Cf. True Account of the Song Court.
Song Collected Statutes Compiled Draft [Song huíyáo jìgāo 宋會要輯稿], 415n4, 529.
Song Dynasty, 398-543, 890, 891.
Song History [Song shí 宋史], 415n5, 621, 622.
Song huíyáo jìgāo. Cf. Song Collected Statutes Compiled Draft.
Song Jiang 宋江, 463, 467.
Song Longji 宋隆濟, 596.
Song Minqiu 宋敏求, 462n41.
Song mo ji wen. Cf. Record of Things Heard at Pine Desert.
Song nan qian ke. Cf. A Guest Sent South.
Song of Coins [Yóng qián 誠錢], 909n3.
Song Original Circulating Treasure [Song yuán tongbào 宋元通寶], 399, 415n7, Plate xlvi,
Glossary-Index (Page references are to pagination of original Chinese text)

Song style characters [Song ti zi 宋體字], 412.
Song ti zi. Cf. Song style characters.
Song Yingxing 宋應星, 655n41.
Song, Yuan, Ming jingji shigao. Cf. Draft Economic History of Song, Yuan and Ming.
Song yuan tongbao. Cf Song Original Circulating Treasure.
Songs in Response [Ying da ge changji 應答歌唱集], 718.
Songs of Chu [Chu ci 楚辭], 29n6.
South Village Rest from Plowing Record [Nancun chuo geng lu 南村輟耕錄], 572n15.
Southern Dynasties Buddhist Temples Record [Nan chao Fo si zhi 南朝佛寺志], 290n12.
Southern History [Nan shi 南史], 229n3.
Southern Tang History [Nan Tang shu 南唐書], 360n19, 217.
Southern Yue Gazetteer [Nan Yue 南越志], 29n6.
Southern Zhao [Nan Zhao 南 諸], 417n12.
Spade coin [bubi 布幣], mythical origins, 1, 8; homonym/homograph for cloth, 6, 11n22, n24; as coin, 19, 23n33, 31-42.
Spade-spring [buquan 布泉] 120, Plate xxix, 124, 208, 220, 223, 229n20, Plate xxxix, 263, 270, 931, 987.
Spain, 710, 853, 854, 994.
Spalding, W. F., 802n22.
Spanish dollar [benyang 本洋], 779, Plate xciv, 879, 994.
Sparrow-bit yong’an cash [Quexian yong’an qian 雀鈔永安錢], 272.
Spirit Search Record [Sou shen ji 搜神記], 238n12.
Spring-Autumn Annals [Chun-qiu 春秋], 5, 48.
Spring-money [Quanhuo 泉貨], 118, Plate xxix, xxx, 173, 928.
Spring and Spade Unified Record [Quanbu tong-zhi 泉布統志], 762n6, 934.
Spring Treasure [quanbao 泉寶], 410.
spun-cloth [ci’bu織布], 6.
Square-foot spade [Fangzgu bu 方足布], 34, 35-36, Plate viii, ix, 41-42, 405.
Square-holed coins, Plate xxv, xxvi, 75-83.
standard coin [zhiqian 制錢], 679.
standing dollar (Shanghai) [guiyuan 規元 or guiping 規平], 778, 779.
Standing Man Foreign [Zhan ren yang 站人洋], 783.
Star-moon coin [Xing yue qian 星月錢], 284.
State History Supplement [Guoshi bu 國史補], 321n17.
State Names Record [Guo ming ji 國名記], 534.
State-treasure-gold-chest-value-ten-thousand [Guo bao jin gui zhi wan 國寶金櫃萬], 121.
Stein, Sir Aurel, 126n9, 156n42, 495n19.
Stick Foreign [Zhang yang 枝洋], 783, 879, 881, 996.
The Stone Assent [Shi diantou 石點頭], 744n7.
Stone Beginning Collection [Shi chu ji 石初集], 612n5.
stooped Xuan [fu Xuan 俯宣], 406.
Stories from the Newly Edited Five Dynasties History [Xinbian Wudai shi ping hua 新編五代史平話], 540n12.
Stories of Casting Coins [Zhu qian gushi 鑄錢故事], 529, 530.
Stories of the Five Courts [Wu chao xiaoshuo da guan 五朝小說大觀], 228n3.
Stories of the Secretariat [Shangshu gu shi 尚書故實], 321n10.
Story of a Stone [Shitou ji 石頭記], 801n10. Cf. also Dream of the Red Chamber.
Straight-knife [Zhi dao 直刀], 46.
Straight Record of the Zhizheng Era [Zhizheng zhi zheng shi 正直錄], 417n21.
Strange Things From the Northern and Southern History [Nanbei shi 南北史], 197n4.
Stratagems of the Warring States [Zhanguo ce 戰國策], 66, 71n12, n15, n17, n18, 72n21, 73n23, 82n1, 90n1, 91n4, 92n1, 108n9.
string [guan 貫], of cash, 214.
String-ring cash [Xianhuan qian 線環錢], 257, 336.
Studies in Modern Chinese Economic History [Kindai Shina keizai shi kenkyu 近代華南經濟史研究], 724n26, 865n9, 867n21, 892n13.
Studies of Gold and Silver Found in Tang and Song Times [To Sō sitei yuukero kin yin no kenkyu 唐宋時代における金銀の研究], 158n77, 237n6, 327n1.
su 粟, grain, 6.
su 魚, 762n3, 774.
Suban 蘇板, 785.
Su Che 魯軾, 448n43, 455, 461n29, 516, 517-518, 908.
Su Dongpo 蘇東坡, 274n1, 402. Cf. Dongpo, Su
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<th>Page References</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun Shu'ao 孫叔敖</td>
<td>89, 985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Zengqing 孫震卿</td>
<td>534n11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Zi 孫子</td>
<td>72n21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sungaria</td>
<td>796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suo Lu 索據</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superfluous Words on Agricultural Fields</td>
<td>Nōten yo o 農田餘話</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Gold [Xiang jin 銅金] coin, Plate cvii, 799-800, 996.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Silver [Xiang yin 銅銀] coin, Plate cvii, cviii, 800.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surplus Ink Record [Moyu lu 墨餘錄], 959n11.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutra on the Effect of the Past on the Present [Guoqu xianzai yinguo jing 過去現在因果經], 235.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallow Wing Bequeathed Plans Record [Yan yi yi mou lu 燕翼貳謀錄].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden, 854; Bank of, 942.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Austrian School of economic theory
103. Cf. also

- Subjective value economic theory, 103.

### Table of Jin Officialdom
[Jin baiguan biao 晉百官表], 128n16.

tablet [hu 符], 325, 420.

tai 臺, 762n3, Plate lxxxi, 758.

### Taihang 太行 Mountains
32.

### Taihuo六銖
[Taihuo liuzhu 太和六銖], 221, 265, 988.

### Taiping 太平
[Taiping baijin 碗百金], 436, Plate lxxxvii, 766, 768, 995.

### Taiping Broad Record
[Taiping guang ji 太平廣記], 274n8.

### Taiping Circulating Treasure
[Taiping tongbao 太平通寶], 400, Plate xlii, 413, 415n7, 989; gold and silver coins, 422, Plate lii, 423, 545; Taiping Rebellion coin, Plate lxxvii, 766, 768, 995.

### Taiping Four-wen
[Taiping siwen 太平四文].
of the Tang Yamato Expedition to the East.

Tang Dynasty, 293-397; use of cowry money during, 28; coinage, 293-311; compared with Han, 309; compared with Song, 455, 457; quantity of money during, 890-891.


Tang History [Tang shu 唐書], 342n6.
Tang History Continued [Xu Tang shu 續唐書]. 360n18.


Tang Lan 唐蘭. 9n8, 63n6, n10.

Tang 唐. 312.


Tang Major Collected Edicts [Tang da zhaoling ji 唐大詔令集], 309n2.

Tang Orders Supplemented [Tang ling shiyi 唐令拾遺], 385n1.

Tang Penal Laws Outlined [Tang liu shiyi 唐律疏義], 320n2.

Tang Pia 唐騭, 158n70.

Tang, Prince of [Tang Wang 唐王], Plate lxxvi, 645, 994.

Tang que shi. Cf. Omissions from Tang History.


Tang 南唐, Southern, Ten Kingdoms, 314, 315.

Tang State Circulating Treasure [Tangguo tongbao 唐國通寶], 314-315, Plate xlv, 357, 360n18, n19, n20, 361n25, 458n2, 989.

Tang State History Supplement [Tangguo shi bu 唐國史補].

Tang the Successful [Cheng Tang 成湯], 1, 29n10, 528.


Tang Yuhun (Xiyuan) 唐與煥/ 昆(西源), 827n10, 935, 936, 937, 938.


Tang Yut 唐玉, 585n3.


tao 甸, ant-nose coin inscription, 57.
taohua 化, knife-coin inscription, 43.
tao niejin 箈, spade-coin inscription, 42.
tao yang 陽, spade-coin inscription, 36; ring-coin, 54.
Tao Yuanming 明, 286.
Tao Yue 留, 530.
Tao Studio Record of Bronze Inscriptions [Taozhai jijin 甲金], 21n17.
taoyang 陽, spade-coin inscription, 36; ring-coin, 54.
Tao Studio Record of Bronze Inscriptions [Taozhai jijin 甲金], 21n17.
Taozongyu 乙, 542n35.
taxation, pre-Qin-Han, 153n23; under Han Emperor Wu, 167.
Tei an, 435.
Temporary Obligations through the Ages [Jingshi jiqie shiwu 金切時務], 745n25.
Teikan eihd, 9, 351n10.
Temporary Obligations through the Ages [Jingshi jiqie shiwu 金切時務], 745n25.
Ten Appraisals [Shi pipan shu 十批判書], 10n12, n15.
Ten Kingdoms, purchasing power, 357-359.
Ten Kingdoms Spring-Autumn [Shiguo chunqiu 十國春秋], 317n15.
Ten-spade [Shibu 十布], 127n10.
tenant farmers, income during S. Song, 501n84.
Tengxian 縣, 26.
Tenryu ji 天龍寺 Temple, 569, 579n75.
Tetsurei Ginko 銀行 Bank, 977.
textiles. Cf. cloth.
Textual Verification movement, 924, 928.
Thailand. Cf. Siam.
thin-gold style [shoujin 瘦金], 316n9, 399, Plate I, 403, 404.

Thick Hands Down from Xuanhe Times [Xuanhe yi shi 宣和遺事], 423, 427n44.

Things Heard by a Travelling Eunuch [You huan jiwen 游宦紀聞], 496n35.

Things Heard in Succeeding Generations [Ji shi jiwen 繼世紀聞], 667n28.
Things Worth Talking About on Ping Island [Pingzhou ke tan 平洲可談], 471n33.

Thousand Autumns Ten-thousand Years coin [Qianguo wansui 千秋萬歲], 531, 546.

Thousandth Certificate [Li chao 雷 銭], 560.

Three Borrowed Hut Notes [Sanjielu bitan 借筆談], 802n21.

Three Capital Districts Yellow Diagram [Sanfu huangtu 三輔黃圖], 182n15.

Three-character knife [Sanzi dao 三字刀], 47, Plate xix, 62, 935.

Three Encyclopedias Continued [Xu santong 續三通], 924.

Three-fen coin [Sanfen qian 三分錢], 110, 111.


Three Han Circulating Treasure [San Han tongbao 三韓通寶], Korean coin, 407.

Three Han Heavy Treasure [San Han zhongbao 三韓重寶], Korean coin, 407.

Three-hole spade [Sankong bu 三孔布], 36-37, 41-42.

Three Kingdoms [Sanguo 三國] coinage, 130-141.

Three Moneys Illustration Compendium [San ka toi 三貨圖義], 578n63.

Three Pens of the Leisure Studio [Rongzhai sanbi 容齋三筆], 493n8.

Three Reigns’ Northern Compact Compendium [Sanchao beimeng huibian 三朝北盟會編], 477n4.

Three Reigns’ Reversible Record of Events in Liao [Sanchao Liao shi shilu 三遼事實錄], 695n8.

Three Tigers Descend the Mountain to Contend for Requiting Mercy [Zheng bao en sanhu xia shan 争報恩三虎下山], 631n25.

Thump the Table in Alarmed Wonder [Pai an Jing 於驚], 744n6. Cf also Liang Meng-chu.
tian 田, coin inscription, 32.
tian 天, 642, 768.
Tiancan 天晉, 532, 928.


Tianchao Original Treasure [Tianchao yuanbao 天成元寶], 312, 356, 989.

Tianci fubao 天策府寶, 378, 531.

Tiancong Circulating Treasure [Tiancong tongbao 天聰通寶], 753-754, 994.

Tiancong Khan’s Cash [Tiancong han zhi qian 天聰汗之銭], 753-754, Plate lxixviii.

Tian Dan 明, 45, 51.
Tian Congoe Circulating Treasure [Tiande tongbao 天德通寶], 313-314, 989.


Tiande Circulating Treasure [Tiande tongbao 天德通寶], 314, 357, 531.

Tian Deng Circulating Treasure [Tianxing tongbao 天定通寶], 571, Plate ix, 931, 993.

Tian 田 Dynasty of Qi, 48, 49, 51.

Tianfu Original Treasure [Tianfu yuanbao 天福
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Tianxian Circulating Treasure [Tianxian tongbao 天顯通寶], 545, 989.
Tianxing Treasure Account [Tianxing baohui 天 显寶會], 550, 551, 584, 992.
Tianyou Circulating Treasure [Tianyou tongbao 天佑通寶], 570, Plate lxix, 993.
Tianyou Original Treasure [Tianyou yuanbao 天 祐元寶], 936.
Tianzhan Circulating Treasure [Tianzhan tongbao 天贊通寶], 545, 988.
Tibet, 771, Plate xcvi, 784-785, 799.
tie 帖, Tang proto-check, 389.
tiemu. Cf. iron mother.
tieshui 買, "touch," 780.
tiexianshu. Cf. iron-thread style.
tiezi 帖子, check, pawn ticket, 625.
Tightener coin [Sha'er 銀牌], 694.
Tianxi Circulating Treasure [Tianxi tongbao 天 善通寶], 570, Plate Ixix, 993.
Tianyou Original Treasure [Tianyou yuanbao 天 祐元寶], 936.
Tianzhan Circulating Treasure [Tianzhan tongbao 天贊通寶], 545, 988.
Tianfu Tranquil Treasure [Tianfu zhenbao 天福鎮寶], 407, 531, 931.
Tiangan Original Treasure [Tiangan yuanbao 天 奄元寶], 407.
Tiangang 銀 silver coin, 799.
Tianhan Original Treasure [Tianhan yuanbao 天 漢元寶], 314, Plate xliv, 458n2, 988.
TianHeBBfP, 51, 985.
Tianjian Five-grainer [Tianjian wuzhu 天經五 俊], 219, 220, 229n20, 285.
Tian Jun ding Lord of Heaven ding, 38.
Tian Kuang B0, 438n9.
Tianli Provision Silver [Tianli xiangyin 天利祥 应], 1557.
Tianli xiangyin. Cf. Tianli Provision Silver.
Tianmao 銀, 945.
Tianming Circulating Treasure [Tianming tong­ bao 天明通寶], 753-759, Plate Ixxviii.
Tianqi Circulating Treasure [Tianqi tongbao 天 善通寶], 571, 642-643, Plate Ixxiv, 698n42, 692, 993, 994; silver coin, 659, 660, 661, Plate Ixxvii, 753.
Tianqi Years Manufactured [Tianqi nian zao 天 善造年], 661.
Tianxi Circulating Treasure [Tianxi tongbao 天 善通寶], 570, Plate lxix, 993.
Tianyou Original Treasure [Tianyou yuanbao 天 祐元寶], 936.
Tianzhan Circulating Treasure [Tianzhan tongbao 天 贊通寶], 545, 988.
Tibet, 771, Plate xcvi, 784-785, 799.
tie 帖, Tang proto-check, 389.
tiemu. Cf. iron mother.
tieshui 買, "touch," 780.
tiexianshu. Cf. iron-thread style.
tiezi 帖子, check, pawn ticket, 625.
Tightener coin [Sha'er 銀牌], 694.
Tianxi Circulating Treasure [Tianxi tongbao 天 善通寶], 570, Plate Ixix, 993.
Tianyou Original Treasure [Tianyou yuanbao 天 祐元寶], 936.
Tianzhan Circulating Treasure [Tianzhan tongbao 天 贍通寶], 545, 988.
Tibet, 771, Plate xcvi, 784-785, 799.
tie 帖, Tang proto-check, 389.
tiemu. Cf. iron mother.
tieshui 買, "touch," 780.
tiexianshu. Cf. iron-thread style.
tiezi 帖子, check, pawn ticket, 625.
Tightener coin [Sha'er 銀牌], 694.
Tianxi Circulating Treasure [Tianxi tongbao 天 善通寶], 570, Plate Ixix, 993.
Tianyou Original Treasure [Tianyou yuanbao 天 祐元寶], 936.
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Tongjiang ji. Cf. Tong River Collection.

Tong River Collection [Tongjiang ji 桐江集], 501n83.

tongshi 同是, spade-coin inscription, 63n3, 32, Plate ix, 35.


Tongtian Treasure Account [Tongtian baohui 通天寶會], 585.

Tongtian, spade-coin inscription, Plate ix, 35. Cf also tongshi.

Tongtian Treasure Account [Tongtian baohui 通天寶會], 585.


tongyuan. Cf. copper dollar.

Tongzheng Original Treasure [Tongzheng yuanbao 通正元寶], 314, Plate xlv, 988.

Tongzhi. Cf. Universal Record.

Tongzhi Circulating Treasure [Tongzheng yuanbao 通正元寶], Plate lxxxiii, 758, Plate lxxxiv, 760, 995; silver coin, 792, Plate ci.

Tongzhi Treasure Money Record [Baochao 祠寶], 437nl. Also sometimes translated as Precious Note.

Tongzhi Circulating Treasure [Tongzhi tongbao 同治通寶], 760.

Tongzhi tiaoge. Cf. Itemization of the Universal Regulations.


Tortoise shell as money, 1, 7.

"touch." Cf. tieshui.

Toyotomi Hideyoshi 豐臣秀吉, 783.

Trade Dollar. Cf. Trade Silver Dollar.

Trade Silver Dollar [Maoyi yinyuan 貿易銀元], Plate xcvii, 784, 996.

Tranquilizing Bandits Outline Record [Sui kou ji lüe 綏寇紀略], 654n34.

transport weight ounce [cao ping liang 漁平兩], 778.

transportation, cost of, Song-Jin, 582; Yuan, 600. Travelling Court Account Notes [Xingzai huizi 行在會子], Plate lix.

Travelling Court Record [Xing chao lü 行朝錄], 654n31.

The Travels of Marco Polo, 30n28.

Treasure Deeds [bao quan 寶券], 551.

Treasure Gathering Tower Bronze Vessel Illustrated Record [Baoyun lou yiqi tulu 寶藻樓彝器圖錄], 294n.


Treasure Money Record [Baochu zhi 寶貨志], 739.

Treasure Note [Bao chu 寶鈔], 437n1. Also sometimes translated as Precious Note.

Tribute of the Courts of the Western Seas Annotated Record [Xiyang chao gong dianlu 西洋朝貢典錄], 655n45.

Trigram Text [Sanzi jing 三字經], 768.

True Account of the Song Court [Song chao shishi 宋朝事實], 437n4.

True Treasure [Zhenbao 真寶], 410.

Trust Industrial and Commercial Savings [Xinyi gongshang chuxu 信義工商儲蓄], 814.

Tsushima 對馬, 417n15, 650nl.

tu 土, coin inscription, 32, 43, 47, 222.

Tuban 土板, "Native Board," 785.

tucao 土金, "Earth cao," 777.

Tuhua jianwen zhi. Cf. Record of Pictures Seen and Heard.

Tughaq Dynasty, 564.


tuyi 土邑, spade-coin inscription, 35.

Tumulus Record [Longshang ji 碧山記], 329n9.

tun 屯, coin inscription, 32, 36, 47, 222.

Tuoba 土㗕, "Native Board," 610.

Tupo 唐婆, Java, 484.

Turfan Archeological Report [Tulufan kaogu ji 吐魯番考古記], 311n18, n30.

Turks, 308.

tutenag [baitong 白銅], 228n13.

Two-cash coins, 766.

Two Crossings Collection [Liangdu ji 兩渡集], 725n45.

Two-grainer coin [Liangzhu qian 兩銖錢], 218, Plate xxxvii, 256, 378.

Two-pillar Five-grainer [Erzhu wuzhu 二柱五銖], Plate xxxvii, 221, 265.

Two-zai coin [Liangzai 兩釟 or 後], 531.

Types of Coins Circulating During the Muromachi Era [Muromachi jidaini ryûsûseshi senka no shuru 室田丁時代に流通せし銭貨の種類], 650n1.
Uighurs [Huigu 回鶻], 308, 309, 419, 508.
United States, 881, 978, 995, 996; first Bank of the, 942. Cf also Trade Silver Dollar.
Universal Investigation Continued [Xu tongkao 續通考], 653n18.
Universal Investigations [Tongjian 通鑑], 254n28.
Universal Record [Tongzhi 通志], 139n1, 527, 620, 621. Cf also Zheng Qiao.
Universal Record Continued [Xu tongzhi 續通志], 924.
Universal Statutes [Tongdian 通典], 130n37, 375-376, 528, 620, 621.
Universal Statutes Continued [Xu tongdian 續通典], 458n1, 528, 924.
Universal Treasure. Cf Circulating Treasure.
Unofficial Record of Emperor Wuzong of Ming [Ming Wuzong waiji 明武宗外紀], 696n20.
Unusual Connection of a Pair of Beauties [Shuangmei qiyuan 雙美奇緣], 666n19.
Unusual Connection of a Pair of Beauties [Shuangmei qiyuan 雙美奇緣], 666n19.
Unusual Connection of a Pair of Beauties [Shuangmei qiyuan 雙美奇緣], 666n19.
Unusual Connection of a Pair of Beauties [Shuangmei qiyuan 雙美奇緣], 666n19.
Unusual Connection of a Pair of Beauties [Shuangmei qiyuan 雙美奇緣], 666n19.
Unusual Connection of a Pair of Beauties [Shuangmei qiyuan 雙美奇緣], 666n19.
Unusual Connection of a Pair of Beauties [Shuangmei qiyuan 雙美奇緣], 666n19.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xianchuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Unusual Record of the Guarded Window [Xian chuang kuo yizhi 開窗括異志], 427n37.
Upper Check [Shangtie 上貼], 809.
Upper Commercial School Graduate School Annual [Kodo shogyo gakku kenkyu go nenho 教育学校教務紀年], 982n1.
Upper Grove Park [Shanglin 上林], 170n8.
Urumchi, 836.
usury, 105-106, 946.
Umost Treasure [Zhibao 至寶], 410.

V

Value-convenient Account Note [Zhibian huizi 直便會子], 436, 991.
Value-hundred [Zhibai 直百], 132, Plate xxxiii, 193, 429.
Value-one [Zhiyi 直一], 132, Plate xxxiii, 195.
Vast Treasure [Hongbao 洪寶], 410.
velocity of circulation, 100, 517.
Venice, 406-407, 784, 992.
Veritable Records of the Yi Dynasty [Li chao shilu 李朝實錄], 578n65.
Vermilion-silver [Zhuti yin 朱提銀], 118, 119, 151, 870.

Verses on the Admirable Shade Pavilion Discussions of Coins [Xi yin yi lun quan jueju 喜陰移論泉絕句], 933.
Vietnam, as source of cowries, 28; influenced by Song, 407, 456, 484-485, 531, 653n16, 989; modern coins in, 772-773, 787, 804n37; silver coins, 880; copper coins during Qing, 884; banks, 977.
Viscount-tortoise [Zigui 子龜], 118, 119.
Vissering, G., 919.

W

Wadd kaiho 和齋開寶 coin, 297, 309n2, 351n10, n11, 988.
wage [pai 番], 421, 661.
Wagel, S. R., 968n2.
wai bo. Cf. wry-neck.
wan 万, knife-coin inscription, 47.
wàn 万, 774.
Wanli Circulating Treasure [Wanli tongbao 萬曆通寶]. Plate lxiii, 642, 647, 994; silver coin, 659, 660, Plate lxviii.
Wanli Mined Silver [Wanli kuangyin 萬曆礦銀], 660, 933.
Wanli nian zao. Cf. Wanli Years Manufactured.
Wanli ye huo bian. Cf. Compendium of Things Obtained in the Wilderness During Wanli.
Wanli Years Manufactured [Wanli nian zao 萬曆年造], 660.
Wanling Collection [Wanling ji 宛陵集], 534n10.
Wan Qing wenxuan. Cf. Selected Writings of the Late Qing.
Wan Qing wushi nian jingji shi. Cf. A History of Economic Thought During the Last Fifty Years of Qing.
Wanshu Miscellaneous Record [Wanshu zaji 萬署雜記], 724n40.
Wan Sitong 萬斯同, 924.
Wanyan Yu 元顔宇, 583.
Wanze 宽澤, 594.
wang 王, knife-coin inscription, 43, 44; Ming, 663.
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<tr>
<td>Wang Ben 王本</td>
<td>653n18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Benquan 王本鈞</td>
<td>758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Bu 王逋</td>
<td>697n29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Changxi 王昌歈</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Chong 王充</td>
<td>Balanced Discourses [Lun heng 論衡], 6, 10nn9, 158n29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Daxie 王岱</td>
<td>919, 920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Dayuan 王大淵</td>
<td>578n61, 603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Dan 王旦</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Dun 王敦</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Gong 王恭</td>
<td>360n19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Guanguo 王固國</td>
<td>311n15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Gui 王珪</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Guowei 王固維</td>
<td>Observation Hall Collected Grove [Guantang jilin 觀堂集林], 21n18, 23n38, 158n42, 130n34, 158n29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Hai 王亥</td>
<td>20, 23n44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Jiewu 王椏五</td>
<td>496n31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Jia 王嘉</td>
<td>157n53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Jian 王建</td>
<td>215, 305, 314, 328n4, 331n39, 988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Jiefu 王介甫</td>
<td>458n3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Jin 王襟</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Jingzhe 王敬哲</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Liansheng 王廉生</td>
<td>141n23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Li (Zhongliu) 王流 (中流)</td>
<td>526n7, 808, 816n2, 900-904, 917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Liqun 王每流</td>
<td>63n12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Mang 王莽</td>
<td>114, 118-121, Plate xxix-xxxi, 124, 141, 143, 146, 149, 150, 171-176, 208, 211, 288, 293, 399, 403, 647, 668, 758, 845, 870, 931, 986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Mao 王茂</td>
<td>244n8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Maoyin 王茂陰</td>
<td>841n21, 907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Mian 王冕</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Mingsheng 王鳴盛</td>
<td>189n9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Pengyun 王勝運</td>
<td>883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Pu 王溥</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Qi 王琦</td>
<td>436, 716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Qihua 王蕙華</td>
<td>960n18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Qingyun 王慶雲</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Renyu 王仁裕</td>
<td>331n39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Rong 王戎</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang She 王赦</td>
<td>107n3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Shenzhi 王善知</td>
<td>313, 988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wangshi 王氏</td>
<td>spade-coin inscription, 35, 63n3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang shilang zousy</td>
<td>Cf. Memorials of Expectant Executive Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Shipeng 王十朋</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Shizhen 王士禛</td>
<td>724n41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Shizhen 王世貞</td>
<td>746n26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Shouliang 王守讓</td>
<td>803n35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Shouyi 王守義</td>
<td>818n19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Shou 王守</td>
<td>311n16, 382n10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wangsun Yu 王孫圃</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Wentong 王聞統</td>
<td>617-618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Xi (Yanxi) 王羲或曦 (延羲)</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Xianmin 王先民</td>
<td>805n42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Xianzi 王仙芝</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Xiangqian 王象乾</td>
<td>643, 691, 994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Xiaotong 王孝通</td>
<td>437n1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Xuanmo 王玄譔</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wangyantang zougao. Cf. Precipace Facing Hall Memorial Drafts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Yanzheng 王延政</td>
<td>313, 989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wangyi 王易, spade-coin inscription</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Yi 王衍</td>
<td>563, 656n57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Yide 王懿德</td>
<td>808, 809, 833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Yirong 王毅榮</td>
<td>229n16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Yinjia 王禎嘉</td>
<td>415n7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Yong 王永</td>
<td>361n23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Yongsheng 王永盛</td>
<td>silver cake, Plate c, 791, 953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Yucheng 王禹偁</td>
<td>415n4, 717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Yun 王愈</td>
<td>559, 573n25, 574n36, 39n39, 592, 619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Ze 王則</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Zhiwang 王之望</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Zhongwen 王宗温 [Yi's] Collected Works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Zongyan 王宗衍</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, G. F.</td>
<td>722n1, 877n7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastes of Yin [Yin xu 殷墟 ]</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Classic [Shui jing 水經] , 182n14, 227n1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-cloud Village Confused Draft [Shuiyuncun min gao 水雲村混稿] , 607n32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Margin Chronicle [Shui hu zhuan 水滄傳] , 543n40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Way Garden Studies Ancient Record [Dao yuan xue gu lu 道園學古錄] , 606n17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wealth, distinguished from money</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wealth of Nations, 912. Cf. also Adam Smith, weeds [laizi 菜子], 256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wei 衛</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei 魏, state of</td>
<td>34, 35, 37, 39-40, 55, 56; Three Kingdoms, 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Chuhou 魏克厚</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei lüe. Cf. Digest of Wei</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Juxian 魏聚賢, China's Soft Money [Zhongguo de ruanbi 中國的軟幣] , 11n29, 970n20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimojie 维摩诘</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Qing 衛青</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weishengchang 蔚盛長 Draft Bank, 966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Shou 魏收</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Shu 魏書</td>
<td>309n2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Tai 魏泰</td>
<td>539n7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wei Xian 魏先, 499n56.
Wei Xiang 魏象, 808.
Wei Yang 衛鞅, Cf. Shang Yang.
Wei Youben 魏有本, 747.
Wei Yuan 魏源, 906-907, 924.
Wei Zheng 魏正, 379, 386n23.

Weight one-ounce fourteen-grains [Zhong yiliang shisizhu 重一兩十四鈞], ring coin, 54, 76-77.


wen 文, knife-coin inscription, 44; name for standard unit of cash-coin after Han, 161, 214.
wendie 文牒, flying cash certificate, 396.


Wen shi zhe. Cf. Literary History and Philosophy.


wenxin 文信, 82.

Wenxuan. Cf. Literary Selections.

Wen Yu 喬元, 140n11, n13, 230n33, 534n8, 652n6, 928, 929-930, 933, 935, 937.

West Lake Second Compendium [Xihu erji 西湖二集], 427n44.

Western Cliff Collection [Xi yan 西巖集], 593n15.

Western Frontier Archeological Record [Xiyu kaogu ji 西域考古記], 311n30.

Western Frontier People Who Travelled To and From China During Sui and Tang [Sui-Tang shi wanglai Zhongguo zhi Xiyou ren 隋唐時來中國之西域人], 239n31, 311n19.

Western Garden Record of Things Seen and Heard [Xiyuan wenjian 西園聞見錄], 585n4.

Western Han Abstract of Laws [Xi Han huiyao 西漢會要], 151n2, 169n5.

Western India, Bank of [Xi Yin Yinchang 西印銀行], 975.

Western Qing Ancient Observations [Xi Qing gujian 西清古鑑], 546n7.

Western Wei [Xi Wei 西魏], 269-270.

Western Xia [Xi Xia 西夏], 409, 423, 443-444, 445, 466, 547-548, Plate lxi.

Westerners Who Visited China During Tang and Song Times [Tang Song shi wanglai Zhongguo zhi Xiyuren 唐宋時來中國之西域人], 239n31.

What the Master did Not Talk About [Zi buyu 子不語], 949n29.

wheat, price of 860.

White-cash [Baiqian 白錢], 224, Plate xxxix, 527, 740, 988.

White Couch Grass Hall Collection [Bai mao tangji 白茅堂集], 698n42.

White Crane Collection [Yehe congshu 鶴緑草書], 244n8, 482nl0.


White Sand Coin [Biai sha qian 白沙錢], 692.

Wine-toast gold [Zhuojin 酒金], 143, 151n2.

Winter Official's Record of Affairs [Dongguan Jishi 東官記事], 685n12.


Words on Coins from Lidezhuang [Lidezhuang quan hua 質在泉花], 546n5.

Wen Tingjun 文廷順, 388.

Wen Tong 文同, 601.

Wen Wang 文王, King of Zhou 周, 29n5.


Wilderness Guest Collected Conversations [Ye ke cong tan 野客叢談], 311n16, 382n10.

Williams, S. Wells, 803n33.

Wine-toast gold [Zhuojin 酒金], 143, 151n2.

Winter Official's Record of Affairs [Dongguan jishi 東官記事], 685n12.

With Literature Calculation Guide [Tongwen suanzhi 同文算指], 712, 724n48.

With Sweat Shirt [He han shan 合汗衫], 629n12.

With Warning of a Flourishing Generation [Shengshi wei yan 盛世危言], 818n17, 915.

Words of the Grass Smooth Guest [Mao heng ke hua 茅乘客話], 426n30.

Words of Warning to a Flourishing Generation [Shengshi wei yan 盛世危言], 818n17, 915.

Words on Coins from Lidezhuang [Lidezhuang quan hua 質在泉話], 546n5.

Words to Caution the Generation [Jing shi tong yan 警世通言], 746n28.
Works of Qingxian Duke Du [Du Qingxian gong ji 杜清獻公集], 498n53.

Worm Hut Tripling Talk [Yin'an suoyu 隱安索語], 697n29.

Worth-jiin spade [Dangjin bu 當十斤布], 40-41, 57.

Worth-yuan spade [Dangyuan bu 當爰布], 34, 39-40, 55, 89, 985.

Writings of the Three Dynasties of High Antiquity [Shanggu sanhai wen 上古三代文], 29n5.

Wry-neck coin [Waibo 歪脖], 694.

wu, five, knife-coin inscription, Plate xiv.

wu, coin inscription, 32.

wu, coin inscription, 32, Plate vi, 757.

wu, spade-coin inscription, 32, 35.

wu, spade-coin inscription, Plate ix, 35, 60, 63n3.

Wu, Three Kingdoms regional state, 133-138.

wu'an, spade-coin inscription, 32, 34, 36, 63n3.

Wu Ceng, 424.


Wu Chenyan, 696nl8.

Wu Cheng'en, 663.

Wu Chengluo, 83n6, 126nl0, 128n24, 189n2, 462n44.


Wuchao District Gazetteer [Wuchuan xian zhi 吳川縣志], 695n7.

Wu Dacheng (Qingqing), 22n30, 63n19, 83n6, 126n10, 128n24, 189n2, 462n44.


Wu Kaisheng, Record of Collected Interpretations of Bronze Inscriptions [Ji shi jijin wen lu 集釋吉金文錄], 21n23.

Wu, King of Zhou, 2, 29n10, 50.


Wu-rong 平, spade-coin inscription, 63n3, 34.

Wuping 武平, ring-coin inscription, 54.

Wu Qi 武其, 602, 623, 624.

Wu Qin 吳其, 963.

Wu Qian 吳濬, 584.

Wu Sangui 吳三桂, Plate bxxx, 755, 808, 994.

Wu Sangui 吳三桂, 344.

Wu Shifan 吳世璠, 755, 994.


Wu Xing, 215.


Wu Xi, 602, 623, 624.

Wu Qirui 吳其, 963.

Wu Wenbing 吳文炳, 934.

Wu Xing 吳興, 215.

Wu xiaomei, 32, 36, 63n3.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.

Wu Xing, 215.
vations.


Xitang Xiansheng wen ji. Cf. Collected Works of Mr. Xitang.

Xinjiang xiansheng wen ji. Cf. Historical Materials on the Western Turks.

Xi yuan ji [Xiyuan ji 西遊記], 620n3.

Xi xun hui luan shi mo ji. Cf. Imperial Expedition West and Return From Beginning to End.

Xiyan Collection [Xiyan ji 西遊記], 620n3.

Xi Yan ji. Cf. Xiyan Collection.

Xiao, coin inscription, 32, 43, 44.

xiao 豪, Kings of Zhou, 17, 30n23.


Xiao Fangzhi. Cf. Xiao Fangzhi 祭。400, Plate xlvi, 458n2, 651n1.

Xiang fu [Xiangfu tongbao 像符通寶], 400, Plate xlvi, 458n2, 651n1.

Xiangji [Xiangji tongbao 像汁通寶], 400, Plate xlvi, 458n2, 651n1.

Xiangyu; Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii; late Western Jin state, 235; Qing, 754.

Xiang, King of Zhou, 17, 30n23.

Xiaolin guangji. Cf. Smiling Grove Broad Record.

Xianfeng silver cakes, Plate c, 790-791, 995.


Xianju lu. Cf. Leisurly Residence Record.

Xiankang Original Treasure [Xiankang yuanbao 咸康元寶], 314, Plate xlv, 989.

Xiankej K, 897n43.

Xianping Circulating Treasure [Xianping tongbao 咸平通寶], 989.

Xianping Original Treasure [Xianping yuanbao 咸平元寶], 400, Plate xlvi, 458n2.

Xiantong Mysterious Treasure [Xiantong xuanbao 咸通玄寶], 296, 378, 988.

Xiantong xuanbao. Cf. Xiantong Mysterious Treasure.


Xiao 豪, 33, 40-41, 160.

Xiao, Duke of Qin, 75, 116.


Xiao's Four-grainer [Xiaojian sizhu 像建四銖], 218, Plate xxxvii, 226, 256, 307-308, 935, 987.

Xiao, King of Zhou, 17, 30n23.

Xiaolin guangji. Cf. Smiling Grove Broad Record.

Xiaoshan 鮮山 silver cake, 792.
Xiaotong hang 小同行. Lesser Harmony Guild, 956.
Xiaotun 小屯, 42.
Xiaoxian 縣, 40.
Xiao Yan 縣衍, 219, 262.
Xiao Yi 簡緯, 264.
Xiao Ze 簡澤, 259, 262n34.
Xiaozhu Wenfu. Cf. Otake Bunfii.
XiaoZiliang 賈, 220, 242, 258-259.
xie 協, 788.
xieshan 邪山, spade-coin inscription, 63n3, 34.
Xietongqing 睦同行. Draft Bank, 966.
Xie Xingyao 謝興滄, 769.
xieyeshu. Cf. leak-leaf script.
Xing 興, Tang coin inscription, 304, Plate xlii.
Xing 行, coin inscription, 32, Plate xv, 43, 44, 47, 57, 643.
xing 星, dot or star, 296.
Xing'an Gazetteer [Xing'an jun zhi 興安郡志], 839n3.
Xing'an jun zhi. Cf. Xing'an Gazetteer.
Xingcha shenglan. Cf. Overall View of the Steelyard Marks.
Xing chao lu. Cf. Travelling Court Record.
Xingcun bian. Cf. Xingcun Compendium.
Xingcun Compendium [Xingcun bian 幸存篇], 695n1.
Xingding Original Treasure [Xingding yuanbao 興定元寶], 584.
Xingding Treasure Spring [Xingding baoquan 興定泉], 551, 552, 584, 992.
Xingshi yinyuan. Cf. Rousing the Age Marriage Affinity.
xingye 興邑, 256.
Xingye Bank [Xingye Yinhang 興業銀行], 980.
Xing yue qian. Cf. Star-moon coin.
Xingzai huizi. Cf. Travelling Court Account Note.
Xing Zhou zhongbao. Cf. Revive Zhao Heavy Treasure.
xingzhuang 興莊, 785.
Xiong Ke 熊克, 479n23.
Xiongnu 紳奴, 42, 43, 145, 165-171, 225, 702.
Xiong Yuechung 熊岳城, 44.
Xu Ai 徐哀, 29n8.
Xu bencao tongjian. Cf. Mirror for the Examination of Our Dynasty Continued.
Xu Da 徐達, 668.
Xu Fuzuo 徐復祚, 743n3.
Xu Han zhi. Cf. Record of Han Continued.
Xu Hao 徐琥, 22n29.
Xu Heng 許衡, 617-618, 908.
Xu Jian 徐箑, 330n27.
Xu Jing 徐兢, 417n13.
Xu Kang 徐康, 697n30.
Xu Ke 徐珂, 946n4.
Xu Lian 許棟, 901, 905, 907, 910n10.
Xu Mei 許楣, 817n7, 901, 904-905, 907.
Xu Mengxin 徐夢莘, 417n13.
Xu Kang 徐弢, 697n30.
Xu Ke 徐珂, 946n4.
Xu Lian 許棟, 901, 905, 907, 910n10.
Xu Mei 許楣, 817n7, 901, 904-905, 907.
Xu Mengxin 徐夢莘, 417n13.
Xu mingdao zazhi. Cf. Bright Path Miscellaneous Record Continued.
Xu Naiji 徐乃濟, 857.
Xu Pengnian 徐_pengnian, 31ln16.
Xu Qian 徐錢, 267.
Xu qian pu. Cf. Coin Catalog Continued.
Xu san tong. Cf. Three Encyclopedias Continued.
Xu Shen 徐慎, Explanations of Words [Shuo wen 説文], 1ln32, 19, 21n19, 22n28, n29, 37, 63n15, 78, 83n10.
Xu Shen 徐慎, 464.
Xu Shichuan 徐世傳, 697n33.
Xu Shouhui 徐守慧, 571, Plate lxix, 609, 610, 611, 931, 993.
Xu Songtang 徐松唐, 462n41.
Xu Tianxi 徐天锡, 641.
Xu Ting 徐霆, 571n5.
Xu tongzhii. Cf. Universal Record Continued.
Xu Xiangmei (Zhonghe) 徐象梅 (中和), 740.
Xu Xiangmei (Zhonghe) 徐象梅 (中和), 740.
Xu Xianqi 徐紹基, 102n4.
Xu Xuan 徐鎬, 329n10, 377.
Xu xuan guai lu. Cf. Record of the Mysterious and Unusual Continued.
Xu yi jian zhi. Cf. Record of Barbarian Strength Continued.
Xu Yingkui 徐应麐, 967.
Xu Yingqiu 徐應秋, 332n41.
Xu Yuan 徐元, 278.
Xu Zai 徐載, 361n33.
Xu Zaisi 徐再思, 629n8.
Xu Zhiqiao 徐知譜, 314.
Xuzhou 徐州, 40.
Xu Zuoping 許作屏, 758.
Xuan 玄, coin inscription, 32.
Xuan 宣, 304, Plate xlix, Plate lxix, 705, 754.
Xuan 銅, 19.
Xuanbian. Cf. lathed edge.
Xuande Circulating Treasure [Xuande tongbao 徐ane通寶], 640, 651n1, Plate lxiii, 678, 993.
Xuande Veritable Record [Xuande shilu 徐an德實錄], 635n5.
Xuanfuzhen 宣府鎭, 643.
Xuande Antiquities Illustrations [Xuande bogu tu 宣和博古圖], 29n4.
Xuande Circulating Treasure [Xuande tongbao 宣和通寶], Plate li, 403, 404, 405, 406, 428n48, 991; gold and silver coins, 422, 495n21; Yuan, Plate lxvi, 565.
Xuande Original Treasure [Xuande yuanbao 宣和元寶], Plate li, 403, 404, 405, 406, 423, 991.
Xuande Record [Xuande lu 宣和錄], 427n39.
Xuan 宣, King of Zhou, 30n24.
Xuanlantang congshu. Cf. Mystical Observation Hall Collectanea.
Xuanshi zhi. Cf. Record of the House of Xuan.
Xuanyong Circulating Treasure [Xuanyong tongbao 宣統通寶], Plate lxiv, 761, 996.
Xuanyong Original Treasure [Xuanyong yuanbao 宣統元寶], Plate xc, 796, Plate civ, 798.
Xuanyong Treasure Tibet [Xuanyong bao Zang 宣統寶藏], 799.
Xuanyong bao Zang 宣統寶藏, 799.
Xuan Yungong 宣頊公, 548n3.
Xuanzang 玄奘, 308.
Xuazong zhenghuan jia. Cf. Accomplished Emperor Xuazong Veritable Record.
Xu chuangji. Cf. Snowy Window Collection.
Xue chuangji. Cf. Snowy Window Collection.
Xue Dang 薛瑩, 310n4.
Xue Dang 薛瑩, 310n4.
Xue Diao 薛調, 395n10.
Xue lin. Cf. Grove of Scholarship.
Xue Diao 薛調, 395n10.
Xue Diao 薛調, 395n10.
Xueлин. Cf. Grove of Scholarship.
Xue Tian 薛田, 430, 431.
Xue Tian 薛田, 430, 431.
Xue Tong 薛通, 321n17.
Xun Cho 蘇紹, 128n16.
Xuntie qianbao. Cf. Inspection Plate Thousand Treasure.
Xuntie shizhi. Cf. Inspection Throw Ten Plate.
Xun zhi shitie. Cf. Inspection Throw Ten Plate.
Xun Yue, 139n1, 180-181, 205.
Xun Zi, 62, 72n21, 84, 91n6, 92n23, 95.

Y

yadian 押店，742, 945.
yasheng. Cf. amulets.
Yamashita Kosuke 山下香哉，140n14.
Yamato no koku [Soegami?] gun Hokkeji Temple 大和国守上郡法華寺，351n11.
Yamaue Kaya 山上香哉，126n6.
yan 無，754.
yanche 盐撤，"salt withdrawal," 777.
Yan City Record Grove [Yanyi zhi lin 鹽邑志林]，666n25.
Yan Dan, 72n21.
Yandu Record [Yandu ji 燕都記]，654n34.
Yan Fu 廣福，911, 912-913.
Yanhuang xunhun. Cf. New Discourses on Belt Ornaments.
Yan Xing, 130n36.
YanYiM, 113.
Yanyi lu. Cf. Yanjian Record.
Yanyou Circulating Treasure [Yanyou tongbao 延祐通寶]，567.
Yanyou Original Treasure [Yanyou yuanbao 延祐元宝]，567.
Yan Zhongping 嚴中平，656n54.
Yanzhou 延州，29n8.
yang 円，coin inscription, 47.
yang 羊，coin inscription, 32, 42, 43, 46.
yang 陽，coin inscription, 32, 34, 60, 754, Plate lxxix.
Yang Bian 杨弁，354.
yangcheng 陽城，spade-coin inscription, 35.
Yang Cheng 杨誠，587, 735.
Yang, Consort, 299-300.
Yang Diangao 杨典诰，950n35.
Yang Pei 杨佩，268.
yangqiu 陽其，spade-coin inscription, 35.
yangqiu 陽錢，"overseas cash," 781.
Yanqiu 陽丘，111.
yangren 陽人，spade-coin inscription, 63n3.
Yangshao 仰韶 culture, cowries in, 20, 29n3.
Yang Shih 楊湜，556.
Yang Xifru 楊錫礦，824, 852, 899.
Yang Xiong 楊雄，23n42.
Yang Yi 楊儀，272, 958.
Yang Yizeng 楊以增，970n18.
Yang Yizhi 楊宜治，916, 918.
Yao Yao, 1, 10n13, 528.
Yao Chong 姚崇, 387.
Yao ding 钟鼎 bronze, 10n13, 17, 18, 30n23, 104.
Yao Shu 姚書, 587.
Yao Shuxiang 姚叔祥, 666n25.
Yao Shu 姚書, 587.
Yao Shuxiang. 666n25.
Yaqub Beg, 760, 798-799.
yard, Chinese measure of length \[zhang \text{"丈"}, 155n41, 319.
Yarkand, 758, 836.
YeDehui, 697n30.
Yehe congshu. Cf. Wild Crane Collection.
YeLi, 561, 594.
Yelii Chucai 耶律楚材, 585, 587.
Ye Nan 耶納, 530.
Ye Shaoweng 耶師翁, 427n38.
Ye Sheng 耶盛, 572n17.
Ye Shi 耶思, 518, 520, 521-522, 908.
Yesou baoyan. Cf. Dessicated Words of the Old Man of the Wilderness.
YeZiqi, 563, 576n44.
>'s, 285, 928, 940.
yi 子. coin inscription, 32.
i 鍾, knife-coin inscription, 44.
易, knife-coin inscription, 43, 47.
yi 益, coin inscription, Plate v, 32, 33, 304, Plate xlii.
i 貝益, 285, 928, 940.
i 益, 934.
i 伊, 757.
Yi Border Auspicious Prosperity [Yifan jichang 伊邊昌]. coin, 568.
Yi'er Khanate [Yi'er hanguo 伊兒汗國]. 568.
yihuo 貝益, coin inscription, Plate xxvii, 83n9, 81, 207, 740, 928, 934.
Yi jia 邕家 bronze, 21n17.
Yi jian zhi. Cf. Record of Barbarian Strength.
Yikui Pavilion Selected Drats [Yikui lou xuan gao 掇奎樓選稿], 745n16.
Yili 夷黎, 29n6.
Yiling 夷陵, 193.
Yiping 議平, weight standard of Shanxi, 885.
yiren 易人, spade-coin inscription, 63n3.
Yi shi. Cf. Informal History.
Yiwei 乙未 bronze, 21n22.
Yixian 鋪鍊, spade-coins found at, 63n3.
Yizhou 燕州, in ancient Yan, 44.
Yizhou 燕州, in ancient Yan, 44.
yizhong 易中, intermediary, 913.
Yi zong 雲宗 Bronze, 21n13.
yin, coin inscription, 60, 82.
Yin, Ten Kingdoms coin inscription, 314.
Yinbing shi wenji. Cf. Drink Ice Room Collected Works.
yindou. Cf. silver bean.
Yin 殷 Dynasty, as Slave Society, 3; Zhou conquest of 8; early money-commodities of 12-16; bronze cowries used by, 17-18; population of, 29nl0; bronze knives of, 42.
yinfang, 974.
ying, coin inscription, 60, 82.
Yinji 萬金, adz-spade inscription, 37, 38.
Yinju 印局, printing office, 946.
yinliu. Cf. silver furnace.
Yinpiao. Cf. Silver Bill.
yinpui. Cf. silver shop.
yin qi 錫起, 764.
yinshi 錫史, spade-coin inscription, 35.
yintiao. Cf. silver bar.
Yinxian 銀縣 silver cake, 792, Plate ci.
Yinyang 易陽, spade-coin inscription, 35.
The Yin Yun Story [Yin Yun xiaoshuo 殷云小
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Yinzi [印子], 433, 946.
ying 貫, pearls or shells strung together, 12.
ying 郄, spade-coin inscription, 35; capital of Chu, 40.
ying 應, 643, Plate lx xv.


Yinggan Circulating Treasure [Yinggan tongbao 應感通寶 ], 415n7, 400.

Yingli Circulating Treasure [Yingli tongbao 應曆通寶 ], 545, 989.

Yingli Heavy Treasure [Yingli zhongbao 應曆重寶 ], 531.


Yingtian. Cf. garrison fields.


'Yingyuan 映元, plate gold, 68-70, 73n27, 986.

Yingyun Circulating Treasure [Yingyun tongbao 應雲通寶 ], 640, 651n1, Plate lx iii, 678, 993; silver coin, 659, Plate lx vii.

Yingyun Original Treasure [Yingyun yuanbao 應雲原寶 ], 305, 314, Plate xl iv, 531, 988.

Yokohama Specie Bank [Hengbin zhengjin yin-hang 横濱正金銀行 ], 779, 814, 977, 996.

yong 永, Tang coin inscription, 305; Ming, 663.

yong 庸, tax category, 346.

yong 固, Ten Kingdoms coin reverse inscription, 313, Plate xli v.

Yong'an Five-grainer [Yong'an wuzhu 永安五銖 ], 221, 222, Plate xxxviii, 225, 230n25, 268, 280, 309, 739, 931, 932, 987.

Yong'an-five-hundred [Yong'an wubai 永安五百 ], 315.

Yong'an-one-hundred [Yong'an yibai 永安一百 ], 315.

Yong'an-one-ten [Yong'an yishi 永安十 }, 315.

Yong'an-one-thousand [Yong'an yiqian 永安一千 ], Plate xl iii, 315.


Yongchang Circulating Treasure [Yongchang tongbao 永昌通寶 ], Plate lx xvi, 645-646, 994.

Yongchuchuan Small Articles [Yongchuchuan xiaopin 濱幡小品 ], 21n20, 653n14, 655n47, 656n58.

Yong Cottage Daily Notes [Yonglu rizha 俑廬日札 ], 554n10.

Yongguang 永光, 125n3, 218, 377, 928, 987.


Yongheng Official Check Office [Yongheng guanqie ju 永衡官帖局 ], 957.


Yongle Circulating Treasure [Yongle tongbao 永樂通寶 ], 640, 651n1, Plate lx iii, 678, 993; silver coin, 659, Plate lx v ii.

Yongle Encyclopedia [Yongle dadian 永樂大典 ], 229n23, 929.

Yongle gongbi huati ji. Cf. Yongle Palace Illustrated Topics Record.

Yongle Palace Illustrated Topics Record [Yongle gongbi huati ji 永樂宮壁畫題記 ], 426n22.

Yongli Circulating Treasure [Yongli tongbao 永曆通寶 ], Plate lx v i, 645, Plate lx x, 754, 994.

Yonglong Circulating Treasure [Yonglong tongbao 永隆通寶 ], 313, 357, 989.

Yonglu. Cf. Harmonious Record.

Yonglu Daily Notes [Yonglu rizha 俑廬日札 ], 20n5. Cf. also Yonglu Diary.


Yongming 永明, Prince of, Plate lx xvi, 645, 649, 807, 994.

Yongping Original Treasure [Yongping yu nbaow 永平元寶 ], 305, 314, Plate xli v, 531, 988.

Yong qian. Cf. Song of Coins.


Yongtan Notes [Yongtan biji 儀貳筆記 ], 801n15.

Yongzheng Circulating Treasure [Yongzheng tongbao 永正通寶 ], 756, Plate lx xii, 994, 995.

Yongzhou Green-red [Yongzhou qingchi 永州青赤 ], 269.


Yoshisuke's Essays on Coins [Yoshisuke sen ron 順治泉論 ], 140n14.


you 右, knife-coin inscription, 44.

you 酉, 549.


Youhuan jiwen. Cf. Things Heard by a Travelling...
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Eunuch.
You幽, King of Chu, 63n4.
Youxia 右校, 296.
Younger-brother-spade-eight-hundred [Dibu babai 弟布八百], 118, Plate xxxi, 128n24.
You 子, coin inscription, 32, 43.
You 雨, coin inscription, 32.
You 魚, fish, knife-coin inscription, 42.
You 處, adz-spade inscription, Plate xi, 43, 38, 32.
Yu 魏, 638, Plate Lxxii.
Yu 椿, (Yulinwei 榆林衛), 643.
Yu 御, 645.
Yu 字, 953.
Yuban 艮, spade-coin inscription, 63 n3.
Yu Bian 貞, 727n64.
Yu Chou 周, 518-519.
Yuchu New Record [Yuchu xinzhi 雨初新志].
Yu 云, 606nl7.
Yu 子里, 29n5.
Yulin jun 御林軍, 767.
Yulin wei 榆林衛, 643.
Yumin Circulating Treasure [Yumin tongbao 裕民通寶], Plate lxix, 755, 994.
Yuning Official Silver and Cash Office [Yuning guanyinqian ju 裕甯官銀錢局], 957.
Yu Sensheng 都森盛 silver cake, Plate c, 791, 953-954.
yushu qian. Cf. imperial calligraphy coins.
Yusu-Official Silver and Cash Office [Yusu guanyinqian ju 裕蘇官銀錢局], 957.
Yu Tang 于逖, 321n14.
Yutian 于謙, 116.
Yu Wanzhi 富玩之, 258.
Yu Wensheng 于文cea, 498.
Yuwen Tai 于文泰, 270.
Yu Xia shujin shiwen. Cf. Decipherment of Xia Ransom Metal Inscriptions.
Yu Yan 于烷, 30n19, 63n17.
Yu Yinlin 于蔭霖, 811.
Yuanfu Original Treasure [Yuanfu yuanbao 元符元寶], 402.
Yuan gongdie shiling. Cf. Yuan Archives Filled In.
Yuan hao. Cf 443.
Yuan archives filled in. Cf. Yuan History Newly Compiled.
Yuan History [Yuan shi 元史], 571n4, 621, 622, 738.
Yuan History Newly Compiled [Yuan shi xinbian 元史新編], 573n30, 924.
Yuan Hong. Cf. Yuan History.
Yuan lie. 340.
yuanjin. Cf Plate gold.
Yuan Ke. China's Ancient Myths [Zhongguo gudai shenhua 中國古代神話], 23n44.
Yuan Literature Categorized [Yuan wen lei 元文類], 592n2.
Yuan Mei. Cf. Yuan History Newly Compiled.
Yuan Ming shilei chao. Cf. Yuan and Ming Certificates.
Yuan qu xuan. Cf. Selected Yuan Songs.
Yuan shi xinbian. Cf. Yuan History Newly Compiled.
Yuan Shu. Cf. Yuan History Newly Compiled.
yuansi 竊緯, "original threads," 777.
Yuantong Circulating Treasure [Yuantong tongbao 元統通寶], 567.
Yuan yang bei. Cf. The Affectionate Couple’s Coverlet.
Yuanzi 養 育, spade-coin inscription, 34.
Yuan you Circulating Treasure [Yuan you tongbao 元祐通寶], 402, Plate xlvi, 404, 495n21, 990.
Yuan Zhen. 320, 324, 374.
Yuanzhen Circulating Treasure [Yuanzhen tongbao 元貞通寶], Plate lxvi, 566, 569, 992; silver coin, 570.
Yuanzhen Original Treasure [Yuanzhen yuanbao 元貞元寶], 566, 992.
yue 楮, coin inscription, 32.
yue 越, Tang coin spade, 304, Plate xlii.
yue 當, flute, 22n28.
Yue Fai. Cf. Yue and Ming Certificates.
Yue hai guan zhi. Cf. Gazetteer of the Canton Maritime Customs.
Yue jie. Cf. Minute Observation Grass Hall Jottings.
yueyi 越邑, spade-coin inscription, 35.
Yue Zhenchuan. 839n3.
Yule, A. C. 573n27, 577n50, 578n62, 608n51, 635n3.
yun 雲, Plate Ixxiv, Ixxix, 754, 755.
yun 雲, Plate Ixxvi, 751n7, 774.
Yunjian jumu chao. Cf. Amidst the Clouds Eyewitness.
Yunnan 雲南, use of cowry in, 28, 30n25, 649.
Yunnan Dragon Foreign [Yunnan longyang 雲南龍洋], Plate cii, 796.
Yun xian zaji. Cf. Cloud Immortal Miscellaneous Record.
yunxing 孕星, pregnant dots, 296.
Zensho ji 全昌寺, 417n15, 579n77.
Zeng Guoquan 曾國荃, 788.
Zeng Minxing 曾敏行, 469n9.
Zhanguo ce. Cf. Stratagems of the Warring States.
Zhang 大, unit of linear measure, Chinese yard, 319.
Zhang [?] 张, 666n22, 724n27.
Zhang 漳, 762n3, Plate Ixxi.
Zhang Baoshan 张保山, 768.
Zhang Bing 张丙, 788.
Zhang Cang 张蒼, 183. Cf. also Nine Chapter Calculating Techniques.
Zhang Chongyi 张崇懿, 939.
Zhang Ci 张 cites, 499n9.
Zhang Du 张度, 321n11.
Zhang Duanmu 張端木, 927.
Zhang E 张, 418.
Zhang Ge'er (Jahangir) 张覚格爾, 758.
Zhang Guoquan 张國quan, 892n2.
Zhang Hu 張, 230n29, 378, 531.
Zhang Jiaxiang 张家祥, 849.
Zhang Juzheng 張居正, 580n82.
Zhang Jun 张俊, 475.
Zhang Junqin 张-Jun卿, 310n6.
Zhang Lai 张來, 427n36.
Zhang Lin 张林, 177, 204, 375.
Zhang-Lu 张禄, 135, 137.
Zhang Peiren 张培仁, 501n81.
Zhang Pingzi 张平子, 128n22.
Zhang Qian 張遷, 361n29.
Zhang Qian 張, 131, 145.
Zhang Qian 張, 464, 530.
Zhang Ruogu 張若谷, 431.
Zhang Shanhaio 张善浩, 599.
Zhang Shangying 張商英, 465.
Zhang Shicheng 张士誠, 570, Plate Ixix, 610, 611, 993.
Zhang Shinan 張世南, 496n35.
Zhang Shulin Outer Collection [Zhang Shulin waiji 章書林外集], 624n15.
Zhang Shunmin 張舜民, 311n15.
Zhang Tai 張台, 230n29, 378, 531.
Zhang Tai's Register of Coins [Zhang Tai qian lu 張台錢錄], 531.
Zhang Tang 張湯, 113, 165.
Zhang Tingji 張廷濟, 928.
Zhang Wenxian 張 文 先, 467.
Zhang Wenchen 張 文 陳, 688n44.
Zhang Xianzhong 張獻忠, Plate Ixxvi, 645-646, 693, 694, 833, 994.
Zhang Xiangjin 張相晉, 917.
Zhang Xiu 張脩, 137.
Zhang Xiuju 張修育, 948n21.
Zhang Xuan 張萱, 585n4.
Zhang Xuan 張萱, 599.
Zhang Xuan 張鉉, 717.
Zhang Xuecheng 張學誠, 530n1, 623n1.
Zhang Yan 張, 464.
Zhaojia qian jia qianpu. Cf. The Zhao Family's Thousand Family Coin Catalog.
Zhao Mengfu 張夢符, 592.
Zhao Rong 杨 荣, 332n8.
Zhao Shangying 張上英, 465.
Zhao Shicheng 張見庚, 366, 373-374.
Zhao Shicheng 張見庚, 570, Plate Ixix, 610, 611, 993.
Zhao Shunmin 張舜民, 311n15.
Zhao Tai 張台, 230n29, 378, 531.
Zhao Tai's Register of Coins [Zhang Tai qian lu 張台錢錄], 531.
Zhao Tang 張湯, 113, 165.
Zhao Tingji 張廷濟, 928.
Zhao Wenxian 張 文 先, 467.
Zhao Wenchen 張 文 陳, 688n44.
Zhao Xuecheng 張學誠, 530n1, 623n1.
Zhao Yan 張, 464.
Zhang Ye 張掖, 216.
Zhang Yong 張詠, 429, 430, 441.
Zhang Yue 張誼, 377, 391.
Zhao Zhidong 張之洞, 771, 772, 793-794, 798, 811, 919, 920, 966, 979.
Zhao Zhifu 張知甫, 426n29.
Zhao Zhihan 張之翰, 593n15, 618-619.
Zhangzhou Army Supply [Zhangzhou junxiang 漳軍蓄], 788-790.
Zhao Zuo 張, 329n8.
Zhang Zongyuan 張宗遠, 897n36.
zhao 召, knife-coin inscription, 46.
zhao 兆, 892n1.
The Zhao Family's Thousand Family Coin Catalog [Zhaojia qian jia qianpu 趙家千家錢譜], 531.
Zhao Fengtian 趙豐田, 927n2.
Zhao Gui 趙, 400.
Zhao Ji 趙佶, Emperor Huizong of Song, 403, 404, 405, 422, 434, 647.
Zhaojia qian jia qianpu. Cf. The Zhao Family's Thousand Family Coin Catalog.
Zhao Ke, King of Yan, 45, 52.
Zhao Lin 趙琳, 329n10.
Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫, 592.
Zhao Quan 趙權, Plate Ixiii.
Zhao Rong 趙 荣, 332n48, 495n23.
Descend the Mountain to Contend for Requiting Mercy.
Zeng Chenggong 郑成功 (Coxinga, Koxinga), 645, 788, 994.
Zhang Commentary [Zeng jian 郑鉴], 21n21.
Zengde Circulating Treasure [Zengde tongbao 正德通宝], 641; gold coin, 659.
Zeng Guanying 郑觀應, 818n17, 911, 915, 979.
Zeng He 郑和, 656, 669, 686n24.
Zenghe Circulating Treasure [Zenghe tongbao 政和通宝], Plate li, 406, 465, 495n19, n21, 991.
Zenghe Era Attested Pharmacopoeia [Zenghe zhenglei bencao 政和证類本草], 30n27.
Zenghe Heavy Treasure [Zenghe zhongbao 政和重寶], 403, 406.
Zeng Huang 鄭還古, 390n6.
Zeng Jiaxiang [Zheng Jiaxiang] 鄭嘉祥, 63nl1, n16, n18, n22, 74n34, 126n5, 140n7, 311n31, 317n23.
Zeng Jing 鄭經, 645.
Zenglong Circulating Treasure [Zenglong tongbao 鄭龍通寶], 649, 622, 991.
Zenglong Original Treasure [Zenglong yuanbao 鄭龍元寶], Plate lixi.
Zengming Circulating Treasure [Zengming tongbao 鄭明通寶], 787.
Zengping Circulating Treasure [Zengping tongbao 鄭平通寶], Vietnamese coin, 407.
Zeng Qian 鄭虔, 310n14.
Zeng Qiao 鄭樵, 527-529, 621, 623n1.
Zeng yen ding 征人鼎 bronze, 17, 22n30.
Zeng Ruoceng 鄭若曾, 667n26.
Zeng, state of, 19.
Zengtong Circulating Treasure [Zengtong tongbao 鄭統通寶], 641-642.
Zengtong Veritable Record [Zengtong shilu 鄭統實錄], 664n6.
Zeng Xia 鄭俠, 461n26.
Zeng Xie 鄭燮, 899.
Zeng Xingxun 鄭行巽, 971n24.
Zeng Xuan 鄭玄, 107n5.
Zeng Yu 鄭玉, 607n29.
Zeng Yuanfang 鄭元芳, 126n10.
Zeng Yuanyou 鄭元佑, 427n37.
Zeng Zhou 鄭周, 27.
Zengzong si. Cf. Seisoji.
zhi 制, regulations, 255, 643.
zheng 正, coin inscription, 47, 408, 642.
Zheng Banqiao's Collected Works [Zheng Banqiao ji 鄭板橋集], 830n23, 869n34.
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EAST ASIAN RESEARCH AIDS AND TRANSLATIONS

Widely acclaimed as the definitive work in its field, the book presents the reader with masterly descriptions of virtually every aspect of Buddhist art, including architecture, sculpture, painting, calligraphy, ritual implements, and much more.

This invaluable reference tool helps to acquaint scholars and interested laymen with a collection that not only includes all of ethnic Mongolia but also the Buryat, Kalmyk, Oirat, Daghur, Dongxiang, Engger and other Mongolian groups.


With more than 18,500 main entries, 450 maps and illustrations, and extensive supplementary information, this is the first major dictionary that opens one of Inner Asia's key languages to English-speaking readers. Virtually all of the eight million Uyghurs live in China's huge Xinjiang region where they form the majority of an ethnically diverse population, and their language serves as the lingua franca for Uzbeks, Tajiks, and several other smaller ethnic groups.

"... will become the single most important work on the subject in English. ... The book is packed with new information and insights and is a pleasure to read. Also unlike many books published in China, this work includes footnotes and the translation includes an index." Journal of East Asian Numismatics